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CHAPTER I 
WHY IS DELINQUENCY A PROBLEM FOR THE WHOLE COMMUNITY.?. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Because: 
Because: 
Because: 
Because: 
Because: 
Because: 
Because: 
It is a composite problem 
Many organized groups are involved 
One program of services has usually ujust grown" 
The community program will continue to grow 
It affects all cities 
Specialized services are necessary 
One problem is rooted in the basic strains 
within our culture 
· ~he National Conference on Prevention and Control or Juvenile 
Delinquency, Washington, D.c., February 11, 1946. 
' 
1 . Purpose end Scope of Study 
A. Rea sons for choosing topic 
In tnis wo r k , the writer will a ttempt to give two 
ma i n reasons for choo s ing this topic 
1. Thi s study points to the need in Egypt. 
a. Shortage in n.urnber of courts. 
There a re only two j~venile courts in Egypt. 
The first wa s establ ished in C. &iro (Apri l 1905),-the second 
was established. in Alexandr i a in the same year .. ?opulation 
of Egyp t was a t about tha t time, eleven milli ons •1 One nu.rn-
ber of these courts is still the s ame while the number of 
2 t he p opulation increased. to nearly double. Moreover, fol-
lowing the theory of the "comp etence territ oriale" , all 
children who live outsid.e Ca i r o or Alexandria a re u sually 
tried before the ordi nary courts where they reside. 
2 
There a r e only four reformatories for t he whole country, 
one of which is for girls. 
It i s true, thence, t hat Egypt is b a dly in need of 
juvenile courts in big cities all over the country . In Cairo, 
for example, where the popule.tion is more than two millions, 3 
one court i s app arently not enough. 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
census of 190? 
!! n 194? 
f! !l 194? 
. ... 
. . . . 
• • • • 
11, 28?,359 
19 , 09 2 ,389 
2 ,100,506 
3 
·Also, the number of reformatories is not sufficient in com-
pari s on with t he great number of children who are given 
sentences and committed to them, or a re still wandering in 
the streets because there is no room for them. 
'·V·ha t t he writer mentioned about courts and reformatories 
and be retold also about the agencies dealing with the young 
delinqu ents. In practice, there a r e only two socia l service 
bureaus, one in Ca iro and the other i n Alexandria. ~~o 
detention homes were recently e s t a bli shed in t he two ment ioned 
cities to prevent youths from being deta ined in the ordinary 
prisons with adult offenders. 
b . Needed improvement in quality of work . 
It is very helpful to study the methods and 
techniques of the various agencies and courts in Massachusetts 
which have 8. very long history i n . the field of delinquency. 
Such methods and techni ques may be applied in Egypt with adapta-
tion to the different patterns of culture. 
2 . Personal Reasons . 
The writer ' s interest in this topic grew out of his 
field work and his job since October, 1940. During this period 
he has dealt with the young delinquents , investigating their 
conditions and environment, deducing the causes of delinquency 
and prescribing methods of treatment e.nd prevention . Seizing 
the opportunity of having been awarded a full Smith-Mundt/ 
Fulbright Grant and coming to .\1assachuset ts, one of the 
.. 
4 
outstanding States in this socia l field, the writer he.s the 
sincere desire to make this comparative study and transfer 
to his home, (Egypt), some of the fruitful means of study 
and emperical efforts towards reform. 
B. Aims of this study. 
The aims of this study are to ana lyze the na ture and 
the development of delinquency in Egypt and in Massachusetts, 
to compare the causes, procedures and different method-s of 
prevention, control and treatment of the young delinqents in 
the two areas, and then to make recommendations for changes. 
c. Sources of Data 
Data has been gathered from books, reports, pamphlets, 
articles, laws and codes and from personal visits to many 
officia l and non- official agencies and institutions relating 
\ 
to the field of study , This, beside my personal mat er-ial, 
information and practice in the field. 
D. Limitation of the Stud-sr_ 
For the purpose of this, Cairo is used as a represen-
t a tive example of the Egyptian approach to the problem. In the 
same way, the study of Massachusetts delinquency places specia~ 
emphasis on the City of Boston. 
E. Outline for the Remainder of the Thesis 
Chapter 11 will illustrate the nature and defination 
Chapter 111 will give an idea about the extent and kinds 
of delinquency in general, in Massachusetts and Egypt . 
Chapter lV will reveal to the causes of delinquency in 
general the two countries with examples of the Socio- Cultural 
setting of delinquency . 
Ch a p ter V will examine the p rocedures for dealing with 
the problem in the two countries with ref erence to t he dif-
ferent typ es of ag encies. ( Prevention-Control-Treatment) 
Chap ter VI will criticize and set forth the conclusion 
of the sig nificant achievements in Egyp t and Massachusetts. 
5 
Chap ter VII will offer such recommendations, if any, for 
change in both Massachusetts and Eg ypt. 
• 
CHAPTER II 
THE NATURE AND DEFINITION OF DELINQUENCY IN EGYPT 
AND MASSACHUSETTS 
A. THE NA.TURE OF DELINQUENCY IN GENERAL 
1. What is delinquency? 
Delinquency is not a name of an illness. It is 
not a term which bends itself to experimentation and 
statistical procedures such as the comparison between psychiatric-
ally "normal" and "abnorman" groups. The student who seeks by 
reading or discussion to ascertain current opinions on juvenile 
delinquency must be struck by the following two facts: 
A. Each point of view, whether calmly or forcibly 
expressed is based on a deep-rooted conviction. 
B. It is impossible to demonstrate objectively the 
validity of any one opinion. 
Who can satisfactorily give a sound answer to the q~estion 
who is a delinquent and who is a non-delinquent. From the 
point of view of the psychologist, is a delinquent the child 
whose conflict arises from impulsive behavior or immaturity? 
Or is it the child who resists social patterns by lying, steal-
ing, sex behavior, running away, or the child whose behavior 
is disturbed due to the dawn of adolescence. I~ it the child 
who has what is called the behavior of protest, or who does 
not respect his parents or because of inferiority complex resorts to 
to compensatory stealing? Is it the child who is unable to 
conform to social patterns because of his mental deficiency 
7. 
mental d eficiency and inade quency'? Vv'ho knows'? Noone can g ive 
a sati sfact ory answer . How diff icult jt i s in each of the s e 
• c ases to draw a line between the del inqv.ent an d the non- delin qu ent 
beha vior. 
( a Annette foun d s ome whisky at home, an d got drunk , at 
yhe age of seven. 
(b) Arnold stole s ome extra ct from a neighbor., His mother 
sai d , " send him to the tra ining s chooln. 
(c) Sarge vvhi ps h i s s i s t ers •. 
~d) Cap s t ays out till mi clnight . 
(e) J .. E . an d_ J .. B.. fi ght one another . 
(f) Alvin s tol e his mot her's s tove an d s old it .. 
i 
(g ) Nl:el vin s:Ole a p i g from his f a the r who p r ev ai l ed u pon the 
juvenile court to comrn.i t him to the Training Sc hool a t the age of 1 5 .. 
(h) 1m alc oholic parent comp l a ins that h i s daughter i s " sas sy"., 
( i) A boy strik es his alcoholic gran dfat h e r vvi th a rock •. 
(j) Another is a bu s i ve to hi s mother and h er sist er . 
(k) Still another hacl<: s up a packag e that his mot h e r a imed t o 
· send to Ch'1other s on. 
( 1) At the fil l ing station tha t he was taldng c a r e of during 
his father' s absen ce, Ri c hey found a pint of •Nhisky belong i ng to 
his father.. Upon hi s fathe r's return , they quarreled .. The f ather 
• complained . Two months after th e boy' s father died , the boy wager-
e d 40 c ents against a bottle of wine in a game of dice.. Hi s 
mother said t h a t she would send him to the Tr a ining Sc hool the n ext 
time. 
• 
• 
8. 
(m) On e mother compl ained t hat her boy was very troubl e-
some and "just lik e his clad" 
(n) Another parent hea rd that J ane l eft church one night 
and went to the school grounds with s ome boys. 
(o) Gaylord is in when hi s mother i s out and out ·when his 
mothe r is in; she vrorlcs •. 
( :p ) Anothe r mother had her fifteen year old son t aken to 
jail from home because he was drunk •. 
( q) Jerry had a t ant rum during ·which he j erked the telephone 
off the wall .. 
(r) Sp eck 's grandmother had him committed to the Training 
School because he tried to leave t ovm .. 
( s ) Mark's mother committed him aft er he stole a gallon of 
gasoline. 1 • 
Can these children in the :preceding cas es be labeled 
del inqu ent s? Some say "yes", s ome "no". It is needless to say 
that delinquent children are pretty much the same as other childr en .. 
If a diff erenc e is insisted on, t he advance guard woul d say that 
the delinquent child is one who ha s been caught and haled i nto 
court and the non- del inquent child i s one who either i s not t a~-c en 
to court if found out, or is never found out., This .· · mean· . t hat 
except f or the grace of God, anyone of u s mi ght be del inquent. 
A very intelligent senior student , a youn( woman, in an 
' 
unguarded moment of clas s di s cuss ion said, " Why I c c:m.' t see a 
bit of difference between thi s ca se and my younger brother.. H~ is 
only fifteen and yet he smokes like a chimney , s t ays out l ate at 
1. Tappan, }Jage 3, from Austin L .. Porterfield, "Youth in Trouble" 
17, 1946 
• 
• 
nigh t to t hree in the morning , is craze about girls, loves 
to han.g arotmd hot-dog 1.-ragons and slot machines, bol."'r01vs 
money from the family purse ·Hi thout asking , refuses to \vork 
1 
on school J;esson s and hates school." 
Jm able British student of juvenile delinquency lend s his 
au thorati v e s upport to t his n otion 1-1hen he says, 11 There is n o 
sharp lin e of cleavag e by \·Jhich the delinquent may be marked 
off f rom t h e non- delinquent. Bet·vreen t h em, no deep g1.1lf exists 
to separate the si1n1er from the s a i nt , t he whit e sheep from 
t he black . It is all a probl em o f degree of a brighter or 
darker grey. This graded con tinuity, t he normal melting into 
t h e abnormal by almost i mpercep tible shades, is entirely in 
accord \vi th what we noo.v lmo\v of most ot h er forms of mental 
deviation. The moral faults of children run in an. tminterrupt-
ed ser ies, f rom the most h earless and persistent crimes that 
cotlid poss ibly be picttiTed , up to the mer e occasional naughti -
n ess to \-Jhi ch the most viciou s \<Jill at times give Yray . The 
line of demarcation is, at bottom, a social rather th~~ a 
p s y chological con cep t. A child is to be regarded as techni-
cally a delinquent \vhen h is anti-social tenden cies app ear so 
grave that h e b ecomes or ought to become the subj ect fm"' 
official action. 112 
1 lh ..... . h . d 1 . ') v _ at.. -c _en, J.s .e J.nquen cy. Cer tain.ly , t here is no more 
central question in this study and I)r obably none more diffic1.ut 
to ans-vrer, yet it is i mporta:.11.t to see t h e n ature of delinquency 
as clearly as possible. It is i mporta11.t, becau se on tffi interpreta-
tion 
1. ~1al ter Recluess "Juvenile Delinquency " Page 13, 1932 
2 . B1.1rt , Cyril "Th e Yo1.mg Delinquent, N. Y. 1925 , Page 13-15 
• 
• 
10. 
o f the term depends all the differences which set off the 
juvenile fl!'om the adult criminal as well as from the non-
offender. Futhe r more, the line between juvenile delinquents 
and adult criminals is arbitrary, for the laws usually consider 
the age range as a significant factor of demarcation between 
the two. 
2. Juvenile delinquency implies a special age range. 
This is presumably b ased upon a belief 2.s to the 
degree of immaturity which reasonably :bakes into account 
responsibility for one's acts. The u pper age limit for origin-
al jurisdiction of the juvenile courts varies from 16 to 21 
years, but 18 is the co~non limit adopted by the larger number 
~ 
of States. It is the upper age limit reco~ended by the 
National Probation and Parole As sociation and the United 
States Children's Bureau and adopted for delinquency proceed-
\) 1. 
ings in the federal courts. But it must be remembered here 
that the chronological age limits alone are not entirely 
satisf a ctory, for the children differ greatly in their phy-
sical, mental and social age levels. Delinquency is more 
directly associated with social age t han wi th either the 
physi cal or mental age, for soc ial age involves emotional 
stability and maturity, attitudes and habits, understanding 
and socializat ion. 
1. F. B. Sussman ••• "Law of Juvenile Delinquency11 1950 
• 
11. 
3. Juvenile delinquency implies a district court 
Jurisdiction. 
This sub j ect will be treated later in Chapter 
5. What is interesting to say here is that t her e is a large 
number of States which focus attention on the crime rather 
than on the criminal. In such States the type of crime is 
the dec5.ding f actor if the offender is a juvenile delinquent. 
That i s to say that the immaturity of the child is less i m-
portant than the type of crime committed. In a capital crime, 
the child may be deprived of the benef it of the juvenile 
court. The immaturity of the person can not helphere. It is 
worthy to note that in several States capital and life of f enses 
and sometimes other serious crimes are excepted from the opera-
((" 
tion of the juvenile court · lavlS. :Elor example: 
I. Vermont and West Virgina.~ except capital crimes. 
II. Colorado, Iowa, Massachusetts, Montana, New York, 
South Carolina, Tennes s ee and United State s Courts except 
crimes punishable by death or life imprisonment. (Mass. by 
death only since 19~8) 
III. Florida, Maryland, North Carolina , Pennsylvania and 
11ll. 
Rhode Island except certain other specific offenses. 
B. Definitions o£ Delinquency • 
Delinquency ~s a word has a varied history9 The latin 
(de, away or from),Linqu ere -to leave, was not in l atin 
literature applied to)children. It meant f ai lure, neglect of 
1. P. W. Tappan. Juvenile DelinquencY, 19L~9· page 18. 
• • 
duty, abandoment of an agreement. 1 • In a broad sense, 
juvenile delinquency has reference to antisocial acts of 
children and young people under a certain age, whose mis-
~. 
conduct is al1 infraction of tho law. Carr indicates six. 
po ss ible meanings of the term 11 juvenile delinquent and 
illustrates them by a diagram of concentric circles: 
1. The outer circle includes the total juvenile pop-
ulation - all children in a given area, below a given age, 
specified by law §:S coming under the heading of juveniles. 
A large proportion of these are not delinquent. 
2. The second outer circle includes all juvenile 
~-all children showing~ehavior, whether or not 
antisocial. 
3. Legal delinquents • ~11 ~committing anti-
social acts as defined by law. 
4. Detected delinquents. All anti-social~ 
detected. 
12. 
5• Agency delinquents. All detected anti-social ~ 
reaching any agency. 
6. Alleged delinquents. All apprehended anti- s ocial 
~ brought t o court. 
7. Adjudged delinquents. All court nnti-social~ 
11 found 11 guilty. 
1. W • W. Skeat. 11Etymological Dictionary of the En glish 
Language" Dr. 1\I . W. Water, page 11.~6 "Youth in Coni'llmt. 
2. Carr, Lovell, J. Delinquency Control 19L~o ( page 59) 
• 
• 
•• 
There are, of course, countless definitions of juvenile del-
inquency. For example: 
1. One average ci~izen thinl{s of the delinquent child 
only as one who has viola ted a l aw. 
2. The National Probation and Parole Associ a t i on defined 
a delinquent child a s 1 · 
a. one who h as violated any law of the S ta~e or any 
ordina nce or regula t ion of a sub division 6f any State. 
b. one who by reason of being wayward or ·habitually 
disobedient or uncontrolled by his parents, guardian or custodian. 
c. one who is habitua lly truant from school or home. 
d~ on e who habitua lly deports himself so as to impair 
or end~ger the morals or health of hims elf. 
The White Hou.se Confere.nce of 1930 defined delinquency as any 
j u venile misconduct that mi ght be dealt with under the law. 1 · 
Juvenile delinquency is what the law says it is. It is a 
lega l term, c hang ing in character from state to st a te. There 
i s , to b e sure, a basic area of juvenile delinquency which 
c an be identified in nearly every state of the Union -- namely, 
t h e commission of an act by a chi ld which if committed by an 
adult woul d be regarded as a criminal offense. But around 
that hard core are c oncentric circl.es of ot her a cts which , 
in v a rious sta tes and loc a lities are cohsidered delinquencies 
when commi tted by children but not leg al offenses when adults 
commit them. 2 • 
T. Teeters & Heinemann 11 The Challenge of Delinquency" pag e 5 
r ay 1951 
2. Albert Deutch "Our Rejected Chi l d r en" page 5, 1950 
• 
• 
•• 
14. 
1. 
Sol Rubin indicated that every definition of delin-
quency includes violations of law and ordinances by chile~en • 
The definition of delinquency does not, however, stop there, 
but starts there. The following is a list of abbreviated 
definitions of acts or conditions included under the he ading 
of delinquency in the juvenile court laws of the United States. 
1. Violates any law or ordinance. 
2. Habitually truant. 
3. (Knowing ly) associates with thieves, vicious or 
imraoral persons. 
4. Incorrig ible. 
5. Beyond control of parent or guardian. 
6. Growing up in idleness or crime. 
7. So deports self as to injure or endanger self or 
others. 
8. Absents self from home (without just cause and) 
without consent. 
9. Ir~moral or indecent conduct. 
10. (Hab itually) uses vile, obscene or vulg ar la.nguage 
(in public p lace ) . 
11. 
12. 
13 • 
14. 
15 . 
( ~nowingly) enters, visits house of ill repute. 
Patronizes, v i sits policy shop or gaming p lace. 
(Hab itually) wanders about railroad yards or tracks. 
Jump s train or enters car or engine without authority. 
Patronizes sald>on or dram house where intoxicating 
liquor is sold. 
1. The Annals of t he Ameri can Academy of Political & Social 
Science January 1949. 
•• 
• 
• 
16. Wanders streets at nig ht, not on lawful business. 
17. Patronizes public poolroop or bucket shop • 
' 18, 
' 19. 
I mmoral conduct arou nd sclhool (or in public place). 
Engag es in illeg al occup a[tion. 
20. In occupation or situation dang erouns or injurious 
to self or others. 
21. Smokes cig arettes (or use
1
s tobacco in any f orm) • 
22. F requents p lace whose existence violates law. 
23. Is found in p lace for permitting which adult may 
b e punished. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28 . 
29. 
30. 
31. 
Addicted to drug s. 
Disorderly. 
Begging ~ 
Uses intoxicat ing liquor • I 
Mak es indecent proposal. I 
I 
Loiters, sleep s in alleys ~ vagrant. 
I 
Runs away from state or c parity institution. 
F ound on premises occup ief or used for illegal 
purp oses. 
32. Operates motor vehicle dang erounsly while u nder 
influ ence of liquor. 
I 33. Attempts to marry without consent, in violation of 
law • 
34. Giv~n to sexual irregularities. 1 • 
I 
15. 
1. Tak en from "Law of Juvenile Delinquency", B.B. Sussman 
pag e 20 ••• "List of Acts or Cohditions Included in 
Delinquency" (Ta bul a ted in decreasing order of frequency) 
I 
.. 
• 
' 
J[ I N MASSACHUSETTS' 
A. The Nature of Juvenile Delinquency 
! 
I 
16 . 
The general problem of delinquency in Massachusetts 
I 
seems to be the same as in other Pfrts of the world though 
with some differences due to the s pecial culture of the area 
I 
where the children grow up. It is i obvious that -_ 
the problem is closely a s sociated with social disorg aniza-
1 
tion. Certain s pecific anti-social acts of particular indi-
viduals may be due to incidental o~ special conditions, but 
I 
the more serious offenses, certainly the more complex types 
I 
of delinquencies, are due chiefly ~o the differential factors 
I 
in the social situation in which p~rsonal and social conflicts 
exist. The social situation invol~es some kind of social 
disorg anization. Perldns proclaim(d one day, 11 We at the 
Boston Juvenile Court believe that the excess delinquency 
is a sig n of failure in our total educational systen1. The 
statute of Massachusetts says that children should be re-
I 
garded not as criminals but as children in need of guidance 
and care. Therefore, the statute g ave official recognition 
to the fact that whatever the immeviate act may be that 
brings a child into a juvenile court, the issues presented 
I 
are, problems involving understanding, and protection rather 
I 
than criminal res ponsibility, guilt or punishment." 1 • 
I 
The problem of juvenile delinquency is not a recent 
I 
problem in Massachusetts. To understand the role of Massa-
1 
chusetts in juvenile delinquency, it is better to go back to 
I 
1. Honorable Justice J. F . Perkins 
I 
' 
17. 
the early day s of the nineteenth century when . t h e Boston 
House of Refug e and the F irst State Reform School for juvenile 
offenders were established in lv~ assachusetts the first in 182 6 
and the second in 18 47. 'rhe early
1 
correctional reformers 
'\·Jere·· more concerne d with the treatment of youthful off enders 
after their co·· e ction than wi th modifications in the processes 
of arrest, detention, trail and the like. 
An 1869 st a t u te provided for the p resence in court 
of a St a te Agent or his deputy whenever a pp lications is made 
f or t he comrnitment of any child to any reformatory maintained 
by t h e Commonwealth -- a provision still in force. (Laws of 
lassachusetts 1869, Chap ter 453, Section 4). The a g ent and 
his deputies were also charg ed with the finding of suitable 
homes for c h ildren whose interests would better be promoted 
by p lacement in a family or by indenture t han by incarcera-
tion in a reforma tory , a nd with t h e periodic visiting of 
such ch ildren. As will be seen in the succeeding ch a p ters 
many ex ce p tional authorities in this state have dea lt with 
I 
t h e problem. Some have focused .t heir attention on t h e statutes. 
Amendments have been pas sed ... one can sa~ yearly. The last 
i mportant amendment was in 1948 . ( See Chapter 310 of t h e Acts 
and Resolves of 1948) The Youth Service Board was established 
by this act to fulfil some needs which one faces in dealing 
wi th t h e prob lem. Other authorities carry out exp eriments 
and researches. They have broug ht to the field valuable 
I 
results. One can follow the works of Sheldon and Eleanor 
• 
• 
~ . 18. 
Glueck in studying the nature of delinquency in this state. 
The Gluecks, for example, noted here in Massachusetts 
that (1) with the passing of years the number of youths who 
continue to be offenders is steadily diminished. They noticed 
also that (2) a considerable irididence of foreign-born p arent-
age among the juvenile delinquents , sent to the Boston Juvenile 
Court. (3) The economic c ondition of the delinquent families 
was very poor; (4) the homes were unwholesome; (5) 90% of 
the Boston delinquents come from broken homes. (6) The edu-
cational achievement of the delinquents was far below the 
standard (the measurement was Boston School children). (7) 
9 5% of the delinquents had eng a g ed in various forms of mis-
b ehavior. ( 8 ) 50% of t he juvenile , delinquents in Boston are 
1. 
in g ood health. 
l. The Age Range 
Seventeen years of age is believed to be a reasonable 
upper a g e limit in Massachusetts. Following the Statute a 
"Delinquent child" is a child betwE1en seven and seventeen, etc. 
I 
( Dection 52, Chapter 119, General Law). However, there would 
seem to be no sound reason for not including the 17 year old 
children in the juvenile categ ory as most of the states do. 
voreover, 17 years as a ~oint of transition has no biological 
or other scientific basis. It will be seen in the following 
I 
chapters that offenses of children 17 years old are not differ_ 
ent from those of 16 and 15. 
1. "One Thousand Juvenile Delinquents" by Sheldon Glueck & 
Eleanor T . Glueck, Cambridge Harvard University Press, 1934 
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The minimum age is 7 in I'ilassachusetts as stated in the 
Statu te and this age is the mimi..:rnmlllm._·a.ge in many states and 
foreign countries including Egypt. Yet there is a school of 
thought which opp oses the limitation by saying that a child of 
six and half years may need what the child of seven needs. 
2. A Special Court for Juvenile Delinquents 
There is only one court in Massachusetts which is 
exclusively for juvenile delinquents. It is one of the out-
standing juvenile courts of the country. It is the Boston 
Juvenile Court. The experience and wisdom of the officials of 
that court have helped to develop and establish high standards 
of juvenile court procedure and practice. 
The procedures and statements of the laws of that 
court will be discussed in Chapter 5. Outside the competence 
of the Boston Juvenile Court, juvenile cases are brought before 
the juvenile sessions of the district courts. This also will 
be explained in Chapter 5. 
I 
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• B. Definition of Juvenile Delinquency in h assachusetts 
According to the House Bill No 616 (1) ( An Act 
relative to Delinquent Children enacted by the Senate and House 
of Representatives in General Court assembled, and by the 
authority of the same, as follows: 
Section I 
The term " delinquent child" whenever used in this 
chapter, shall be construed to mean any boy or g irl between 
the ages of seven and seventeen years who commits any of-
fence not punishable by death or imprisonment for life -
except the off ence of being an habitual truant or an habitual 
school absentee, or habitual school offender, under the 
provisions of Chapter 46 of the Revised Laws - or who violates 
any city ordinance, or city or town by-law; or who is stub-
born, disobedient or wayward or who knowingly associates 
with thieves, vicious or immoral persons, or who without 
just cause, and without the consent of his parent or cus-
todian, absents himself from his home or place of abode or 
who knowing ly frequents a house of ill-repute or a policy 
shop, or a place where any g aming device is used, or any 
place where intoxicating liquors are sold, or who wanders 
about the streets in the night time under conditions which 
involve moral exposure, or who habitually uses vile, obscene, 
vulga~ profane or indecent language, or who is guilty of 
1. House ••• No 616 
Bill accompanying the petition of Grafton D. Cushing for 
leg islation to provide for dealing with juvenile offenders 
against the laws as delinquent children. Joint Judiciary 
January 23 Comn1onwealth of Massachusetts the Year 1906 
• 
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immor-al conduct in any pu b lic place, or in or about any 
school house, or who is leading an idle vagrant or vicious 
life.) 
The definition of a "delinquent child" before the 
amendment of 1948, was a child between seven and seventeen 
who violates any city ordinance or town by-law or commits 
an off ence not punishable by death or imprisonment for life (1) 
The 1948 amendment affects the definition by striking out 
the words, 11 or by i mprisonment for life".( The General Laws 
of Massachusetts Chap ter 119, Section 52) 
(l.)Chapter 413 Section I Laws and Resolves of Massachusetts 
1906 • 
• 
• 
llJ: IN. EGYPT 
A. The Nature of Juvenile Delinquency 
There was no definite chapter in the penal code 
of Egypt for thejuvenile delinquents until the 19th century. 
Since t he year 1805, the statute was based on the Moslem Law. 
Judges followed this law in their sanctions. Beside the law, 
there were ex tensive studies focused on the "Four Main Doctrinesn 
or "El Mazaheb". ( El Shaffie, El Malkey, El Hanbaly, and El 
Hanafy) These can be called the Schools of Thought from which the 
judges formulated their laws and passed their sentences. 
These Doctrines suggested that young offenders should 
be tried not as adults but as immature persons. The distinction 
between adults and immature person is based on the age of puberty. 
Mohamed Ali Pasha, the then ruler of Egypt passed a 
law in the year 1826, called "The Fellah Law" ( Fellah means 
.farmer). Although that law had many articles dealing with many 
crimes such as larceny, robbery, assault and so forth; and the 
sanctions of these crimes, yet nothing was mentioned about the 
juvenile delinquents. 
A year later ano t her law was passed. It was called the 
11 Montakhabet Actn. ( Montakhabet means to choose). Article No 
133 of that Act pointed out some simple procedures about the 
commitment of the youth and the basis of their punishment. The 
ag e range was i gnored. The sign of maturity was reaching puberty 
(age 14- 15 years). Later in the same century, other laws were 
passed, similar among which was the" Hamayoni Law". This 
law resembled the Turkish Law called" Nama Sultan". 
In the year 1883, the mixed Tribunals were established 
• 
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to replace some of the Consular Courts. In 1887 there followed 
the establishment of the National Tribunals. 
It isr egrettable that from the 16th century 
onward, the capitulations placed all foreigners living in 
Egypt beyonU the jurisdiction of Egyptian legislation and 
judicature (1). According to them, no legislation could be ap-
plied to foreigners living in the country, unless it was approved 
before---hand by their respective states. Their law suits could 
be dealth with only by the Consular Court s, or in accodrance 
with a later reform in 1883 passed by the Mixed Tribunals. In 
that year the first criminal statute specifically relating to 
juvenile delinquents was passed. Its origin was from the French 
Law. The writer has to add that the Egyptian jurisdictions 
generally speaking are organized along the lines of the French 
statutues, but we have other special matters wheDe the laws are 
based upon Islamic, Italian, German and other foreign legal 
systems. 
The 1883 Act deals only with children who commit a crime 
or of fence acceding to the criminal law; that is to say those 
children who were simply i n need of care and protection/.f 
(the negle cted children and the dependent chi l dren). The Act 
left without any consideration for vagrant childr en, thus in 
the eyes of the law they were not to be c onsidered . That Act 
was amended in the year 1904 ( Articles 59 - 65( ( See Chapter 
five . ) The juvenile delinquents as described in the law were 
in the ag e category of seven up to fifteen. A chi l d the refore 
who has not completed his seventh year must not be brought to 
trial. Corporal punishment was left intact by the 1904 _amendment. 
(l)This system of capitulations did not c ome to an end until 
October 14, 1949 in accordance with the Montreux Convention ibf 1937 
• 
t"tY~~-, 
Children according to the judge's appPee~~~n may be whipp ed 
and sentenced to the reformatory from two to five years. Children 
may also be put in jails for a period not to exceed ten years, 
if they commit an offense punishable by death or by imprisonment 
for life. Furthermore in that amendment of 1904, nothing was 
said about vagrant children. 
In 1908 a special act for vag rant children was passed. 
In 1937 the Penal Code was revised. With reference to 
the juvenile delinquents,. the Act of 1904 was amended but very 
little change was made. Corporal punishment for example was ) J 
abolished. The articles of the Penal Code ( 64-73), dealing with 
juvenile delinquency have divided these children according to 
their a g e rang e into three categ ories. ( This will be discussed 
in Chapter Five). 
The vag rant children's Act of 1908 ece&n amended in 
October 1949. Nany progressive ideas have been incorporated, such 
as raising the age of t h e child to eighteen and so on. A distinct 
court for Juvenile Delinquents --- The judicial structure in 
Egypt consists of Courts of First Instance, with a number of 
subsidiary summary courts attached to each, and three courts of 
a ppeal to which t h e Cou rt s of F irst Instance can app eal. Over 
and above all these is the Court of Cassation for both civil 
and criminal matters. The flrst J"uvenile c~urt in Egypt was 
established in Cairo in 1905. 
:H 1 N" 1 t~' l'\ he authority of t hat court to sentence children who 
are over seven years and under fifteen, if they are guilty of 
a crime, misdemeanor or contravention, ( meaning a minor off ence 
similar to v i olations of a city ordinance in the American Law). 
r-
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All districts of Cairo are within the jurisdiction of 
Cairo Juvenile Court. These districts are: Abdeen, Saidah, Helwan, 
Wayli, Boulac, Ezbakiyah, Ivi ousky, Khalifa (Misr El Gadida), 
Gamaliah, Road El Farag, Shoubra, Darb El Ahmar, Bab El Shaaria, 
IVi isr El Kadimah. 
A year later in 1906, the Alexandria Juvenile Court was 
established. Its authority is the same as that of Cairo. Also all 
the districts of Alexandria are within the jurisdiction of the 
court. 
B. Definition of Juvenile Delinquency in Egypt 
There is no particular definition in the Egyptian Law. 
A delinquent can be considered a child who is over seven but under 
fifteen, who is guilty of a crime, misdemeanor or contravention. 
But such a concept sometimes seems vague, for the law also makes 
a distinction between adults and those who are between fifteen 
and and seven teen years in the matter of penalties. For example 
Article 72 of the Penal Code of 1937 says: " The penalty of 
death, perpetual or part time penal servitude cannot be pronounced 
against an accused whose age is from fifteen to seventeen years 
" ----- . 
( This will be discussed in the procedures and statements 
of Laws in Cha pter Five.) 
• 
CHAPTER III 
THE EXT&~T M~D KINDS OF DELINQU©~CY IN EGYPT AND ~~SSACHUSETTS 
SECTION I 
In General 
A. The Extent 
vfuat is meant here by extent of juvenile delinquency is 
the distribution of the problem in terms of age, sex, race, 
nativity. The regional differences ( rural and urban 
areas) and the types of offences. 
a. Introduction 
The general opinion prevails that juvenile delin-
quency rates increased rapidly during the War and that this 
increase was caused by the War. I. R. Penlman said, 11 The 
number of children getting into trouble \vi t.h. law enfa ... ce-
ment and judicial a encies seem to have increased sharply 
during the War to a peak in 1945. From the peak o:f 19l..1-5 
children brought into court or arrested decreased sharply 
in 1946 and continued downward in 1947 , follovring the end 
f W t . ' . t . Ill o ar 1me cona1 1ons. 
This is an unsatisfactory explanation insofar as the 
United States is concerned, because although wartime 
conditions may have accentuated delinquent behavior, in-
creases were in evidence prior to the War , owing to entire-
ly different conditions. \Vhile no pronounced trends 
following World vJar II are as yet discernable, fluctuations 
in rates have occurred with an abatement in some regions 
1.; I .R.Perl man , The meaning o:f ·Juvenile Del inquency 
Statistics, Federal Probation, September 1949, Page 67 
2?. 
and increases in others . 
b . Statistics of Delinquency 
There is no overall agency to compile comprehensive 
nationwide statistics. Hence, national data of the extent 
of juvenile delinquency is not available, but several 
Government Bureaus collect data on certain items that 
cover a portion of the cases handled by law enforcement 
agencies. 
The scope of this paper is concerned with Hassachus etts 
and Egypt, but it is important to know something of the 
overall picture of the United States . There are two main 
Federal Bureaus for reporting such statistics: 
1 . The Uni:form Crime Reports published semi-
annually by the F . B.I . (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
u.s. Department of Justice). This bureau summarizes the 
offenses knovm to the police. They are dependable chiefly 
to the extent that they report actual counts of finger-
print arrest records sent to Washington by cities in all 
parts of the United States. 
2. The United States Children's Bureau collects 
data on the nmnber of juvenile court cases (cases disposed 
of by courts voluntarily participating in its Reporting 
plan). These reports do not constitute a completely 
representative sample of all juvenile courts in terms of 
geographic location or rural-urban distribution. lVioreover, 
the Reporting Courts are concentrated l argely in tbe North-
vlestern section of the United States . 
• 
It is important to note some of the difficulties in 
collecting correct data for the following reasons: 
1 . Some courts report only cases disposed d.' by 
formal court action. 
2. Other courts report in addition the un~icial 
cases disposed of, especially those handled by referees 
or probation officers without formal court action, e •• , 
dependency, neglect ~nd medical cases are sometimes in-
cluded in the reports of total findings. 
3. Variation by states in the matter of age 
jurisdiction of the courts, also facilities and personnel 
of the courts and the extend to which courts use other 
28 . 
law enforcement agencies or youth serving agencies in deal-
ing 1.-.ri th cases affect the statistics of tbe volume handled. 
4. Juvenile court statistics include only the cases 
disposed of by the courts, which is not a complete index 
of the total volume of deli nquency. Hany cases are taken 
care of by the policy, the sherxff , school authorities, 
or by social agencies in the community and are not referred 
to courts . 
5. Another difficulty confronts students of 
delinquency, that bei ng hm·r to estimate the number of 
children 1-vho are repeaters or recidivists . Few if any 
records are available that ·v;otlid give any reliable answer • 
Dr. Teeters, in his book po i nted out that 11it is 
obvious, then, that only a nation vride picttlre of j uvenil e 
maladjustment can be satisfactory in appraising the extent 
of delinquency. 'vje have seen t hat cefi ni tions are i n -
• 
adequate and t hat s tat j_ s tics are -vmefully 1:reab:. Perhaps it 
is too much to eA~ect the development of some central 
registration hureau, but until \ve have some such service vre 
shall never knovT \vi th any degree of certainty just hm._r much 
l delinquency there is in this country .. " 
c. Extent of Age and Sex 
The median age of children involved in delinquency 
cases in fot~ hm1dred thirteen courts was about fifteen and 
one- half years. About the same median age was fotmd for 
girls as for boys and f or unofficial as ·Hell as official 
ca ses. 11Almost t hree-fourths of t he children i nvolved in 
2 delinquency cases \vere fourteen years of age or over . " 
The following table shows the percentage of boys and 
girls viben referred to court by four hundred thirteen courts 
in the year 19~9: 3 
TABLE NO. I 
Percentage of Juvenile Delinquency cases 
Age of child when 
referred to court 
Total cases 
Age reported . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Under 10 years •• • •••••••• • 
10 years, under 12 •••••••• 
Total 
100 
4 
7 
~ Unofficial 
Boys Girl.s_ Boys Girl s 
100 100 100 100 
3 1 5 3 
7 3 8 4 
12 years, under 14 •••.•••• 15 15 15 16 14 
14 years , tmder 16 •••••••• 34 33 45 31 4o 
16 years and over ••••• • ••• 40 42 36 4o 39 
Age not reported •••••••••••• 
1. The Challenge of Delinquency by Teeters & Reinemann 
1951 New York-Prentice Hall , Inc. Page 19 
2. Juvenile Court Statistics 1946 - 1949, Federal Sect~ity 
Agency Children's Bureau, Statistical Series No. 8 
3. Ibid, Page 13 
• 
• 
Also the following table shows the difference in the 
rate of change between boys and girls in police arrests 
cases and juvenile courts cases . 
Boys and girls delinquency percentage cases disposed of by 
seventy-six urban juvenile courts and all fingerprint 
records received by the Federa~ Bureau of Investigation of 
boys and girls under eighteen years of age arrested by 
police, 1938 to 1947.1 
TABLE NO. II 
30. 
Year 1938 1939 1940 1941 194~1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 
Police 
Arrests 1:18 1:19 1:15 1:13 1:8 1:7 1:7 1:9 1:10 1:10 
Juvenile 
Court 
Cases 1:5 1:6 1:5 1:5 1:4 1:4 1:4 ~ :5 1:5 1:4 
d . Race and Nationality 
In t he United States, there are primarily t'\1/0 
large racial groups, the -vrhi tes and the negroes . The 
validity of statistics dealing with the crime ratios 
between white and negroes may be questioned because of 
certain racial prejudices. For example: 
1. The differential treatment of negroes by police 
authorities. 
2. The poverty of the negroes in comparison to 
the -vihi tes. 
1. 
It is helpful to report here vlhat the English student, 
... 
The Annals of the American Academy of Political and 
Social Science, Volume 261, January 1949, Page 13 
• 
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Cyril Burt has indicated in his book 11Y01.mg Delinquents, 11 
that the rich people sometimes solve their problems without 
gping to police or making official records. But the con-
sensus of local studies according to Ne~m1eyer shows that 
the negroes supply a larger percentage of delinquents in 
proportion to the total juvenile population in this group 
than do the whites. ef the 4,287 cases of delinquent 
children during the 1939 to 1942 period, 1,115 were negroes 
1 
and 663 were classed as Latin Americans. 
Negro girls show a higher rate of delinquency than wn~te 
girls. 2 
These statistics, one can say, need interpretir~, for 
perhaps the majority of the population in such areas may 
be negroes, as is the case in the South. 
vJi th reference to nationality, it is obvious that in 
this co~mtry there are: 
1. Foreign born 
2. Native born of foreign parentage 
3. Native born of mixed pa~entage 
4. Native born of native parentage. 
Which catagory accounts for more delinquency~ Here again, 
Neumeyer reports that the percentage of delinquents 1.vho 
are foreign born is very low. This is explained in part by 
the fact that less than nine percent of the population of 
the United States in 1940 was foreign born and that very 
few of them 1.<rere in the juvenile age group. The average 
1. 
2. 
Juvenile Delinquency in Ivlodern Society by Jvlartin H. 
Neumeyer, D. Van Nostrand Comp. Inc., 1949, Page 30. 
Walter C. Reckless and M. Smith, First Edition, McGraw-
Hill Book Co., Inc., N.Y., Page 37. 
• 
• 
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age of the foreign born 't.ras fifty-one. Nearly one-fifth of 
the total population is composed of persons \nth foreign or 
mixed parentage.1 
e. Regional Differences (Rural and Urban) 
It is generally believed that cities have h:ig re r 
rates of crime and delinquency than rural areas. It is also 
noticed that the number of crimes decreases as the distance 
from the large city increases. Also rural territories 
surrounding large cities have a crim rate higher than areas 
removed from the immediate influences of an urban environ-
ment. 
The rates of children committed to correctional institu-
tions was high among those who came from cities. But there 
are those who say that in rural areas many violations are 
solved quietly and gone unnoticed by official authorities. 
f. Types of Offenses 
It is quite difficult to evaluate definitely 
statistics of types of offenses. The reports vary in the 
classification. Some mention four or five types of offenses, 
others classify five or six kinds of stealing. 
The following table contains a typical classification. 
Classification of offenses of juvenile court statistics 
study of the Children's Bureau 1928 • 
L. Ibid, N. H. Neumeyer, Page 22 
• 
• 
TABLE NO. III 
The Offense 
A. Stealing or attempted stealing 
1. Automobile stealing 5) 
2. Burglary or unla\>rful entry 11) 
3. Robery 2) 
4. Other types of stealing 13) 
5. Types of stealing not 
reported 7) 
Percent 
38 
B. ~Truancy 9 
C. Running away 8 
D. Ungovernable or beyond parental control 10 
E. Sex Offense 4 
F. Injury or attempted injury to persons 3 
G. Act of carelessness or mischief 25 
H. Violating liquor or drug lavTS or intoxica-
tion 1 
I. Other charges l 
100 
1. The weak points in this classification are, for 
example, 11other types of stealing cases \vere thirteen more 
than the combined percentage of several classes mentioned ." 
2. The class No. H should be devided into three 
catagories. 
It is important to knmv what t~~es of offenses the 
children under eighteen commit. The follovrlng table gives 
the percentage of arrests of persons under eighteen, 
!w~nty-one and total percentage under t wenty-five years of 
33 . 
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age in the period January to June 1951.1 
Total 
Criminal Homicide 
Assault 
Robbery 
Burglary - breaking or 
entering 
Larceny - theft 
Auto theft 
Embezzlement and fraud 
Stolen property; buying, 
receiving, etc. 
Arson 
Forgery ru1d coQnter-
feiting 
Rape 
Prostitution and com-
mercialized vice 
Other sex offenses 
Narcotic drug laws 
Weapons; carrying, 
possessing, etc. 
Offenses against family 
and children 
Liquor la\!fS 
Tk..BLE NO * IV 
Percentage 
under 18 
year s ·of 
age 
4.9 
2.8 2.2 
8.7 
19.7 
10.1 
25.9 
1.2 
1.0 
2.5 
4.1 
4.5 
Driving while intoxicated 
Road and driving lmvs 
Parking violations 
.3 
1.8 
.4 
2.6 
Other traffic and motor 
laws 
Disorderly conduct 
Drunkenness 
Vagrancy 
Gambling 
Suspicion 
Not stated 
All other offenses 
vehicle 
3.1 
2.6 
.5 
3.5 
.6 
7.0 
1.8 
10.0 
B. _!_he Kinds of Delino:uents 
Percentage 
under 21 
years of 
age 
15.2 
10.6 
10.2 
28.9 
42.1 
27.4 
50.9 
6.6 
16.3 
18.4 
13.8 
29.9 
7.6 
10.7 
20.4 
17.8 
4.3 
13.1 
3.9 
20.0 
9.4 
17.9 
14.2 
3.8 
14.2 
3.2 
21.3 
9.4 
22.6 
34. 
Total 
Percentage 
under 25 
years of 
age 
30.0 
26.,4 
25.8 
53.6 
61.7 
45.2 
69.7 
20.1 
32.0 
31.0 
31.0 
52.5 
28.9 
26.4 
48.8 
20.2 
23.1 
14.1 
42.6 
23.1 
39.6 
31.1 
12.2 
29.3 
10.8 
39.4 
23.7 
38.7 
In Chapter II, the \lfriter defined the juvenile delinquent. 
Here the writer will describe the different l~nds of juvenile 
L~ 'Uriiform Crime -Reports (Federal Bureau of Investigation) 
Volume XXII Semi~nnual Bulletin No . 1 1951, Page 63 
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delinquents~ At the outset, it is important to notice that 
the neglected and the dependent child are also found in 
most juvenile courts' jurisdiction. "All states but four 
confer jurisdiction upon the childrens court over neglect 
and dependency. (Iviassachusetts, New York, Nevr ~1exico ani 
1 
Texas)." Hassachusetts has neglect but not dependency 
jurisdiction. Dependent children are dealt with by 
administrative agencies. 
Some states ~~dle, beside the dependent and neglect-
ed, other cases of adoption, the physically handicapped 
child, the mentally defective or disorderly child, il-
legitmacy or marriage of girls under sixteen. 
~Vho is the neglected child? 
The Standard Juvenile Court La1:1 prepared by the 
committee on Standard Juvenile Court Lav1s of the National 
Probation Association (New York, N.Y., 1933) stated that 
-
the neglected cltild is (1) a child who is abandoned by 
his parent , guardian or custodian, (2} a child \.frlO lacks 
proper parental care by reason of the fault or habits of 
the parent, guardian or custodia.-'tl, (3) a child vThose 
parent, guardian or custodian neglects or refuses to provide 
proper or necessary subsistence, education, medical ar 
surgical care, or other care necessary for his health, 
morals or v1ell being, (4) a child \·Those parent, guardian or 
custo dian neglects or refuses to provide the special care 
made necessary by his mental condition, ( 5) a child vho is 
1 ~ · Juve1iile · :Deiiriquericy by ·Paul Iii . Tappan; HcGraw-Hill 
Book Co., Inc., 1949, N~w York, Page 21 
--- · 
._. 
.. 
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~ound in a disreputable place, or who associates \rlth vagrant, 
vicious or i mmoral persons, (6) a child who engages in an 
occupation or is in a situation dangerous to li~e or limb, 
or injurious to the health or morals o~ himself or o~~ers. 
Who is the dependent child? 
The above Stru~dard Juv~Lile CoUl~t Law stated that the 
dependent child is (1) a child who is homeless or destitute 
or 1vi thout proper support or care through no fault of his 
parent or guardian, (2) a child who lacks proper care by 
reason of the mental or physical condition o~ the parent, 
guardian or custodian. 
tilho are . the _Federal juvenile offenders? 
Those are the children \vho are charged vli th violatir:g 
Federal lavrs. Such cases may be either handled by Federal 
authorities or may be dealt with under State JuvenileCourt 
Laws. The policy has been to divert cases of FederaL 
juvenile offenders to State authorities vrherever possible 
and in some commtmities serious violations of FederaLLaws 
as vrell as minor violations are han.dled by juvenile courts. 
The nuraber of cases of children dealt 1d th by Federal Coutts 
is influenced by several factors suqh as (1) the age limits 
of state - juvenile court jurisdiction, (2) the stage of 
development of state juvenile - court and probation systems. 
There are many acts and la\vS dealing vri th Federal 
juvenile offenders. The important are : 
1 . Liquor lmvs 
2. IrJllligration act 
3. Motor vehicle theft act 
37. 
4. Postal laws 
5. Laws against counterfeiting and forging 
6. Interstate Commerce Act (Car Seal Act) 
.. 
7. Narcotic Drug Act 
8. vfuite Slave Traffic Act. 
.. 
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S E C T I 0 N II 
IN MASSACHUSET'r S 
rer-t ~-
A. The Extent 
Introduction 
The extent of delinquency is very important because 
of the implication that here lies the earlier manifesta-
tions of many of the pro-blems or crime. It is from the 
juvenile delinquents that a large percent of our crimin-
als will be recreated. 
The problem of the juvenile delinquency in Massa-
chusetts is the same as in any other state, though there 
are variations in causation. The causation will be dis-
cussed in Chapter IV. 
Let us consider the distinction of delinquency in 
terms of age, sex, race, nationality, region (rural or 
urban) and types of offenses. 
a.. The Age: 
In Massachusetts, Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor 
Glueck found out in the study of one thousand juv-
enile delinquents t hat the age of the children at 
their first arrest was as follows: 
1. One ·ooy was arrested at the age of six 
2. Seventy-one were arrested at seven or eight 
3. Two-hundred and twenty-three were arrested at 
nine or ten 
4. Two-hundred and sixty-five were arrested at 
eleven or twelve 
5. Two-humdred and seventy were arrested at thir-
teen or fourteen 
38. 
.... 
a.(cont 1 d) 
6. One-hundred and fifty-nine were arrested at fif-
teen or sixteen 
7. Four were arrested at seventeen 
That is to say that the mean -being eleven years, 
eleven montha.l In a study by Harvard Law School in 
Criminology, of five-hundred juvenile delinquents, it 
was found that nearly half of that number showed evi-
dences of anti-sociality before their eighth year a s 
is shown in the fo l lowing table.2 
Table No. V 
Age at Onset of Misbehavior of Five-Hundreo. Juvenile Delin-
quents. 
d_~ 
Under 5 
5-? 
8-10 
11-13 
14-1'7 
Total 
years 
II 
II 
II 
II 
Number 
20 
222 
196 
53 
9 
500 
M. = 8.35 years 
Delinquents 
Per cent 
4.0 
44.4 
39. 2 
10.6 
1.8 
100.0 
It was observed in the same study of five-hundred juv-
enile delinquents that the mean age of juvenile delinquents 
at first court appearance was 12.39, while the mean age of 
the same cases at first conviction was 12.52. The follo w-
39. 
lL. One Thousand Juvenile Delinquents by Sheldon Gleuck and 
Eleanor T. Glueck , Cambridge Harvard University Press, 
1934, p. 9 ? . 
2. Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency by Sheldon and Eleanor 
Glueck, The Commonwealth Fund, Ny Y. 1950, p. 28. 
... 
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ing table shows these statements.l 
Table No. VI 
Age at First Court Appearance and First Conviction. 
First Court A:QJ2earance First Conviction 
Number of Per cent of Number of Per cent Of 
Age Delinquents Delinquents Delinquents Delinquents 
7 years 4 0.8 3 0.6 
8 II 23 4.6 21 4.2 
$ 11 45 9.0 40 8.0 
10 11 70 14.0 ?2 14.4 
11 11 81 1 6 . 2 73 14.6 
12 II 64 12.8 65 13.0 
13 II 84 16.8 8'7 17.4 
14 II 6? 13.6 ?0 14.0 
15 II 53 10.6 59 11.8 
1 6 II 9 1.8 10 2.0 
Total 500 100.0 500 100.0 
b. Sex 
The relative percentage of boys and girls who are 
juvenile delinquents in Massachusetts Courts was approxi-
mately ninety to one-hundred per cent. 
The following table shows the total numbers and per-
centage of boys and girls committed to the juvenile courts 
in Massachusetts during the period 1940-1947.2 
1. 
2. 
Ibid., p. 293 
Renort of The Board of Probation, for the years 1940-
194?, ending December 31. 206 New Court House, Boston, 
Mass., p. 3. 
.. 
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b. (cont'd) 
Table No. VII 
Boys and girls committed to the Juvenile Courts in the years 
1940 - 1 947 • 
Number 
Yea r of Boys 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
4108 
4 241 
4406 
5556 
5868 
6364 
5324 
4472 
Per-
centage 
90 
89 
88 
85 · 
8? 
89 
90 
$0 
Number of 
Girls 
4 72 
526 
628 
99 7 
861 
794 
625 
552 
Per-
centage Total 
10 
11 
12 
15 
13 
11 
10 
10 
4580 
4 76? 
5034 
6553 
6 '729 
7158 
5949 
5024 
Per-
centage 
100 
100 
100 
100 
:J-00 
100 
100 
100 
It should be observed from the preceding table that there 
wa s an increase during the war-time, (1941 - 1945) which was 
approximately 33%. 
c. Race and Nativity 
The extent of the juvenile delinquents of Massachusetts 
in terms of race and nativity is somewhat involved. A Survey 
of Crime and Criminal Justice in Boston, conducted by the 
Harvard Law School, based on one t h ousand juvenile delinquents 
showed that: 
a. In terms of race of juvenile delinquentsl 
1. 943 were white 
2. 49 " negro 
3. 8 11 negroid 
What is meant by neg roid is one parent is white 
and one colored. 
b. In terms of nativity of juvenile delinquents2 
1. 821 Of the children were native born. 
2. 155 It It II II fo!-eign born. 
3. 2 4 II II II their nativity was unknown. 
JL. One Thousand Juvenile Delinquents. Ibid_. p. 302. 
2. Ibid 303 
3. Ibid 303 
• 
• 
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c. The nativity for the parents of these juvenile delin-
quents was:l 
1. 121 parents of children were both native. 
2 . 619 II II II II II same foreign country. 
3. 61 II II II II each of different foreign 
country. 
4. 110 parents of children were one native and the oth er 
foreign country. 
5. 24 parents of children were one native and the other 
was unkno'l;m. 
6. 25 parents of children were one foreign and the 
other was unknown. 
7 . 40 parents of children were both unknown. 
d. Types of Offenses 
In Massachusetts, a study of five-hundred juvenile delin-
quents brought to court as first offenders, it was noticed 
that: 
a. In 65.6% of these cases, the offenses weve against . 
property (larceny, attempted larceny, conspiracy to commit 
larceny, larceny rrom the person, burglary, attempted burg-
~ ;_ ~---~'" , tXS 
lary, using auto without authority, and so on.) 
b. A tenth (10.2%) of the children, the offenses were 
against the public order (breaking glass, breaking windows, 
maliciously injuring property, destroying property, tres-
passing , stealing rides, violating license laws, ringing 
f£lse alarms, delaying dars, throwing missiles, violating 
parking rules, stoning trains and the like.) 
c. Another tenth (9.6%) were charged with stu-bbornness 
(complaints generally being made by their parents) 
d. 4.8/6 with running away. 
1. Ibid. 303 
• 
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e. 3.6% with truancy. 
f. 2.6% with assault and battery. 
g. 2.4% with sex offenses. 
h. 1.2% for fire-setting.l 
The following table shows the type of offenses committed 
by the juvenile delinquents charged to one juvenile court of 
Massachusetts in the years 1940 and 194?.2 
Table No. VIII 
Offenses 1940 1947 
Against Person 180 211 
Against Property 2707 2691 
Sex Offenders 1 74 252 
DomesticeRelations 7 6 
Drug Law, Violation of 
Li~uor Law, Vimlation of 
Drunkenness 28 100 
Motor VechicleLLaw, Violation of 430 540 
Minor Infractions 794 955 
Against Public Order 260 269 
Total 4580 5024 
The period of eight years showed slight differences 
except in the offense of drunkenness, where the number jumped 
from 28 to 100. tfhe total of 1947 had increase of 444 cases. 
1. Ibid. Unreveling Juvenile Delinquency, p. 28. 
2. Report of the Ba.ard of Probation for the years ending 
December 31, 1940 - 194'7. Board of Probation, 
206 New Court Rouse, Boston, p. 1 9-20. 
• 
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B. Kinds of Juvenile Delinquents in Massachusetts 
Under the Statutes of Massachusetts (Chap. 119, Section 52 , 
of the General Laws) t here are: 
1 • " Th e delinquent chil d, def ined as a chil d between seven 
and s eventeen who violates any city ordinance or town by-law 
or commits an offense punishabl e by death." 
2. Wayward ch ild, defined as, "a child between seven and 
seventeen years of age who halllitually associates with vicious 
or immoral persons or who is growing up in circumstances ex-
posing h im to l ead an immoral, vicious or criminal lif e." 
3. Under Chapter 7? of the General Laws, ther e is defined 
what is called the School Offen<1ers: 
a. Section 3 defines an 11 habitual truant 11 as 11 a child 
between s even and sixteen who wilfully and habit-
ually absents himself from school. 11 
b. Section 4 of the chapter described the "habitual 
absentees 11 as 11 a child between seven and sixteen 
found wandering about the streets or public 
plac es, having no l awful occupation, habitually 
absent from school a nd growing up in idleness 
and i gnorance, etc. 11 
c. Section 5 of this chapter discribes the 11 habit-
ual school off ender" as 11 a child under sixteen 
persistently violating reasonable regulations 
of the school he attends, or otherwise persist-
ently misbehaving therein, so as· to render him-
self a fit subject for exclusion therefrom, shall 
be deemed a habitual school offender. 
- .. , . ~ 
4. Chapter 119, Section 42 defined ·the 11 neglected child11 
1 as a child under sixteen years of age by reason 
of orphanage, or of the neglect, crime, cruelty, 
insanity, or drunkenness or other vice of the 
parents is growing up without education or with-
out salutory control, or without proper physical 
care or in circumstances exposing him to lead an 
idle and dissolute life or is d4~e fident upon 
public charity. 11 Sections 12 to 22 inclus1.ve of said 
chapters refers to the abandoned child, the adopted 
chi ld, and illegitimate infants. 
• 
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-SECTION III 
In Egypt 
A. The Extent 
1. Introduction 
No exact statement on the extent of juvenile 
delinquency in Egypt could be made , for \:Je k:novl only of 
the more unfortunate delinquents vrho fall into the hands of 
the la"\v. As f or the others, who, being more dexterous in 
their crime and escape the bands of the law, no statement 
at all could be made. 
There are many .American jurists vrho are alarmed by the 
large number of delinquents in America. This is because of 
the methods of recording and themany different kinds of 
Bureaus or agencies "\vhich collect the data that cover the 
big portion of the cases handled by the courts and the 
police. 
In Egypt, we then should not be flattered at our 
comparatively smaller number. The following table shows 
the total number of cases brought to the court1 during 
the period 1937 to 1943. Capital crimes are excluded. 
T.A.BLE NO . I X 
I CONTRAVENTIONS YEAR 1\U SDENEA.11'0RS TOT.AL 
i937 3622 ' , .. . . 3i96 68i8 --
1938 3065 3570 6675 
1939 3250 4705 7955 
1940 3395 5411-6 8841 
1941 3993 12783 16776 
1942 4305 7970 12275 
1943 3888 8092 11980 
-l,; .AXabic \vork-neports of The Cairo Juvenile Court for 
years 1937 to 1943 
the 
• 
• 
Age and Sex 
The age of the delLnquents in the Criminal Law ranges 
from seven to fifteen, but special consideration is given 
to those of fifteen to seventeen years of age as it \v.ill be 
explained later in Chapter V. 
The recent Vagrancy Law of 1949 raised the delinquent 
maximum age to eighteen. No definite recent statistics can 
be given to shovl at vlhich age the children start their mis-
behavior. But roughly speaking, the age of the seven 
hundred twenty-tvJO children committed to the Cairo Juvenile 
Court sent to the Social Service Bureau for investigation 
and follow-up during the period June 1940 to December 1948 
1 is as follovTS: 
The age of 722 Juvenile Delinquents in Cairo 
Ages 
Boys 
Girls 
Total 
7-10 
156 
17 
173 
TABLE NO . X 
11-13 
390 
35 
425 
14-15 
98 
l 
99 
16 
6 
6 
Un.lmo1om 
18 
l 
19 
It can be noticed that boys in the juvenile court 
represent the majority of the cases. 
Total 
671 
51 
722 
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The recent reports of the Cairo Juvenile Court (the t"\vo 
years 1950 and 195~ give the following statements: 2 
1 . Arabic Work - The. cannual Reports of the Cairo Juvenile 
Court-Social Service Bureau of 1940 to 1948, Cairo . 
2. Arabic Works - illLnual Reports of the Cairo Juvenile 
Court of the years 1950 to 1951. 
TABLE NO . Xl 4?. 
AGE 8 . 
Year 7-12 12-15 15-18 Totals 
1950 1249 1017 174 244o 
1951 1262 1070 104 2436 
From the mentioned reports it was fo~md that the rate of 
· l d l " t t b ' l" t b t 13%o to 87;~o. 1 g2r · e 2nquen s o oy ae 2nquen s was a ou 
The following table shows this statement: 
Year 
1950 
1951 
TABLE NO. XII 
Boys 
2076 
2101 
Race and Nationality 
Girls 
364 
335 
Total 
The statistics on race in the field of juvenile delin-
quency is found in Egypt, for no racial groups can be 
compared or considered as in America where there are two 
large racial groups, the Whites ru~d the Negroes. Before 
October 14, 1949 only the Egyptiru1s were tried before the 
National Courts. The foreigners were tried either before 
the mixed couxts or the Consular Courts. This differencia-
tion made the statistics. 
Rural and Urban Differences 
In Egypt as anywhere, cities have higher rates of crime 
and delinquency thru1 have rural areas. Thus a larger 
nu~ber of delinquencies are to be found in Cairo and 
Alexandria than elsewhere~ See tables No . 
This is due mai~~Y to the sl~un areas which are often found 
in cities . This beside the overcrowding, the operators of 
l. ' ' Arabic ' Works; .Arii1ual Reports of the Cairo Juvenile Court 
of the years 1950 to 1951. 
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vice ru~d gambling and street gangs. Also police vigilance 
tends to be more active in large cities. In the rural 
areas. of Egypt the rural culture still exists; type of \vork, 
strong religion and family stability. This topic is il-
lustrated in Chapter IV. 
The follovling table shm1s the number of delinquent cases 
in the tow big cities of Eghpt, Cairo and A1exar1dria, with 
a comparison in the provinces that represent generally 
rural areas in the year 1947. 1 
The total numbers of offenses committed by juvenile 
delinquents in Eg~~t during the year 1947: 
TABLE NO. XIII 
Place Minor Offenses Nisdemeanors Crime 
Cairo 400 5347 9 
Alexandria 348 1303 19 
Benha 73 21 00 
Zagazig 15 54 00 
Port- Said 00 227 3 
Suez 00 79 2 
Hansoura 28 230 00 
Domietta 00 43 1 
Shebin El Kourn 22 51 00 
Tanta 22 78 00 
Damanhour 29 37 00 
Giza 00 122 00 
Beni Suef 5 62 00 
Fayo"Lun 2 81 00 
Nenia 123 187 2 
Assuit 35 23 00 
Jouhag 36 137 00 
Kena 10 19 00 
ASS\van 15 64 3 
Total of Cairo and 
Alexandria 748 6650 28 
Total of Provinces 415 1515 11 
...... > • 
1 . Ibid, Page 15 
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It is clearly seen from the above tables that number of 
cases in Cairo and Alexandria are greater in number if com-
pared vdth the rest of the country. It is also seen that the 
crimes committed are quite rare if compared with minor 
offenses and misdemeanors. 
Types of Offenses 
The t~pes of offenses in Egypt are quite different m 
the types of Hassachusetts . This \'Jill be discussed in 
Chapter VI of this thesis. 
The follovling table shows the different types of offenses 
committed by four hundred sixty-six boys and thirty- two 
girls referred to the Cairo Social Service Bureau in the 
period 19~0 to 19~8 inclusive.1 
Offenses of ~98 juveniles referred from the Cairo 
Juvenile Court to the Social Service Bureau: 
IrABLE NO. XIV 
Boys Girls Total 
Number ~66 32 ~98 
Theft 273 20 293 
Beyond Control 96 1 97 
Vagrancy 72 7 79 
Attempting Theft 12 12 
Larceny 10 10 
Adultry 2 ~ 6 
Cheating of Food 1 1 
It is impOJ;·tant to observe that crimes are very fe1v in 
number compared with misdemeanors and minor offenses. The 
follm·ring table shovis crimes committed by juveniles in 
Cai"rd dt:!.I'ing the years 1939, 19l:-0 and 1941.2 
1~ · AfaTJi6 ·work; ' The ·A.nnual Reports ·of the Socicil Ser·vice · 
Bm--eau in the years 191.1-0-19~8 inclusive, Cairo. 
2. The Cairo Juvenile Court J~ua1 Reports 1939, 194o and 
1941, Cairo, Eg~pt . 
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TABLE NO . 1.'V 
J..2.3..2. l.2±Q 191..:-1 No . 
Striki ng resLliting in homicide 1 1 2 
Attempting mu~"der 7 3 2 12 
Hurder 1 1 
Stri king resulting in 
disability 9 13 18 4o 
Forgery 1 1 
Violent robbEry 1 13 7 21 
Repeated robbery l;- 2 2 8 
Rap e 10 1 5 16 
Bloclring commLmi cation 5 5 
Intentional incinding 2 2 
Various other crimes 7 6 13 26 
Total 39 l;-1 5l;- 13l;-
It is i mportant to observe that more than 90% of the 
offenses (if vagrancy offenses are excluded) are thefts; 
that is to say larceny i n cluding robbery as it is seen in the 
follm·ling table . l 
Offenses comrnitted by 497 inmates of the 
Marg Reformatory in the year 1945. 
T@LE NO . XV~ 
Intoxication 23 
Arson 1 
Nu~,der 17 
Larceny i n cluding robbery l;-57 
futal ~7 
It is also inwort~~t to observe the follo1rlng:- (a)out 
of these 497 inmates, 83 1-·1ere i n a gang at the time of com-
mitting the of fense, 411..:- \vere alone at the time of com-
mitting the offense, (b) 417 of these i nrnates cor@1itted 
I 
their offenses by daytime, 80 of these inmates committed 
their off enses at 
I 
night 
. ' 
(c) 60 of t hese inmat es were from 
-
rural areas in Upper Egy.tpt , 116 of these inmates were from 
1. The Narg Reformatory Reports of the year 1945. 
Arabic Work , Cairo, Egypt . 
• 
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rural areas in Lm.·rer Egypt end 321 of these inmates Here 
from urban areas in Egypt. 
B. Kinds of Delinquents 
Two main kinds are found in the Egyptian Legislation, the 
delinquent child according to vJhat the Criw..inal LavJ says and 
the Vagrant child according to \vhat the Vagrant La\v says. 
I . The Criminal Lavr 
As it uas stated, before, the act of the Criminal 
Lavr concerning the delinquents was .first passed in 1883. 
The last amendment was in 1937 (that might be amended 
shortly) . This act divides the delinquents according to 
their ages into bm kinds: · 
a . Childre~tween seven and less than twelve 
L,ew;:s. vrho have been guilty of crime or misdemeanor or minor 
offense mentioned in the Egy-ptian Legislation. The 
punishment differs according to the kil1d of offense. 
b . Children between twelve and fiTteen 
1. Those who have been guaty of a crime 
ptmishable by either detention or penal servitude for a 
period of time, 
2. or guilty of a crime punishable by death 
or perpetual penal servi_tude, 
3. or guilty of any infraction against the 
law • 
I I The V agl"a n t Children 
The act vias first passed in 1908. It 1-1as amended 
in 1949. It defines a vagrant child as one 1.vho is mn er 
eighteen years old when: 
' 
- - -
-= .. ::- -~ ~ " -:"77 . • 
- -- - - - .. 
. ·-- .- -
- . 
• • 
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a. He or she begs i n the streets or in taverns . 
I t is considered beggary if the child sells trivial goods 
or practi ces gala gala jobs, 
b. he or she gathers cigarette butts or such 
thin s or refuse, 
c. He or she works with the prostitutes or in 
a gambling house or serves t hose who are involved in these 
jobs, 
d. he or she joins the vagrants or those who 
are under t he police suspicion or those of bad character , 
e. He or she is of bad behavior ro1d being 
beyond control of his father, guardian, mother (in case 
the father is dead , abse~t or deprived from his civil 
rights) or anybody who has char ge of hi m, 
f. He or she has no constant home or is ac-
customed t o sleep in the street, and 
g . He or she has no legal way to earn his 
living or no honest supporter ~nd his parents are dead or 
i mprisoned or absent • 
CHAPTER IV 
CAUSES OF DELINQUENCY IN EGYPT AND M.ASSACHUSE'rTS 
Section I 
Causes in General 
Introduction 
Wnat are the causes of Delinquency? 
Ther e is no definite answer to this question. A vast 
body of literature and research have been devoted to t he 
53. 
study of causation in delinquency, but the resul t arriven at 
prove partly valid and was partly fal~e. 
Burt pointed out twenty years ago that: 
"Crime is assignable to no single universal source, nor yet 
. 
to two or three, it springs from a wide variety and usuallj 
from a multi~lication of alternative and converging influen-
ces.111 Because of this multiplicity and also because of the 
difficulty of establishing causal relationships the answer 
will remain equivocal. 
For instance, if we consider, say, the relationship be-
tween broken homes and child delinquency, there are four 
possible combinations: 
a. Broken homes and delinquent children 
b. Broken homes and non-delinquent children 
c. Unbroken homes and delinquent children 
d. Unbroken homes and non-delinquent children 
L. Th e Young Delinquent by Cyril Burt, Appleton and 
Company, New York, 1925, p. 62. 
•• 
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According to Burt•slsaying, 1 An examination of delin-
quents alone can never be conclusive. To find, among a 
batch of young offenders, that eight per cent are illegiti-
mate, that 19% come from very poor homes, and that nearly 
30% are de_fini tely dull and backward- all this means noth-
ing until we have discovered how often the normal unoffend-
ing child is similarly afflicted.•-
Walter Reckless, a social scientist who has done some 
of the best research in crime, writes, 11 It is impossible in 
t h e existing state of criminalogical knowledge to say just 
what are the causes of crime. Any one who attempts to do 
this is far transcending the 'bounds of' definite knowledge. u 2 
Let us see briefly what the pioneers in the field 
have said about t he causes of delinquency. From the beginn-
ing, it will be noted that t h e contradicDory nature of the 
opinions is obvious, while some believe that delinquency is 
due to biological causes, others attribute it to ' accidental 
external and sociological causes and so forth. 
"There is no national -blueprint which will provide an 
all-inclusive summary of the various causes of juvenile 
delinquency. In a general way, these causative factors 
are well known to all. _Conditions vary in each individ-
ual community, and, in fact, within each home in each 
community. The different conditions, stresses, circum-
stances and tensions playing upon each forger bring forth 
1. Ibid., p.68. 
2. Walter c. Reckless, Criminal Behavior (New York, 
McGraw Hill Book Co.) 1940, p. 163. 
unique results and thus each case must be handled on an 
individual basis. It can be said, in summary, that there 
are as many causes of delinquency as -there are evils and 
errors in the world.nl 
a. Take for example, the concept "Heredity". 
Is delinquency hereditarx? 
Does one inherit a gene for criminality, or to be 
specific, "delinquency?" Are people who are born with 
certain physical abnormalities , such as unclerslung jaw, 
hairy body, beetle brewed and so on inclined to crime as 
Lambroso declared? 
11 Richard Dugdale, the author of 11 The Jukes" published 
in 187?, admitted that heredity and environment were the 
influences determining the whole question of crime. His 
ideal objective was to determine how much crime resulted 
from heredity and how much from environment. We do not 
believe that Dugdale or any of the other investigators 
who followed in his foot-steps solved that riddle. 11 2 
Ahnsjo~ in his ·oook on delinquent girls, gives a 
table which compared various writers' evaluation of the 
relative importance of endogenous and exogenous factors 
in the etiology of juvenile eelinquency. The discrep-
ancies revealed are striking. Some attribute 91%, others 
12% to hereditary factors in the etiology of juvenile 
1. National Conferences on Prevention and Control of 
Juvenile Delinquency, Washington, D. C., November 20-23, 
1946, p.l, report #7. 
2. Teeters and Reinemann, "The Challenge of Delinquency" 
New York Prentice, Hall Inc., 1951, p. 87. 
3. L. Bovet "Psychiatric Aspects of Juvenile Delinquency, 
World Health Organization, Palais Des Nations, Geneva, 
195l,p. 12-13. 
• 
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delinquency. Similarly, some writers assert t hat they 
have never seen a single case where external factors are 
alone responsible, compared with a figure of over 50% 
given by others. Thus today, as in the nineteenth cen-
tury, two age-old ideas clash: one of the inborn 
criminal link ed with the name of Cesare Lombroso, the 
other, exemplified ·by the words of Victor Hugo: 
11 The opening of a s:Chool is the closing of a prison. 11 
Today, these two opposing views have lost none 
of their original force. They are, however, often dis-
· guised, maybe more or less unconciously and both need 
more thorough and more scientific research. Doubtless, 
many writers in attempting a via media, hope to recon-
cile these opposing doctrines. They may briefly be 
called the organic and t he psychogenic approaches. Such 
an attempt is often merely superficial and only serves 
to hide even from its own advocate, a deep at t achment 
to one or another point of view. 
Professor E. A. Hoaton, in Harvard University, 
a t tempted in opposition to the almost unanimous opinion 
of other scholars, to revive the Lombrosian theory. At 
great cost, he made elaborate measurements of t housands 
of prisoner s and a few non-prisoners, and found an 
accumulation of slight diff erences between the two groups, 
and concluded that: 
11 The primary cause of crime is biological inferiority.nl 
~1-.--..E:;-.-A'.-"H"oaton, Crime and the Man, Cambridge, 1939,p.l30. 
• 
• 
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Freud, however, with that biological approach so 
characteristic of his work, has already emphasized the im-
portance of "Somatic Compliance 11 although this idea has been 
sadly neglected by some of his followers, It is no w forty 
years since Bleuler stressed that hhe corr ect question to 
ask when examining a behavioral phenomenon was not, 11 is 
this organic or psychogenic?" ·out 11 to what extent is this 
psycho~enic'?u 
Whenever behavior and its origin are under discussion, 
his advice has the same value today as yesterday. 
b. Another concept is the "Glandular Dysfunction. 11 
Is t he delinquent behavior caused by glands? There 
is no reason to believe that delinquents sufi'er mo:tte 
:rrom glandular disturbances than does the general popu-
lation. 
c. Does Physical Handicaps create delinquency? 
Are most delinquents physically handicapped? The 
answer is that thousands of children who have serious 
physical handicaps and yet manage to make an adequate 
adjustment to normal life. 
d. Does Poverty influence the behavior of' delinquents? 
Poverty is not a cause of delinquency. This state-
ment is evidenced by t h e courage, fortitude, honesty and 
normal stamina of thousands of parents who would rather 
starve than steal and also who inculcate this attitude in 
their child:ren. 
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Can it then be said that "economic status" and "delinquency" 
are related? Who knows? Some reaearchers t h ink 11 yesu and 
some 11 no. 11 Some researchers, tell us t hat in some cases the 
absence of economic security was one factor in the production 
of criminal behavior. 
e. Do broken homes produce ,del inquency and crime? Do 
delinquency areas? Slums? 
One can say 11 yes 11 , broken homes yield more criminals 
t h an unbroken homes. But we can also say that many mothers 
and some f athers, who have lost their mates through sep-
aration, divorce or death, are doing a splendid job of 
rearing their children. 
f. Does delinquency seem to be an urban problem rather 
than a rural problem1 Is that because of t h e operators 
o::t vice and gambling establishments which are more num-
erous in the city? In cities, the children of the streets 
see saloons, night-clubs, vice and sexual looseness all 
about them. 
g. Does the Church and Sunday School do important work 
in combating delinquency? 
There seems to be a wide varia t i on of opinion as to 
t heir value in this connection. Edward C. Lindeman writes 
11 I reject the notion t hat an increase in the number of 
persons receiving t h e type of religious educatio~ now 
prevalent, will automatically resul t in a diminution 
of' crime. 11 1 
1. "Underlying Social Causes of Orime 11 Yearbook, N.P.P.A~) 
1941, p. 111. 
h. Oan laclc of recreation be a factor helping in the 
increasement of juvenile delinquency? 
The old saying that, evil finds mischief for idle 
hands is true. No one can deny the fruitful results 
from establishing playgrounds, boys and girls clubs, 
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The Boy Scout and Girl Scout, settlement houses, and 
neighborhood centers. 'rhese various character ·building 
agencies are wholesome influences in the childrens• lives. 
i. Wnat is the responsibility of the school as a con-
tributing factor in delinquency? 
Is truancy not a start of delinquency? Is truancy 
not the probable proof that the school is an unsatis-
factory experience ? 
j. Wnat is the responsibility of the press in delin-
quency? 
The contents of so many newspaper stories repre-
sent a continual glorification of and pre-occupation 
with crime, the delinquent and the criminal, by con-
tinually playing up crime, that it is likely that 
newspapers are important in making us a crime-centered 
culture.l 
k. What is the role of the movies and the radio in 
delinquency? 
The interest of juveniles in movies and the radio 
has caused some persons to over-estimate their importance 
1. Marshall B. Clinard "The annals-Secondary Community 
Influences and Juvenile Delinquency 11 p . 45, January 1949. 
• 
• 
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but others still say that hundreds and perhaps thousands 
of boys and girls are to a greater or lesser degree affect-
ed by movies and radios. Many may commi t delinquent acts as 
a result, but they are the maladjusted children who are always 
on t he border-line of anti-social behavior. 11 0ur chief critd!-
cism of t h e thrillers on the radio is that they are cheap and 
tawdry ancl that they reflect the low t aste and cul turaJ. levels 
of many American homes."l 
1. What is the role of comic books in producing delinquents? 
All comic books are not unwholesome or vicious but some 
type of control is necessary so t hat young children and es-
pecially the maladjusted may not be affected and be coming 
anti-social and violent by tending to identify t h emselves 
as aggressors through imitations. 
m. If the child suffers in his childhood from various forms 
of rejection, insecurity or frustration arising from the 
denial of a mother's love, can we predict that such a chilo_ 
will be delinquent? 
Healy, in his book 11 Mental Conflicts and Misconduct" 
describes cases in which mental conflict causes anti-soc-
ial ·oehavior)~ Aicbhorn viewed delinquency as symptomatic 
of a neurosis.3 Dr. White mentioned two factors which are 
1. The Challange of Delinquency by Teeters and Reinermann, 
New York-Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1951, p. 186. 
2. Dr. William Healy, The Individual Delinquent, Little, 
Brown, Boston, 1917. 
3. Wayward Youth by August Aichhorn, Viking, New York, 1925. 
• 
• 
a first step in explaining delinquent and criminal be-
havior. These factors are: 
a. Social Disorganization 
b. Brain Injuryl 
These are some quest~ons which t h e student in the 
field of delinquency faces when he treats the problem of 
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causation. Teeters and Reinemann undertook the causation 
of delinquency in five long chapters.2 They summarized 
t heir findings by saying, 11 If the reader is confus ed after 
reading the various chapters dealing with causes of delin-
quency, he need not fret too much, as we nave seen the 
experts in the field are also confused. Our analysis was 
not so much an attempt to arrj_ve at conclusions as to warn 
the reader against dogmatizm on the subject. Th e ill-in-
formed or partially informed person always has a comfort-
able, tailor-ma.de reason to advance for delinquency, but 
those who have studied the problem assiduousl) are much 
more cautious. 
No physical abnormality, no degree of insanity or 
emotional instability, no extent of feeble-minded-ness, 
no glandular imbalance, no extreme of poverty or misery, 
no filt~ of slum life, no lack of recreation, no stimu-
lation of the press, movie, radio, comic magazine, no 
hysteria or crime wave will certainly, without exception 
cause a delinquent act. An act of delinquency or crime 
1. The Abnormal Personality, by R. W. White, 1948, P• 378. 
2. The Challange of Delinquency by Teeters and Reinemann, 
New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1951. 
• 
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is committed only when just t he correct combination of 
personal and social factors come into existence. To create 
a speci~ied delinquent situation. As the distinguished 
British authority on delinquency, · Dr. Cyril Burt, has stated: 1 
11 Crime is assignable to no single universal source nor yet to 
two or three, it springs from a multiplicity of alternative 
and converging influences. 11 
Here we have what is often termed the 11 multiple causa-
tion11 theory of' delinquency or crime. This is the thesis 
hela_ by most students of these problems. Only by careful 
study can we begin to solve the riddle of delinquency. 
There is no short cut. 
1. See Young Delinquent by Dr. Cyril Burt, New York, 
D. Appleton and Company, 1925, p. 575. 
• 
• 
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Section II 
Causes in Massachusetts 
Introduction 
In Massachusetts as in any other state the causes of 
delinquency are the same in general. The authorities in the 
problem today conclude the causes of delinquency in that brief 
expression "Bio-Psycho-Social Phenomenon."1 No one who wishes 
to gain an insight into the causes of social maladjustment and 
of one of its consequences, juvenile delinquency, can afford 
to neglect any one of the three terms of this expression. 
Within these three terms we will illustrate the causes of 
delinquency in this state:-
The Biological Factors: Two points will be discussed under this 
term. 
A-Physical Health 
B-Mental Health 
1-Physical Health 
Dr~ Sheldon Glueck in Massachusetts said in his book Un-
raveling \fuvenile Delinquency "The possible chains of causation 
in the field of physical ill health and handicap are much more 
difficult to trace and unravel, because they are much less 
directly related to attitudes, motivations and behavior tenden-
cies then are those in some of the other field.s in this researc.h. '' 
There is a popular notion and a belief among criminologists that 
juvenile delinquents are on the whole a less physically group of 
youngsters than are non-delinquents. 
1. Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency by Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck. 
The Connnonwealth Fund New York 1950. Page 170 
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The fol l ovdng table shows some aspects of birth and infancy 
between delin~uents and non-delinquents. 1 
TP~LE NO. 17 
Sm/!E J\.SPECTS OF BIRTH & I NF.Al{CY 
DEI"IN;~Q t_;NTS NON-DELIN(:~.U:B:NTS DIFFERENCE 
DESCRIP TION PK~ CENT PER C~~T PER CENT 
1-Mothers' pregnancy abnorma l 
2-I nstruw.entally delivered 
3- l\fa lformed at Birth 
Born prematurely or weight 
4-Under s i x pounds 
5-Sonvul sion s of Spasrfl..s 
6-0perations or serious accidents 
7-Ivlark edly retarded in walking 
8-I':Iar ke d1y retarded i n t al king 
9-Sick1y as infant 
4 . 2 
9.0 
4.0 
5.8 
5 . 4 
6.2 
3.8 
6 .0 
14.6 
<' 4. ;:::, ._ 
1 2 .8 
2.2 
6 . 8 
' " r . o . o 
3.4 
2.2 
4.6 
9.6 
1.8 
- 3 . 8 
1.8 
-1.0 
1 . 6 
2.8 
1.6 
1.4 
5.0 
N. B . Percentaejes in the above t able are ba sed on t ot a l s of 
500 days. 
It is evident that only relatively small numbers in both group s 
of boys wer e a ffect e d by any of these conditions. with one e:x:pection . 
':ehe delin quents are repor·ted to h av e been somewha t more sicl{:ly as 
babies t h ::m the non-deling_u ents ( 14.6% - 9. 6jb ). 1They were cranky, 
f r etful, nervous, or irri table. Otherwise the delinque nts a nd non-
delinquents closely r e sembled each other, the difference being 
statistj_cal l y unsignificent. To see t o what e·xtent gl ands :play a 
· :p m· t a s a c a usal f a ctor, the follmving table 2by the same author 
illustrates the nature of glandular disturb ances on d elinquents 
and non-delinquents. 
L. Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency by Sheldon and Eleanor Glueclr. 
The Commonwealth Funa. New Yorl;: 1950. Page 170 
2. I bid Page 178 
TABLE NO. 18 
NATURE OF GL~U~Ul~~ DISTURBP~CES 
DESCRIPTION 
.I -IJymph glands, suggestive or 
DELIN(~ill:;t\TTS 
PER CENT 
mar ked enlargement 12.? 
II-Thyroi d, s uggestive disturbance 1.8 
III-Pituitar y , suggestive dis-
turbance 
TV-Overdeveloped s ex gl e,mis 
V-Underdeveloped sex glands 
2.0 
'7.8 
13.'7 
Rat i os are based on tot als of 498. 
NON DEI.INQ,UENTS 
PER CE:NT 
14.'7 
2.8 
4.2 
8.8 
12.4 
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DI FFERENCE 
PE..."R CENT 
-2.0 
-1.0 
-2.2 
-1.0 
-1.3 
We s ee that there is no st atist i cally significent dif fer en ce be-
t ween delinquents and non-delinquents in the incidence of glandular 
disturbances. 
2-lvlental Health 
Int elligence as a caus a l f actor 
Com:pars i on of intelligence level of juvenile delinquents with 
Massachusetts School boys (3638 school children in t hree Massa chusetts 
cities) disclos es the marke~ inferiority of our group . At one extreme, 
the delinquent group cont ains nine times the proportion of boys of 
defe ctive int elligence; a t the other, half the proportion of boy;~ are of 
norma l or supernorma l intelligence. dudged from a Psychiatric view-
point, three-fifths of the delinquent boys ha d marked emot iona l and 
personality defects rangi ng from a high incidence of condit ions not 
definitely classifiable a s Psychatic, "Psychopathic","Peculiar" or 
neurotic, to a small percent age of definit ely psychatic lyndromes. 
Criminalistic or sex "ideat i on" was noted in five percent of the 
cases, sex and other conflicts were found in three percent, various 
marked:.'. ''dissat i sfa ct i ons" in five p ercent . ul 
1. One thousand Juveni l e Delinquents by Sheldon Glueck & Eleanor ~­
Glueck. Cambri dge Harvard University Press 1934. Page 109. 
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The following table gives a compa rsion of intelligence of 
Juvenile Delinquents and ~~ssachusetts school children.l 
TABLE NO. 19 
COiv1P.ARSION OF INTELLIGF~NCE OF JUVl!;NILE DELINQ.u:EW£8 AND MASSACHUSETTS 
SCHOOL CEIIDREN 
JUVENILE DELI NQUENTS SCHOOL CHILDREN 
CL.A.SS NO. PER CENT NO. PER CENT 
I-Normal and supernormal 407 41.6 2,872 79.0 
(I-Q of 91 and over) 
II-Dull ( I- Q. of 81 to 90) 276 28.2 511 14.0 
III-Borderline ( I- Q, of ?1 to 80) 168 17.1 199 5.5 
IV-Defective (feebleminded) 128 13.1 . 56 1.5 
{I-~ of ?0 and below) --g;7g 100.0 3,638 100.0 
The follov.Jing table shows the verbal intelligence quotient of 
500 delinquents and 500 non-delinquents both are Massachusetts children. 2 
SCOHE 
120 and above 
110 119 
100 109 
90 99 
80 89 
70 779 
60 69 
59 and below 
M= 88.56 
B-Tf!:E SOCI ).LOGICAL FACTORS 
l-One Boy in the Family 
TABLE NO • 20 
DEI .INQ.UENTS NON-DELINQ.DENTS 
NO. PER CENT NO . PER CENT 
10 
29 
66 
117 
136 
91 
46 
.. ;5 
500 
2.0 
5.8 
13.2 
23.4 
27.2 
18.2 
9.2 
1.0 
100.0 
M• 92.00 
2 
29 
98 
159 
131 
66 
11 
- 4 
600 
0.4 
5.8 
19.6 
31.8 
26.2 
13.2 
2.2 
0.8 
100.0 
The true home of the child dep ends upon the attitudes of the 
parents toward a c.tCll other and towards the children. Adler intreated 
1. Ibid Page 102 
2. Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency by Sheldon & ··Eleanor Glueck. 
The Commonwealth Fund New York 1950. Page 356. 
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the importance of the place of the child in the family 
group. His position as only child, eldest or the youngest, 
may affect his personality development and behavior patterns. 
Although they are in the same family environment, each child 
is born into a different situation and is subject to somewhat 
different influences. A first child is alone at the beginn-
ing and the center of' interest, but after the birth of a 
second chilo_, he is dethroned and may rebel against this loss 
of superiority. If a first child has a mental or physical 
disability, the second child may become assertive and aggress-
ive. If the youngest child is unwanted, he may feel a re-
jection on the part of his parents which was not experienced 
·oy the other children. If boys are more favored in the 
family group than girls, the behavior reacftions of both will 
be affected. These things play their part in the personality 
development of the child and must be taken into account when 
treatment is considered so that the ne~esse.ry corrections 
and substitutions can be made.l 
The Glueck studies of causes of &elinquency in Massa-
chusetts showed that there is little difference between the 
delinquents and non-delinquents, as to the size of the house-
holds of which they are a part. However, a somewhat lower 
proportion of the delinquents are making their homes with 
their ~vn mothers, and a considerably lower proportion are 
1. National Probati~n Association, Helene Pigeon, p. 200, 
1942. 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
4. 
5. 
-
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living with their own fathers. More of the parents of the 
delinquents are sepa~ated, divorced, have never been marr-
ied to each other, or are no longer living.l 
The following table is a comparison between delinquents 
and non-delinquents on the marrital status of 'nheir own 
parents. 
Table No. XX 
Status 
Del1n~uents 
Nwnoerercent 
Living together 268 54.3 
Separated 61 12.4 
Divorced 43 8.7 
Widowed 90 18.3 
Did not marry 31 6.3 
each other 
493 100.0 
Non-
Delin~uent 
Numberer cent 
363 73.4 
24 4.9 
30 6.1 
66 13.4 ' 
11 2.2 
494 100.0 
Difference 
Per cent 
19.1 
7.5 
2.6 
4.9 
4.1 
The following table shows the family delinquency. 
That is to say, delinquency of parents of si.blings. Del-
inquency of step parents and foster parents, relatives by 
marriage as well as blood relatives are included. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 . 
7. 
Family Delinquency 
Unknown 
None 
Table No. XXI 
Court record of one or both 
parents only 
Court record of Parents & Siblings 
One or more parents & one or more 
Sibling 
Court record of Parents & Siblings 
& unofficial record of parents & 
siblings 
Court record of Siblings 
Unofficial record of parents 
No. of Delinquents 
82 
113 
93 
154 
1'71 
114 
1?6 
lL. Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency 'by the Gluecks, p.91, 
1950. 
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Table No. XXl (cont 1 d) 
Family Delinquency No. of Delinquents 
8. Unofficial record of parents 
& Siblings 
9. Unofficial record of siblings 
10. No court record or unofficial 
record of imm~diate family but 
court record of relatives 
11. Unofficial record of relatives 
36 
29 
9 
23 
I500 
N. B. Unofficial delinquency means misconduct for 
which the person has not been but could be arrested. 
B. Broken Homes as a Factor 
1Wmy students have placed great emphasis on the broken 
home as an important factor. It is obvious that an ideal 
home is very rexe, also we have to bear in mind that not 
all broken homes produce delinquents. In the year, 1925, 
Dr. Miriam Van Waters set down what she thought the home 
should furnish the child.l 
"The home has primary tasks to fulfill for its young, 
to shelter and nourish infancy in comfort, without inflict-
ing damage of premature anxiety, enable the child to win 
health, virility and social esteem; to educate it to me et 
behavior codes of the community, to respond eff ectively to 
human situations which produce the great emotions, love, 
fear and anger, to furnish practice in the art of 11vtag 
together on a small scale where human relationships are 
kindly and simple; finally the home has as its supreme task 
1. Youth in Conflict by Miriam Van Waters, New Republic, 
Inc., New York, 1926 , p. 90. 
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the weaning of the youth, this time not from the breast of 
the mother but from dependence from relying too much on that 
kindliness and simplicity from home, so that youth may not 
fail to become imbued with joy of strug~le, work and service 
among sterner hurne.n relationships outside." 
But nowadays, we are concerned with the broken home whe-
ther it is a "psychologically broken home11 or a 11 physically 
broken home. 11 The former is often described by psychiatrists 
as a "tyranny ruled over by its meanest member." It is the 
home where both parents and perhaps several children reside 
physically, but where constant bickering occurs, where little 
respect is shown the rights of each individual, and where 
t he child is pushed around or ridiculed. It is the authori-
tarian home in which the father assumes the old-fashioned 
patriarchal role, the wife and children are relegated to a 
passive status; and t ne old bromide 11 children should be seen 
and not heard 11 is the rule. In such homes, the child is too 
often reJected 1 never having the genuine experience of 
11 belonging.u As a result, he -becomes desolate 1 anxious, 
restless or often hostile. Our child-guidance clinics are 
full of such cases, and there is plent·y of evidence that 
thousands of others unfortunately never get to t h e clinics. 
They are supposed to 11 outgrow11 their peculiarities. 
The second type of broken home is the one that is physi-
cally broken, the one in which one or both parents are missing, 
dead, divorced, or deserted. 
Is there a high correlation between the physically 
broken home and delinquency? Many studies have been made 
• 
but there is not complete agreement. 
Some Studies in Massachusetts: 
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"Healy and Bronner, after studing 4000 cases, both in 
Boston and Chicago, found that "normal parental conditions" 
(both parents alive and living at home) existed in only a 
little over half of t he cases in each city • 11 
They state,"Certainly broken homes existed more often in 
the baclcground of delinquency than in t he average for the 
general popula.tion. 11 1 
Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck in their evaluation of 1000 
cases of' juvenLie delinquents in Massachusetts, found that the 
broken home or 11 poorly supervised home" looms large. They say, 
11 0ur del inquents come largely from homes which were for one 
reason or another broken or distorted. There can be l:ittle 
doubt that these boys had an unwholesome home life. Even the 
possibility that non-delinquents have so high an incidence 
of 1nadeqna.te homes would not make it less necessary to take 
into account the home background in developing any treatment 
program for del1nquency. 112 
In their opinion, a broken home is one from which one 
of both parents have been removed by death, separation, 
1. The Challenge of Delinquency by Teeters and Relnemann, 
New York Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1951, p. 150. 
2. One Thousand Juvenile Delinquents, Harvard Uuiversity 
Press, 1934, p. 76 • 
• 
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desertion, divorce, impr~sonment, or illness in a hospital 
or commitment to a hospital for mental diseases, with absence 
from the howe for a year or more, or for frequent brief in-
tervals. 
The following table shows the proportion of broken and 
poorly supervised homes among families of delinquents.! 
Table No. XXII 
Broken or Poorly Supervised Homes 
Status 
1. Death of one or both parents 
2. Sporadic or permanent desertion or 
separation 
~. Divorce of parents 
4. Prolonged absence of one or both parents 
by reason of illness or imprisonment 
5. Delinquency of one or both parents 
6 . Incompatibility of parents 
7. Discipline poor by both parents 
8. Mother works out and no substitute 
in home 
9. Child Welfare Agencies had to intervene 
10. None 
11. Unknown 
Number 
258 
1 74 
8 
24 
195 
33 
134 
28 
36 
76 
34 
1000.0 
Moreover, the physical aspzcts of the homes of these 
1000 juveniles were as follows: 
Physical Aspect of Home 
1. Good 
2. Fair 
3. Poor 
4. Unl>.nown 
1. Ibid, p. 75. 
2. Ibid, p. 307. 
Number of Delinquents 
97 
184 
462 
257 
1000 
• 
c. Poverty - The Economical Status 
11Though many delinquents come from poor homes aJ.J.d live 
prec~rious lives, 11 said Neumeyer, 1111yet millions of poor 
people have not become offenders. Nei~her poverty nor 
prosperity per se may be the cause of crime. ..t!Nen in slum 
and bli ghted neighborhoods where poverty is rampant and 
vJretched housing conditions exist, only a fraction of the 
unemploy1nent, child labor, mothers ltmrking, street trades, 
invasion of industry and business in a residential area, 
urban blight and the conduct of people who are affected by 
them. 11 
Teeters pointed out that 11many causes contribute to 
poverty, but the most important cause is political and 
?3. 
economic conditions, and this cause could be largely 
eliminated if we could somehmv abolish the inordinate greed, 
indifference and s elfishness of o~IT captains of industry 
and otu~ city and county political bosses . But these indi-
viduals themselves are socially conditioned by our social 
and economic philosophies of 11 get rich quick 11 and 11some-
thing for nothing." 
A fact frequently overlooked is that large numbers of 
1.;-hi te collar 1.vorkers hav e an insufficient income to main-
tain their families adequately. 
Regardless of vlhere they may live, children from 
poverty-stricken famil i es hover beh·1een delinquency and a 
life of moral rectitude . Every day, the poor contrast 
their economic lot -vri th the good fortt.me of those 1·1ho enjoy 
1~ · Neumeyer, lii .I-i ~ Juveniie Delinquency ln }Iodern Society · , 
19~-9, D. VaJl Nostrand Co ., Inc. 
• 
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good food, comfortable clothes, an occasional movie, perhaps 
a car and a 11date 11 \vi th a girl. vJhen children have fevr or 
n one of the things that ah-e usually tal{en for granted by 
many p eople a s the "good v:ray of life, n their tho·ughts in-
variably tu~ ... n to self-pity or envy , and s1..1.ch feeling s are 
likel y to reS1.:0.. t in frustration and bitterness, which , in 
ttu~n, may lead to deli nquency unless the children are lucky 
enough t o be subjected to vTholesome influences . Such in-
f luences do actually offset the potential delinquency of 
thousands of children subjected to poverty . It is the 
home of courage and of high moral standards that thwarts 
much delinquency. nl 
Dr . Cyril Burt, author o f The You11g Delinquent shoued 
that 19% of Delinquents of London came from homes of the very 
poor, vThereas only 87~ of the ci ty 1 s total population c ame 
from such groups; 37% of the delinquents came from the next 
tvm classes labeled moderately poop, though the total 
population percen tage in these t\vo classes viaS only 22~i; . 
In short , over half of the total amount of juvenile 
delinquents was from poor and very poor families . But h ere, 
Burt hastens to add a factor that should always be recogniz-
ed, but that seldom is, in evaluating this alleged correla-
tion betvreen poverty and delinquency - that most of t he 
delinquents f~"'om the comfortable groups succeed in avoiding 
"official inquiry and action. 11 His final conclusion is 
t hat poverty alone does, not produce crime. As he so 
,. • • # • # # # • 
1. The Challenge of Delinquency by Teeters and Reinemann , 
Ne\..r York , Prentice- H all Inc . , 1951, Page 128 
• 
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succinctly puts it, "If the ma jority of the delirwuents 
are needy, the majority of the needy do not becom 
delinquent. u 
In Boston, Dr. Healy shmvs that "in only 0.5% of his 
cases, poverty 11as a major cause a11d in 7.1%, it 111as a 
minor one. 111 
In Boston, Naud .A . Herrill found marl·md diffe ences in 
the econowic status betvJeen a group of delinquent children 
and a controlled group of non-delinquents in spit of the 
fact that they lived in the same neighborhood . Ti· o-thirds 
of the delinquents came from the economically mar~;i.nal 
groups, as against half of the non- delinquents . 2 IThe 
Gluecks'l f ol.lld among 925 families with delinquent rys that 
8 . 1.% -v;ere dependent and 68 .. 27; '\·Jere in marginal economic 
circuJD.stances. 
The fo1lmv-ing table shov.rs the economic status of 1000 
Juvenile Delinquents: 
The Status 
Com.fortable 
lviarginal 
Dependent 
Unlmm\1!1. 
Total 
T.ABLE NO . XXIV 
Number 
219 
631 
75 
75 
1000 
Com.fo~~~~~~ means: family has resources to mai ntain itself 
for at least foux months if income ceases. I 
Marginal means: family lives on daily earnings ~~t 
i~ · ' 1'l~e ·Yo1.u1g · Deiinauent by Cyril Burt, Ne1·r York ress, 1925 
~age 65 ... 
2. Problems of Child Delinauency by Ho1.~hton Mif lin, 
Boston, 19~7, Pages 77-79 
3 . One thousand Juvenile Delinquents by Sheldon •c Eleanor 
Glueck, Harvard University Press, 1 934 , Page 8. 
•• 
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accumulates little or nothing, being usually on thl verge 
of dependency. . He:ce are included instances in vihi ~h 
temporary aid was resorted to once or twice in ord[er to tide 
over a critical situation, and may have been give far a 
few days or even a month, and with this little assistance 
the family vlas able to manage their o-vm. problem. 
Dependent mear1s : family requires support quite co tinuous-
ly from public or priva't&.agencies. 
D. The Neighborhood 
The neighborhood is important -v;hen the child emer ges 
into a larger itJOrld . In part , alley a.nd street h finds 
among his pla:ymates a nevr set of codes and a nm .. r ituation 
to vlhich he must maJ-\:e adjustment. This point comes earlier 
among the poor than among the vlell -to-do and is sJb j9 ct to 
less supervision. Just as certain families have , raditions 
in criminal behavior and are characterized by a h :iJ. gh rate of 
delinquency , so certain neighborhoods have a tradl tion of 
I 
la;Tlessness and tend to produce a disproportionatt number 
of delinquency cases. They are usually slums on he fringe 
of expanding business and industrial district, ma .ked by 
physical deterioration. 
To study the neighborhood in Boston, the Glue cr:ks made 
a spot map of the City of Boston by census tract shovJing 
the five year rate (1933-1937) of juvenile delinqlency • 
It is seen from the follo-vrlng table that none of the 
boys were fotu1d upon intensive exploration, to b living 
I 
• 
in a good neighborhood, that is, a region in which there 
were no street gangs, or centers of vice or crime 'li thin a 
radius of two square blocks, and in ;rhi~h thene \f+ 
opportunity for wholesome recreation (public playgr ounds, 
school or community centers' parks' and the like~ r thin 
easy vTa~king distance of the boys home. Only a hB.fdful of 
both groups of boys (5.8% and 5. 2% respectively) J ere liv-
ing in fair neighborhoods, that is, areas in which, al-
though there v1ere no marked deleterious influences, there 
was an absence of opportunities for vn~olesome rec eation 
vii thin easy walking distance. 
The btlik of both delinquents and non-delinqueJ ts were, 
in like proportion (9~.2%, 9~ . 8%) living in neigh~rhoods 
in v!hich there were gangs, much street life, and ] enters 
of vice or crime, .regardless of whether or not fal ilities 
existed for -vrholesome recreation.1 
Neighborhood influences in areas in vrhich !Boston 
Delinquents and matched (non-delinquents) ~ere 
living vThen selected for - study: 
TABLE NO .. Y:J....'f 
Inf'luence Deling,uents Hon-D.elinguents 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Total 
Number -Percent Number Bercent 
0 
29 
471 
500 
o.o 
5.8 
94.2 
100. 0 
0 
26 
474 
500 
o.o 
5.2 
94. 8 
. 00 .0 
Again in the study of 1000 juvenile delinquenj s in 
Boston Juvenile Court, the Gluecks fom1d. the folll~dng 
results: 
~~ Unra:veling Ju.venile Delii1q1iency by Sheldon & •leanor 
Glueck. The Commonv1ealth Fund, N.Y., 1950, Pcge 36. 
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TABLE NO. XX.vi 
The neighborhood in which the delinquent was a 
resident at the time of examination: 
N eig,._l-lborhoo.£!: 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Unkno-vm 
Total 
The meaning of Good here: 
a. No street gangs 
Number 
1000 
b . No centers of vice or crime within a radiis 
two square blocks 
c . Opport1..mi ty for tvholesome recreation vli thi 
walking distance as public playgro"LU1ds, schools o) 
corroounity centers, parks, etc . 
a . No street gangs 
• 
of 
easy 
b . No centers of vice or crime "\tli t hin a radi s of 
t1m square block s 
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c. No opportunity for vrholesome recreation \vi thin easy 
vralking distance as public playgrounds, schools oJ community 
centers, parks, etc. 
Poor 
a. Corner gangs 
b . Centers of vice or crime within a radius of two 
square blocks 
e. No opportunity f:or wholesome recreation vTJ. thin easy 
vlal king distance as public playgrounds , schools ol community 
centers, parks, etc. 
Beside the socialogical factor \vhich vie have already 
mentioned there is supplementary factor which is the 
cttittiTal factor. It includes the subfactors, religion, 
leisure time and recreation, school, work, press, movies, 
radio and television, comic books, etc. 
A. Religion 
Is it true that the delinquency l"'ate cou~d be lov;ered 
if only the church would play its part in guiding youth 
along the paths of moral rectitude? Can one or two hours 
per ·vTeek spent in Sunday School have an affect on t:b..e 
youth? Hartshorne and Nay in their book "Testing th= 
1 J:\novlledge of Right and \1/rong, 11 point out that correla-
79. 
tion bet\·reen the child and Sunday School teachers is • 002, 
vlhile betvJeen child ru.1.d parents • 55, child and friends .35, 
child ro1.d club leaders .14 and child ro1.d school teacher 
In Hassachusetts, the Gluecks evaluation shm·1ed that 
the delinquent boys (500 boys) were less attentive to their 
-
religious duties, 39.3% attending church regularly (once a 
\veel\:) , as compared i.vi th 67 .lJ& of (500 boys)non-delinquents. 
Hov1ev er, only a small proportion of either group ( 6 . 5% ,
4.2%) neglected their church duties completely. 
B. Leisure Time 
The element of leisure time is very important since gang 
activities take place durli1.g the play period and are some-
times the only outlet available. 
Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency by Sheid6n -and Eleanor 
Gl uecks , The Common-v.real th fund, New York, 19 50, Page 166. 
• 
so. 
Lack of Recreation as a cause of Delirgw_ency 
Delinquency, can be stated as a form of play. It is 
easy to see that running away from home, stealing an apple 
or driving a stolen car may satisfy some of the basic needs 
or desires that are satisfiei by baseball , pleasure riding, 
or going on a camping trip . Therefore, both delinquency and 
recreation are essentially group activities . 
In spite of these similarities, from the point of vievl 
of the larger conmm.ni ty, these two forms of group activity 
are 1:1idely different . One is destructive; the other is 
constl"Uctive . One1.1 i s dangerous; the other is desirable. 
One is law violation; the other is recreation. 
There is no i11..herent reason 1.·rhy one group engages in 
delinquent activity and the other in recreation. The 
delinquent boys might just as well be limiting their 
activities to conventional games, and vice versa. The 
important variable is to be found not in the boys, but in 
the variations in the educational process ir1 the neighbor-
hood . Of cot~se after habits of delinquency have been 
established, it may not be easy to substitute less ex-
hilarating conventiona~ activities. It is not easy to 
1 
sati sfy a champagne taste wi th coca cola. 
The follmving table shovls hov1 one thousand juvenile 
·delinquents in Boston use their leisure time. 2 
1 ~ ·Tlie ·r\r€d_gl;borhood and Child conduct by H.D . NcKay , The 
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 
Science , January 1949, Page 32 . . 
2. One Thousru~d Juvenile Delinquents by the Gluecks, 
Harvard Uni versity Press, 1931-t-, Page 93 
• 
• 
Use of Leisure Time 
Tl\BLE NO. XX.-vi~ 
Descri·otion 
Constructive 
Negative 
Harmful 
Unkn.own 
Total 
Constr1:.cti ve means: 
Number 
3 61 
912 
24 
1000 
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Number of 1;Jell supervised social groups such as Y . 1'-~ .c . A. 
or settlements are using leisure time to further self-
education (as night school) or training for a vocation (as 
correspondance GOLITSe or technical school. 
HegatiV...§ means: 
At least does not engage in harmful activities, though 
not using leisure time constructively; no bad habits. 
Harmful means: 
PronoLmced bad habits, associations or recreation which 
may lead to criminal conduct such as bad comp anions, gangs , 
drL~ addiction, excessive drinking or ga~bling , etc. The 
presence of any one or combinations of these factors places 
the offender in this category. 
c. The School 
Conspicious a~ong the causes that lead to tragedies of 
h ealth , Cyril Burt notes 11 grief arising out of i ncidents of 
school life. nl One-third of the vlaking life · of youth is 
spent in school. Huch harm may come f rom teachers vlho are 
tem-peramentally unsuited to the profession and unaware of 
many of the deeper springs of youthfLli conduct and behavior 
I~ · ·cyril 'Burt; "The 'Ycitirig ·neliriquerit; N ~y.; 1938, Page 1¥-:~6 . 
• 
• 
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Sometimes, discipline is either too lax or too rigid, the 
teacher does not hold the pupils attention, the curriculum 
is ±mpractical, uninspiring and unadjusted to the capacities 
and needs of the individual child, moral education neglected, 
or provisions for physical exercise and sports are not made. 
~'Jhatever . the cause, many children are not adjusted. ·1 
1Truancy,11 states Dr . Van ltJaters, 11may be a misplaced 
virtue. It :may be a biologica~ protest against bad air , 
mental or physical defects or healthy criticism of a course 
of study hopelessly dull, heavy, mechanical and uninterest-
ing. Frequently it is an attempt to evade responsibility, 
to escape meeting an issue, again it is a mode of self-
2 
expression or taldng revenge. 11 
11The school is a large contributing factor in delinquency. 
Truancy, for example, constitutes a considerable proportion 
of delinquency in itself and if vle recognize · that it in 
turn is related to stealing and sex delinquency, it becomes 
ev en more important. By definition, truancy imp~s that 
school is an unsatisfactory experience . 113 
The Gluecks in the study of One thousand Juvenile 
Delinquents pointed out the reasons and causes for leaving 
)_~ 
school. 
.. 
1. 
2 • 
3. 
4. 
·Ed;tin -Cooley, Probation -and Deiinquency, 1927, ·Page 6 
Youth in Conflict by H. Van \>Jaters, Nei•l Republic, Inc . , 
Ne\-T York, 1932, Page 90 
Walter c. Reckless and M. Smith, Juvenile Delinquency, 
Nei.; York, l•IcGre.w-Hill Book Co . , 1932, Page 174 
One Thousand Juv.enile Delinquents by Sheldon and 
Eleanor Glueck, Harvard University Press, 1934, 
Page 312. 
• 
Reasons for Leaving School 
TABLE NO...L.. XXVIII 
Cause of Vli thdravml 
Economic reasons (fawily needed aid) 
Dissatisfaction vrith school 
Exp elled from school 
Committed to reformatory or similar 
insti tlltion 
Graduated 
Inability to do '\<rork 
Physical disability 
Various other reasons 
Total 
T.tlE ~vOBK 
Percent 
4. 3 
3.7 
2.9 
.8 
3.2 
~ 100.0 
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1 EdvDil Cooley says although serious outbreaks of delin-
quency rarely occ1.-u-· during the hours of manua~ 1r1ork by the 
youth, nevertheless the remoter causes of such offenses 
often lie in the failures, grievances, and discontent 
arising from employement . Vocation maladjustment, result-
ing from vmrk unsuited to the training, strength, or 
temperament of the worker , or various and vicious influen ce 
of the fellm-r workers vii th loose moral codes, ofter1 play a 
distinct part in provoking delinquencies. Restless and 
impatient vri th irritating conditions untrained youth flits 
from one occupation to another for reasons mlkl'lm.·m to him-
self, pecause he cannot interpret the dissatisfactions and 
vague tmrest vrhich prompts such action. 
Although legislation has been passed for protectLng 
.. 
children from some kLnds of work, working conditions, 
number of hours and so forth, yet these legislature safe-
guards in many cases are not implemented, therefore there 
is failure to protect the children. The increase in 
1.- - Ed\·rin ·cooley' ·Probation and -Delinquency ; 1927, ·Page 23 -
• 
establishing vocational guidance centers may aid in solving 
the pr.oblem. 
Children, vlhen permitted to vrork in modern industry 
vli thout legislative safeguards are mercilessly exploited • 
This practice produces physical defects, mental backvrard-
ness in the iridi vidual with resu~ tant moral evils in the 
•t 1 comrm.uu y • 
The Gluecks in their study of One thousand Juvenile 
Delinquents pointed out "although the offenders were still 
very young i.•Then examined by the ,Judge Baker Foundation in 
Boston, mruLy of them had already been gainfully employed. 
Out of the one thousand boys, seven hundred ten were at 
II 
work . Their ages at the time they first began to '\vork vmre 
as follmvs: 2 
TABLE 1{0 . XXIX 
10 years or younger 
11 - 12 
13 - 14 
15 - 16 
Total 
Percentage 
12.2 
25.2 54.5 
8.1 
100.0 
The nature of occupa~ion of 710 boys -vrho 1..rere at 
"~:mrk was as fo110'ItTS : .:J 
1~ - Y6uth .in C6nti16t; by - M ~ vari waters , New -Republic; ·rnc. 
New York, 1932, Page 113 
84. 
2. One Thousand J·uvenile Delinquents by Sheldon ar:rl Eleanor 
T. Glueck, Harvard University Press, 1934, Page 89 
3. It is quite obvious from the preceding tables of juvenile 
delinquents \·las to a large extent engaged in street 
trades. The dangers of such occupations during the 
years of puberty and adolescence do not require extended 
con:rrnen t. 
• 
---
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TABLE NO. XXX 
Number 
' ~ 
412 
110 
81 
36 
13 
11 
11 
9 
10 
17 
Percentage 
58.1 
11.4 
5.1 
1.8 
1.5 
1.5 
1.3 
1.4 
2.4 
710 100.0 
D. The Psychologi~l Factors 
Occupation 
Engaged in the street trades · 
(as nev.rsboys, bootblacks, 
errro~d boys or messengers) 
vJorked as office boys' stock 
boys, bell boys, or cler~:s 
Factory hands 
Helpers to unsY~lled workers 
such as teamsters 
Helpers to skilled or semi-
skilled workers such as 
pl1.1ID.bers 
Res ta1.u~ ant ha.nds 
Various kinds of night work 
Teamsters or longshoremen 
Other legitimate occupations 
Illegitimate occupations such 
as selling stolen goods 
These factors can be fom~d in the feeling of insecurity 
to which any criminal tendency from whatever source gives 
rise. Ever;y'1<rhere is found insecurity born of uncertain 
material and emotional conditions. Usually the insecurity 
gives rise to anxiety , \firich is the fear -vrithout an object. 
This am~iety may not be understood by the person, but 
creates such tension that relief must be obtained at all 
costs. An aggressive reaction vn~ich may result in crime is 
the most usual method of obtaining this relief . 
Helene Pigeon said, "Antisocial behavior is the result 
of the maladjustment betv;een the individual and his 
• 
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environment due to inadequacy of the personality and his 
environment or both, and the two factors vary in degree in 
ail endless number of combinations. The 1.mstable balance 
res-ults in attach on the situation, just \vhy anti-social 
conduct is chosen as the means, just vJhat is the selective 
principle, are questions not yet aJlS\vered by science . 
Inadequate personalities do not necessarily become 
crinilnals a11d some succeed magnificiently. Conversely 
there are offenders runong well placed and noble characters 
who live in favorable circumstances . 111 
Among the studies of personality and behavior of 
delinquency 1.vere the studies made by Dr. Healy and Bronner 
in the Judge Baker Guidance Center of Boston. nvo hundred 
seven cases out of four hundred -vrere labeled Personality 
2 ru~d behavior problems . 
The study made in Boston on One thousand Juvenile 
Delinquents proved that four hundred forty- three of the boys 
have no mental distortion and three h1.mdred fifty have 
personality liabilities.3 
1~ · Helene Pigeon; Pr6bat:L6ri ·and ·Parole ·in Theory a11d 
Practice, National Probation Assoc., N.Y. , 1942, 
Pages 200-204. 
2 . Little, Brow.n, Boston, 1917 
3 . One Thousand Juvenile Delinquents by Sheldon and 
Elear:tor Gluecks, Harvard University Press, 1934 
Page 310 
Mental Condition of 1000 Boys 
TABLE NO. XXXI 
Question of abnormality 
No mental distortion 
Definite psychosis 
Constitutional inferior personality 
Psychopathic personality · 
T~uamatic constitution 
Epileptic 
Pecu~iar personality 
Post-encephalitic 
Psychone-cu .. otic 
lVIarked adolescent instability at home 
Personality liabilities 
Total 
47 
4l-r3 
3 
39 
19 
1 
10 
13 
0 
5 
70 
350 
1000 . 
87. 
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SECTION III 
The Causes in EgyPt 
In Egypt the causes can simp:J_y be cl_eYided into three 
main parts. Physical, mental or psychological factors. 
A. By physical causes, we mean first of all the structure 
of the body. Does the child look in splendid physical con-
dition, strong, weight, height, normal development of sex 
organs (circumcised or not)l and with no fino.ing of physi-
cal abnormality. Or does one find him poorly developed, 
badly nourished, height below normal. Sometimes we find 
children with RQPm~ narrow foreheads, hollo,w chest, prom-
inent sternum, crowded te eth and sharp chin. Boys referred 
by the juvenile court in Cairo, to the social service bureau, 
should be examined by a physician, who mruces an overall ex-
amination of heart, lungs, pulse, eyes, ears, nose and throat 
(special attention to diseaseed tonsils) teeth, bone structure 
fingers, etc •• The skin is examined for inflammation and 
eczema and glands to see if there is a glandular disturbance. 
Examination is made of the abdomen for herni.a. 
Tropical diseases and parasites are very familiar in Egypt. 2 
Ninety per cent of the population is subject to them and they 
are a prominent cause of delinquency. The following are the 
important diseases which inf'ect the people: 
a. Trachoma 
b. Bilharziasis (75% in nural) 
c. Ancylostomiasis 
dl MaJ.aria 
e. Syphilis 
f. Pellagra 
9076 
55% 
307~ 
1 57~ 
~% 6% 
1. Circumcision in Egypt is generally done for both sexes. 
2. Taken from "Health Aspects of Social Welfare, by Dr. Mal-
mond Abio. El A.xim 11 Second Social Welfare Seminar for Arab 
States of Middle East Cairo, 1950, p. 298. 
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g. Tuberculosis 
h. Leprosy 
A young girl who used to steal from the neighbors was 
referred to the Social Service Board for investigation. The 
medical examinations revealed that the girl wa e: suffering from 
the parasite form of tape worm called Ascario. This parasite 
shares a person's diet, lea'fing him very little nutrition and 
making him feel a constant hunger and weakness. This little 
girl was compelled by necessity to rummage for food. When 
treated, this girl was cured from her bad habit. 
Another case was of a stray youth who could never settle 
down to any job and beaame vagrant. It was revealed by a med-
ical examination to be suffering from some kind of sconia 
(baldness) which gave him an inferiority complex. After 
treatment, he -~ecame a regular worker and a normal person. 
The following table shows the medical examination of 
642 children refered from the Cairo Juvenile Court to the 
Social Service Bureau during the period, June 1940 to Decem-
ber 1948.1 
1. Social Work for Juvenile Delinquents by Dr. M. Saleh El 
Din Pacha, First Social Welfare Seminar 1949, Lebnan, 
450-454-, (Arabic Works) 
• 
• ' ' 
Table No. XJOQA 
Medical examination of 642 boys referred to the Bureau. 
Number of Cases (Grand Total) 
Sound Children 
Sick Children or infected 
Kinds of sickness 
Eye disease 
Endemic diseases 
Poor p~ysical condition 
Venerial and skin diseases 
Nose, ear and throat diseases 
Chest diseases 
Surgical injuries 
Ventral diseases 
'I' eeth 
Fevers 
Gland 
T. B. of intestines 
Rhumatic diseases 
Total of diseases 
642 
242 
400 
134 
128 
'76 
?1 
44 
31 
15 
12 
10 
8 
4 
2 
1 
536 
90. 
38% 
62% 
25% 
24% 
14.1.:!~ 
13.2% 
8.2% 
5.?% 
3% 
2.1.:!% 
1.8% 
1.4;6 
0 '7"' 
• I~ 
0.4% 
0.2/b 
100.0% 
From the above table, it is clesxly observed tha t some 
of the sick children suff er from more than one sickness. 
B. Mental Causes 
Some times mental defects may be organic resulting from 
heredity, yet it is seldom the cause of mis-behavior, it only 
makes the child somewhat handicapped to social adjustment. 
Wat7son cleared up that point by saying, "that the emo-
tions of the infant are simple, that the baby is not born a-
fraid of the dark, or rats or snakes or making addresses in 
public. He is not born with feelings of love for his parents, 
or with anger for social injustice, or Besentment at not being 
asked to serve on a committee. These feelings, he acquires 
through experienee and education. His educators are those 
who feed and clothe him, lift, rock, stroke and hold him. 
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Love attaches itself to all that ·-;gives comfort and security 
to the child; anger at first is aroused only when free 
movements of the child a re restricted; fear comes with loss 
of ~ysical support.l Gradually, through operation of the 
conditioned reflex, these primitive feelings, love, anger 
and fear attach themselves to an ever widening cirole of 
persons and objects, and man, a social being with all his 
thousand whims, artifices, prejudices and deep capacities 
for pleasure and pain is developed. 
How'? This question can be answered only as we retrace 
the steps the unfolding pe:rsonality has traveled. No lab-
oratory analysis can reveal all the journey nor explain why 
it was taken. The social worker in rapport with the child 
is the only one who will give us a complete stuc1y. 
The delinquents are born normal. They acquire their 
maladjustment from the environment. Few are those who come 
from lower types of intelligences. The idiots and imbeciles 
do not concern us in t h is connection, since few delinquents 
come from these lower types. 
There are some students who have even taken the strange 
position that on the average, criminals e.re above normal in 
intelligence, but only the defective ones are c aught and 
convicted. 
It was noticed among our epedemic diseases, t h e pellagra 
was 615 as was noticed before. Pellagra comes from mal-bal-
anced nutrition, t hat is to say from food which is generally poor 
in some kind of vitamins. Pellegra is among the causes of 
mal-adjustment and insanity of delinquents in Egypt • . 
1. Watson W., "Psychology from the Standpoint of a Behaviorist•! 
1936, p. 198. 
Intelligent Quotient (I .Q .• ) are usually made to the cases 
refer red to the Bureau. 
The following table shows the average of intellig ence 
of '?22 children. 
Score 
Table No. XXXI3 
Intelligent Quotient 
Supernormal or genius 
Above normal 
Normal 
Below normal 
Dull and borderlin~ 
Feebleminded 
Per cent 
1.5 
5 . 5 
20.25 
2 ? . 
24.6 
21 . 25 
a. It is clearly noticed that the percentage is very high 
with the below normal types (2716) 
b. Also 72% are either below normal, dull, borderline 
or feeblemindec1. 
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This is not strange for children who are born under 
very poor circumstances and victims of malnutrition, disease, 
poverty and so on. 
c. The Psychological Factors 
a. Zahi stole a watch, he did not sell it but he wore it, 
s howing it to his playmates at school. His neighbor, in 
class had a watch given to him by his father on his birthday. 
Zaki has no father, his mother is too poor to bu y him watch . 
The boy' s theft of course demonstrates a ma:t'ked feeling of 
inferiority. 
b. Another extreme form of delinquency may come from being 
handicapped, e . g. as losing ones leg by ar"'accident • 
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A chi ld without l egs may become a problem child. . He tends to 
ach i eve sup eri ority .by doing wrong . Another i s t h e indigent chil 
who begs and gains t h e sympathy of the people through h i s defect 
and enjoy life by being idle and thereby turning an illegal into 
a vagrant. 
Paychological pro·blems are remar k ed when ea rly s ymp toms 
of Psych osis appear. Syphiletic Psychosis may be communicated 
to t he child by an infected moth e r (Infection of t h e fetus dur-
ing gestation or of the infant a t time of delivery.) 
It is very essential to discuss t he psychological diffi-
culties which we face in dealing with children . The kil~ing of 
a person by a youngster may be the result of fued contributing 
factor in delinquency. Beside jealousy, one can add to the list, 
ill temper, recurr•ence of failures, rage, marked flustuations 
of energy, moodiness, frequent sickness, evasion of tasks and 
hard situations, nervousness and over-sensitivity. These are 
among the hundreds of symptoms of which t h e psychiatriat should 
observe as danger signals in trea ting our child.ren. Physical, 
mental and ps ychological factors which have been discussed 
are responsible for 8.1% of 5?? cases referred from the Cairo 
Juvenile Court to the Social Service Bureau. The following 
t able shows the aver age of the personal factors in our juven-
ile delinquents.1 
1. Arabic 'Nork, The Annual Reports of The Social Service 
Bureau in the period 1941-1948 inclusive. 
Table No. XXJOO 
The Social Service Bureau 
Cases ref erred in the period 194ltD 1948 
Year 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946-1947 
1948 
Number of Cases 
141 
134 
62 
51 
56 
56 
77 
577 
The Domestic Enviromental Factors: 
Personal Causes 
3.8% 
6 f 'O 
4.?% 
3.5% 
13.5% 
11.5% 
9. % 
By domestic environment we mean: 
a. Family discords 
b. Weakness in the personality of both parents or one 
of them. 
c. The contradictory treatment of the child by both 
parents or one of t h em. 
d. Exploitation of the child by his parents. 
e. Stinginess or meanness 
f. Neglect 
g. Fondling and cruelty 
h. Poverty 
This second category of factors is responsible for 
75% of the cases of delinquency in Egypt. The following 
94. 
table shows the rate per cent of the causes of delinquency 
in Egypt. 
Table No. XXXD 
Causes of Delinquency in Cairol 
1. 
i::! . 
3. 
4. 
Causes 
The Domestic Environment 
The External Environment 
Persona l factors(physical~ 
mental and psychological) 
Unknown factors 
Total 
Percentage 
75.61b 
13.5% 
8.1% 
100.00% 
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,, 
~he child in the family 
More discussion has be en devoted to t h e fam i ly as a 
f actor in delinquency than any o t her. It seems t ha t all the 
f actors mentioned before can all be indludecl under the vitally 
significant factor 11 the f amily11 or let us say, 11 The cradle of 
the personality." The basic reaction pat t erns of thinking 
and feeling are formed very early in the life of the child. 
A ma jor part of study deviated to the Egyptian family has 
b een concerned with family discords or broken homes. Th is 
was discusse<l before, in the f irst part of the chapter. 
Again, it can be s a id tha.t discord, weakness in the personality 
of the parents is contradictory treatment of t h e child. Ex-
ploitation, stinginess, cruelty and neglect possess signifi~ 
canoe in relation to the child's maladaptations to society; 
when one or more of these factors are found in the life his-
tory of the child, they damage the sta-bility and social ad-
justment of the youngster. 
Poverty in the family is a debatable factor in regar d to 
delinquency and crime. Very rarely does hunger or cold turn 
the individual to crime. The majority of individuals are 
law abiding. Economic circumstances is considered one of the 
causes of delinquency. In Egypt, poveryy may be the result 
of too large a number of children for the limited income of 
the bread-winner. In the Egyptian family, the father is 
the -oread-winner, themmother very rarely works outside the 
home. Statistics show only t wenty-two mothers in every 100 
families help their husbands by working in such occupations 
as sewing clothes. It is diff icul t to draw a comparison be-
tween the Egyptian and American standard of' llving. More 
than half of' the i ncome of 60% of families investigated, 
and studied by the writer is spent on Drugs, ~~e a , Cigar-
ettes and other kinds of tobacco such as Shisha and Goza. 
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Because of poverty, parents may oblige their children to sell 
some trifling goods or gather cigarettes' butts or the like. 
The result is that many of them smoke at an early age 
(7- 12 years). Some parents sometimes force their children 
to vmrk as domestic ,::,servants in houses. 
Exam~oles 
1. A child, ageo_ 8 was forced by his father to sell lot tery 
tickets till midnight in cafes and night clubEI. 
2. In a family of ten members, the father was imprisoned, 
the mother was expecting a child, and forced her children, 
a son and two daughters to collect c i ga.rett t butts. 
3. A blind father1 used his son as his cane to attract the 
attention of people in the street, both beg to live. 
4. The son worked as a servant. His master did not pay him 
his wages for four months. The father advised his son to 
steal from his master as a matter of compensa1:iion. The boy 
stole the watch of his master, and was arrestE~d. Who is the 
criminal? 
5. A boy of 12, arrested for sex offense with a little girl 
of' 7 in the neighborhood. The boy and his f.sunily, which con-
sisted of six members, live together in one room. The boy 
1. Cases of blindness were 109317 in the official cencus of 
Egypt in the yeaJ." 192? , out of the total number of popu-
lation which was 14, 217,864. In 193?, the c ases decreased 
to 86, 218 and the population was 15,932,694. 
9?. 
only imitates the act of his parents through observing t h em 
at night. 
We cannot deny that divorce is a dominent lfaetor in 
delinquency in Egypt. The husband 'under the Moslem Law, 
the official religion in Egypt, has the undisputed right to 
divorce his wife, but the wife ha s to appeal to the court if 
she wants to obtain a divorce. Divorce may t)e obtained on 
the grounds of cruelty of the husband or wife, neglect, 
drugs, failure to support a family. Therefo:re, we can agree 
to an extent with the schools of thought which divorce as a 
causal factor denies. 
This school insists that ·poverty and not divorce is the 
responsible factor in this connection. The victims of divorce 
are our children, who sooner or later may become delinquents 
and criminals. 
Does Polygamy play a part in the problem? 
The following table shows the percentage to Moslems 
with reference to the number of wives: 
Table No. XXJam 
Cases of Marriage in Egyptl 
Number of Wives 
One wife 
Two wives 
Three wives 
Four Wives 
Total 
192? 
2, 420,362- 95.18% 
114,247- - 4.49Jb 
?,318- 0.29% 
891- 0.04% ~2~,~5~4~2~,~8~1~8~ 100.00% 
193? 
3,oo?,?4o-
m1?12 -
96.86_% 
2. 957~ 
O.l?% ~,Ii59-
~x~O~y~4!l­
~,105,147 100.00% 
1. The Egyptian Census of 192'7 and 1937.(Arabic Work) 
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li:xamples 
l . A child' s r·atne:r."' divorced his wife (the mother) and 
both remarried. Step mother treated the child badly. rhe 
nature of work of the father (trader) is to ti•avel and 
leave the child. The boy slept in the street, and was sent 
to the court as a vagrant. 
The misbehavior of the pal .. ents or one of them has ita 
reflection on their children. 
Before the abolishment of prostitution in Egypt, the 
mother's child was a licenced prostitute. The daughter re-
fused to stay at school after being noticed frequently steal-
ing t he books of' her associates in class and ·torn t h em into 
pieces. Why does the daughter do that and from whom does 
sh e seek revenge? 
2. The father is drunk and fired from his job . Divorce 
happened after awhile. The child wa.s left t o his grand-
mother, who was old and enjoying going out. The boy lives 
in the street with no schooling and no job, thus he became 
a street boy, a vagrant. 
The fondling of the parents create in the chi1:d. t he 
love of playing the truant, just because h e was fond of his 
parents searOhing for him. He enjoyed t he street, became 
vagrant and then a member of a gang. 
The death of the father, who was poor, led the mother 
to marry another man, who shared the child's gratitude and 
maternalJlove . The boy left school end the house and went 
to Alexandria, whe~e he was captured as a vagrant. 
The death of the moth er is a cause for father never 
stays without another wife. The step -mother is the enemy 
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especially if she bears a child. 
Death of both father and mother. The child loves his 
parental love. He is often put in a foster home or with his 
relatives who usually do their best to put him in an institu-
tion or a reform school ( Ol" Malgaal)' . 
The following table shows the domestic environmental factors 
in 302 cases of juvenile delinquents committed to the Cairo 
Juvenile Court in ~ ! e years 1943 - 1948. 
(See next page - Table No. XXXE) 
DOMESTIC ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
The year 
Grand total of 
cases 
Total of Environ-
mental factors 
ill.S 
62 
? 6 
Per cent of Envir-
onmental factors 
Family discord 
Fonctling 
Cruelty 
Neglect of pe.r-
ents or one 
Mis-behavior of 
parents or one 
Exploitation of 
p a.i>ents or one 
Contrao.ictory 
treatment of 
parents or one 
Poverty 
Sting iness 
Weakness in the 
personality of 
two or more 
34 
14 
11 
9 
4 
1 
3 
(a case may 
have more 
than one 
factor~' 
Table No. XJOIJE 
51 56 
95 137 
82.5% 71% 
27 29 
12 9 
6 17 
17 14 
5 13 
3 4 
3 23 
13 
3 
6 
16 
1 
11 
1946-4? 
5o 
138 
29 
9 
6 
20 
4 
3 
14 
26 
12 
15 
1948 
?7 
130 
80.25{ 
3o 
10 
16 
7 
8 
14 
12 
9 
12 
1. A case may have more t han one of t h ese factors. 
100. 
2. The percentage of o.omestic environmental f aetors is with 
reference to t h e- whole f actors --- Two beside it: 
a. Personal factors 
b. External environmental f actors. 
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The Outside Environmental Factors or The External Life of the 
Chilo_. 
a. That is to say his neighborhooo_ with his associates, gangs 
and recreation, falling under the dominance of evil monger. 
b. The School or the Work 
c. The Movies, and the immoral films; books and unhealthy 
reading. 
d. Migration 
a. The Ne ighborhood 
Here we have to go back to the old question, "Do asso-
ciates and gangs have effect on the child behavior?" One 
would say "yes" and 11 no 11 • For example, thechild, if he is 
maladjusted does not need instruction or stimula tion to truant, 
to disobey his parents, to run away from home or to take t he 
property of others t hat he desires. Many children, saio_ Topan, 
from favorable social economicccircumste.nces do behave in 
these ways without impulsion from a gang , a delinquency area , 
or a bad companion. 
But on the other hand, no one can deny tha t there often 
appears in the :p.;tstory of delinquents, a sequence of' offenses 
learned in group association a s begging, junking , j a ck-roll ing, 
shop-lifting and burglary. Just only a few months before 
the writer was to leave Ca iro for the Sto.tes, the Juvenj_le 
Court referred to the Bureau, a gang consisting of forty. 
Males numbered 29 and females, eleven. 
Tt1is gang and the activities of its members has shocked 
the Egypyian public 's opinion to a great extent. The tragedy 
in this mat t er is that children, who were forced to work under 
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the influence of the merger El Toukhy, have done the worst evils 
and immoral deeds. Beside thefts and pick-pocketing , it was 
observed through the medical social ana_ psychiatric examinations, 
that boys and girls under twelve, others under fifteen were 
passive. They were completely exploited sexually. (Six of the 
cases were positive after Syphilis examinations.) · 
The following table shows the different ages of' this gang. 
Ages of Egyptian Juvenile Delinquents in t;he Toukhz 
Gang. 
Table No. XXXIG 
Gender Below Above 
or 7 7 - 9 10-12 13-15 16-18--rE3 Total 
Sex 
Males 
Females 
To tel 
1 
1 
13 
2 
15 
b. The School or the Work 
15 
3 3 
18 3 
3 
3 
29 
11 
40 
Ali, aged 11·, attended t h e primary school. He was obedient 
and intelligent and never missed his class except when suddenly, 
he played truant anc1 was punished by his father. An associate 
wa s encouraging him to leave school and go to a public garden 
where they were meeting other ki.o_s. Afraid of his father, he 
preferred to sleep outside his home and became a vagrant. 
It is needless to say that school may be responsible 
for much delinquency and some teachers are s tlll sources of 
anxiety to the young child. 
An excellent girl, passing successfully from one grade 
to another •••• one day the teacher said, 11 You must bring ten 
piasters to buy a piece of cloth to decline (The Home 
Economics Class). The girl clid not bring the money to 
the teacher. The teacher rebuked her in front of her 
class-mates. The girl disappeared. 
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The social investigation showed that the girl's father 
died. She had four siblings and the mother was poor. 
Her financial situation couldn't allow her to :r)ay the sum 
of money, to her daughter it meant refusal at home ana. 
rebuking at schoolwhich made life hard and the girl became a 
truant. 
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The Work 
In Egypt children are employed in industry to a much 
greater extent than in the States a11.d in European countries. 
The census of 1927 gave 151b of the total industrial viO:i."kers 
as children . The census of 1937 is as follovrs: 
Boys 
Girls 
Total 
29, 226 
2,230 
31 , l+56 
Grand total vmrke1"S of both sexes, 273 ,l..1-67 
The ratio of adults to children is 88 . 556 to 
11 . 5% . 
l·iaJlY of these children are employed in small workshops 
under the direction of a relative . Their v10rl-: i s generally 
light and the pace of industry slm·l . Under these con-
ditions and i n the absence of facilities for free education 
employment may be claimed to have an effect upon the 
adjustment of children, especially with the fact that 
children \vork \vi thout any vocational sui tabiLL ty or guid-
ance . Children also are paid in Egypt very low vlage s . 
~his effects their life and also has the effect of depress-
ing the general 1.vage level for fathers (adult -vmrkers) . 
Before the year 1909, children had to worh: in ginning 
factories. Large numbers of pale and unhealthy children of 
both sexes and often under eight years of age vtere employed 
in these mills, often for more than twelve hm.u·s a day in 
~1 atmosphere thick with dust and cotton fibre . 
The first attempt in modern Egypt to reguLate child 
labor \vas made by Lai .. l No . 14 of 1909, applied in the first 
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instance to ginni ng mil ls . This Lm-r provided some relief 
and improvement . This Law has been repealed by the La1.-1 
No . 4-8 of 1933 . 
This LavT has regulated daily ,,mrking hours for minors 
vlherever they are allm·red t o \vork , fi:;dng dail .y a11d \veekly 
rest periods . It prevented empl oyers from employing them 
on n i ght shifts and sti pulated that they must be in os-
session of medical certificates, showing their ..litness for 
employ-ment . 
It i s to be observed. that out of three hundred sixty-
one vagrant cases , social investigation proved that in the 
case of t\'lo hundred thirty- one the cause of tt.eir mal-
adjustment was the cruelty of their head chief vl01"ker 
in the factories . 
Usually in factories they try to i mi tate the adtut 
-vmrker by smoking cigarettes or using c igaret te butts . 
The chief worker may be a bad example if he drin-.1-cs liquors 
or is addicted to narcoti cs . Ha shi sh , 1~1ich i s a narcotic, 
is extremely \vide-spread among vmrkers . Those· people \<Tho 
are addicted to Hashish opium ro1d the like have the bel ief 
that these drugs help t h em i n se:A'llal affai rs . Tvro hundred 
seventy- eight children (among them for t y-six girls) -vrere 
all arrested and committed to the cour t, forty- tvm as 
addicters and one hundred ninet y boys and forty- s i x gi rls 
1 
as dealers . 
1 . The Heformatory Heport of 1929 to 1931, Arabic ~·Jorl~ 
• 
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~mmigration from Vil~a~es t o the Citi es 
It is difficult to beli eve that emriiigration here could 
be a cause of delinquency. It i s better to find out the 
causes 'l;Thi ch encourage the vil lagers to emmigrate . These 
causes might be the latent courses of t he problem of 
deli nquency . The pri n ciple one is the econom:~c position. 
The lovl s ta.r'ldard of living of the rural popu~ation, vihich 
i s obvious from thei r pri mitive housing and meager food 
supply and from t heir ill health and malnutrition, in 
addition to their ignorance and primitive vrays of production, 
is clue to their lm·T annual i ncome vrhich does not exceed a 
fevT pounds . This income cannot sus t ai n a f am:Ll y vli th a 
variety of needs at a time like thi s . Ivioreover 'l:Je see 
that most of the farmers caru~ot get even this low income 
except by vrorldng very hard as 1:1age earners . The crops 
vJhi ch they grovT are f or the landowners . 
Another impo.l--ta.nt f actor may be the attrac:tions of cities, 
movies, theaters , saloons, etc . These are, in short , the 
e~:tel--nal emrironmental factors of delinquency in Egypt . 
These factors are less tha..n the domestic environmental 
factors <3l1d some'ltJhat more t han the pel--sonal fac tors as it 
vias all"eady explained. To con clude these whole factors 
'I;Jhich cover the '!.<Thole probl em of juvenile delinquency , 
the follovJi n.g table shovJS the pe:r·centage of each category 
of fac tors i n the period 1941 to 1948 .1 
1 . Cairo Social Serv ice Bu~eau 1 s Anr1ual Reports 
Causes of Delinquency 
Yea1 ... 
Ho . of cases 
Percentage o f per-
sonal factors 
Domestic Environ-
mental factors 
External or outside 
e.11.vironmen tal 
factors 
Total per· cent 
Conclusion 
TABLE IiiO . :XXX I a 
lf~~ 19~~ 12411- 1.24:2 _J,2L:-6-4Z ..l.9.48 51 56 56 77 
6 . 0 ' ~l- . 7 3 . 5 13 . 5 11 . 5 9 . 6 
82 . 6 71 .. 0 82 . 5 71 . 0 75. 8 80 . 2 
ll . Lf- 24 . 3 ll.f- . 0 15. 5 
100.0 100 . 0 100 .0 100 . 0 
12. 7 10 . 2 
100 . 0 100 . 0 
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These are the causal factors in gene:i:'al in Iviassachusetts 
anc~ Egy-pt . It remains to say a -vmrd in delinquency is 
found only \'lhen the correct combi nation of faetors come 
into e:::istence . 
Thel"e i s a chain of o.ausal events - the separate links 
in the chare are of intense interest to students of the 
problem. Tb.ey are items of great practical import . Here 
for instance, said Dr . Healy and Dr . Bronner, is one 
sequence shot-ring a fmv of the mru1.y variabilities to be 
found in different cases: 
(1) Stealing - led up to by association with bad com-
panions 
(2) Association vli th bru1. con.J.pa.:l'lions made possible throug:Q 
s t reet life 
(3) Street life - res~uting from truru1.cy 
(4) Truancy - caused by school dissa tisfaction 
(5) School dissatisfaction - arising from lack of in-
terest i n unsuitable school work . 
( 6) Unsui tabili ty of school , .. rork - the resul tant of 
demotion 
(7) Demotion - a di sci p l inary measure for rr,i sbehavior 
in school 
108. 
(8) Hisbehavior i n school - the expression of the activi ty 
of a supernormal ·boy (who "~:!as already in a grc;.de too low 
for h i m). 
• 
• 
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CHAPTER V 
I Pl~ocedures for Dealing vii th Delinquency in : :gypt and 
Hassachusetts -
1. Agencies of prevention 
2. Agencies of control 
3. Agencies of treatment 
A. In Massachusetts 
Introduction 
'"[ Proded1.u-es and statment of la1.-rs 
The juvenile court is one of the first of the specialized 
couxts set up in recent years vnthin the judicial structtu~e. 
It is built along modern lives, in harmony 1.vith the scien tific 
knm'lledge and techniques of the Twentieth Century. It is 
as free as possible from the traditional attitudes and 
p rocedtiTes \vhich fetter other parts of the system of 
cl~iminal justice. For many centuries Anglo-Sa:~eon LaJ:.J 
recognized that children were not ftlily responsible in 
Cl"'iminal matters. Under common lavl, the age o:f seve.n 1.•JaS 
set as the limit below 1-J"hich a child could not be held re-
sponsible or punished by the orde:e of t he court. Bet vieen 
t he ages of seven and fourteen an examination ·vias provided 
to determine his discernment. If he vias held responsible or 
c apable of the mischief, he could be subject~d to all forms 
of punishment applicable to adults. Blackstone say s, 11Under 
seven years of age, indeed, and infant caDnot be guilty of 
felony, for then a felonious discretion is almost an i m-
possible nature, but at eight years ole he may be guilty 
of felony .. ul 
:Bi a cks tori.e, Co1rm1e1~taries on the La\vs of England, Book ·iv, 
Chapter II, Page 41. 
• 
• 
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The philosophy of the juvenile court is different from 
that of ~ adult co"Ll.I't, and is based on t\vo p1rinciples -
f irst, that a child cannot be held responsibl1e for criminal 
acts until a much later age than the Common Lmv limit of 
seven years , a.."ld second, that although brougJ:lt 1.vithin the 
jurisdiction of the court, the child is not accused of a 
crime nor regarded as a crirllnal. The court stru~ds in the 
position of a protecting parent rather than a prosecl:ttor . 
2. The establishment of the Boston Juvenile CoUl~t. 
Although Nassachusetts did not pass its Juvenile Delin-
quency Law until 1906, seven years after t he establisl~ent 
I 
of the first juvenile court in Illinois, it had nevertheless 
11long been the center of experimentation in methods of deal-
ing \vi th delinquency and crime." Not infrequently, it has 
been the initiator of movements .for the better understand-
ing of youth ru~d the amelioration of its conditions . 
11 The hl.Jlnani tarian note in the treatment of juvenile 
delinquents \'las orig.!Ln.ally founded in the creation of 11houses 
of refuge" for children. The first of these in JUnerica \vas 
the Nevi York City House of Refuge (1825), but a Boston 
institution , also called a House of Refuge , followed a 
year later . 
The first state reform school fol" juvenile offenders \'las 
established in Hassachusetts in l 8lt7 , the early correctional 
reformers being more concerned 1.1i th . the treatment of youth-
ful offenders after their conviction than with modefica-
tions in the processes of arrest , detention, trial and the 
like. Gradually the interest of reformers thlat had , as it 
I 
• 
I 
I 
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were, been directed at first to the wrong end I treatment of 
I 
juvenile offenders after conviction - shifted to needed 
reforms in the procedure preceding punishment
1
or corre ction. 
And here again Nassachusetts vias a.L'long the pioneers. The 
reforms took the shape of special perso~21el, social in-
1 
' 
vestigation of the strict, technical criminap , procedure '.vhen_ 
applied to child offenders. 111 Thus an 1869 statute 
provided for the presence in court of a 11State .Agent 11 or 
his deputy whenever application is made for the conm1i tment 
of any child to any reformatory maintained by the Comrnon-
wealth. 11 This provision is still in force. The agent a...'1.d 
his deputies vJere also charged 1\li th the finding of sui table 
homes for children vJhose interests 1.-vou.J..d better be promoted 
by placement in a family or by indenture than by incarcera-
tion in a reformatory, and 1.\lith the periodic visiting of 
such children. A la'\v of 18702 required that in the Suffolk 
CoLmty Courts, cases against children under sixteen should 
be heard "separate from the general and ordina·.y criminal 
business, 11 while elsev1here the hearing should be held 
before probate courts i11stead of the criminal tribunals. 
Here also vras the g erm of the modern elaborate procedure 
for social investigations in the requirement that tre agent 
for juveniles or an assistant 11 sha~l have the opportm1.i ty to 
investigate the case, attend the trial and protect the in-
terest of, or otherv1ise provide for the child. u3 
1~ - One -Thousand Juvenile Delinquents by Sheldon and 
Gl uecks, Harvard University Press, 193L:-, Page 9 
La\vS of l1Iassachusetts 1869, Chapter 453, Sect. 4 
1870 Chapter 359 , Sect. 7 
Ibid, Section 8 
2. 
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I 
Separate trials were extended to all 
in the state in 1872.1 The governor and 
pert~nent courts 
I 
co1-mb:L1 designating 
and commissioning the necessary number of justices of the 
I 
peace ' or of mun.icipal districts and po1ic~ ccnU't justices' 
to try juvenile offenders. These justices wer'e givm con -
c-LU'rent jurisdiction vlith the judges of probat'e courts in 
cases of juvenile offendel~ s "Lmder seventeen. , 'They \vere to 
I 
be lmo-wn as "trial justices of juvenile offendei·s. 112 
In 1877 a separate session for juvenile offenders \vas 
I 3 
provided for 1-1i th its ovm court records and ,docket. One 
- ' 
year later, in 1878, the Mayor of Boston vias authorized to 
appoint probation officers vli th investigatory, and visitor-
I 
ia~ pov-Ters in relation to probationers. 4 
In 1891 pmv-er of appointment \vas transfe~red to the 
I 
judges and "\vas made mandatory and the duties :of probation 
officers v-;ere more specifically set forth .. 5. Thus 
probation, probably the most promising, ru1d certainly the 
most flexible instr1-m1ent at the conunand of juvenile as 
"\;fell as adult com~ts, mv-es its inception to Jviassachusetts. 
The ~uvenile CoUl~t of the City of Boston as mentioned 
before was established in 1906, just one year after the 
establishment of the Cairo Juvenile Couxt and in the same 
I 
I 
year as the establishment of .Alexandria Juvenile Court • 
. . ' ~ . ,. ,.. "' . . . . . . 
1. Ibid 1872 Chap. 358 
2. La\·Js of 1B72, l"'lassachusetts 
3 .. Ibid, LaviS of 1877 Chapter 210, Sec. 5 
4. Ibid, 1878, Chapter 198 
5. Ibid 1891, Chapter 356 
• 
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I 
The Boston Juvenile Court Law enacted in 1906 provided 
for a separate court VIi th a judge appointed by the Governor 
f or life . T-vm special justices and a clerk to be appointed 
by the Governor and the Council. 
The Bo ston co1.u·t does not deal vii th cases from all parts 
I 
of t he city. I t has jurisdiction only over those c a ses 
-vrhich ari se in the central parts commonly lmotm as the 
Nort h , \'lest and South :Bli.'lds, and the Back Bay . Thes e com-
p ri se the most congested districts of the city , and t h e 
greater portion of its immigrant population. It has no 
authority over chil dren -vrho commit offenses in other part 
of the ci ty. Even today, their court is the only juvenile 
court in the Commonvreal th and is limited to only one portion. 
of the city of Boston. Outside of t his jurisdictional area 
covered by the Boston Juvenile Cour t, the Hunicipal Court 
of Boston and t he District Courts elsev1here i h the ;;s tate, 
function as juvenile courts. Such courts have exclusive 
original jur isdi c t ion over delinquents behveen seven a..."ld 
seventeen except as to offenses punishable by death . They 
may waive jurisdiction i n ~ny case involving a child be-
tvreen f ourteen and seventeen if the court bel::Leves that h is 
vlelfare al'ld the interest of the public require that he should 
be tried for s ai d offense or violation instead of bei ng 
dealt VJi th as a delinquent child • 
The j uvenile court may continue cases from time m time 
v1hen investigations have to be made. It also has the po-v1er 
to make its o-vm procedural rules ; to hear cases in private, 
to accept the "\·Tri tten promise of the parents or those in 
I 
11 Loco parentis" that the child \·Jill present hrimself in court 
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leaving him unincarcerat ed, p ending the hearing, but to ad.mi t 
him to bail \·!here necessary a;.J.d to obtain needed i nfo rwa-
t i on frow the sc!.:,ools. 
3 . ProceC.l..U' e s in E<:mcUing 'the Juvenile Delin(:FWYlts 
If a boy is arrested during the morning , the officer i s 
required t? bring h i m into court i r.unedi ately . If the 
arrest occurs at any other ti11 e, t 'le police officer is 
r equired to corrmn.mica.te \vi t h a probation officer and notify 
his parents . The policy, of co1.u~se, has the phone numbers 
of a l l probation officials of the city . The eu stom is 
t hat the probation officer al\vay s asks the police officials 
to telephone him as soon as t he parents have arrived . Th en 
he go es to the police station and m~~es a preliiilinary in-
vestigation by intervievring the parents a11.d determining in 
this vray whether the home is suitable for t h e boy to 
re111ain t h ere until time for the hearing . If t he probation 
officer believes that t h e home is unfit for the child , , · 
formerly he had to t ake the child to one of the temporary 
h omes i n Boston vrhich had been selected and supervised . Hm•r 
after t he establi shmBnt .of the detention home, the child 
usually remains there. 
Upon bringing the child into court , the policy officer 
makes out a forlilal application for a complaint, vrhich can 
be approved only by the judge . In most cou~~ts , the ap -
plication for complain t is approved by the clerk . Tbe clerk 
here differs from the clerk of the co1..rrts of Egypt . Here, 
h e is u sually a lavryer, a graduate of a school of lau and 
responsible f o r seeing that the legal procedl..u~e and rules 
• 
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are correctly follo'\'Ted . In the Juvenile Court of Boston 
he usually receives a salary three-fourths that of the 
j udg e. 
Judicial oversight of the granting of complaints in 
juvenile .cases has the advantage of a chedk on police 
officer s \vho sometimes make arrests on insufficient or 
unreliable information. Moreover, the judge can usually 
obtain the necessary testimony of arresting off icer by 
questioning him, thereby often obviating the need of the 
officer ' s presence in court later . 
The arresting officer first shoLli d have the compl aint 
approved by the judge . The probation officer has to make 
his investigations. These investigations shotud not take 
place until the child is found delinquent. The judg e 
usually s ays, 111 found you delinquent . 11 Judge Cabot, 
during his per iod, cus t omarily had to say something of the 
f ollmving nature, "John , you've been a pretty bad boy and 
I 111 have to give you the n am e \-Thich the Lavl gives to su ch 
boys - ' delinquent boy. 1 · I find you a delinquent boy . " 
He had to add, "From this finding you have a r i ght to 
appeal. Do you vTant to go into another court and s ee l.vhat 
the j udge there vlill f ind , or do you prefer to stay ,.n. th 
1 
me and see what we can do to help you along? 11 
It is t he matu~e oplnlon of several obs ervers that 
so 
Judge Cabot 1 s marmer in ques.tioning boys \•Tas/ tnderstanding 
and kind that by the time he gave them their choice of 
appealing or remaining under supervision of his court 
i~ One Thousand Juvenile Del inquents by Sheldon & Eleanor 
Glueck, Harvard Uni versity Press, 193~, Page 41 
~ 
• 
I 
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the majority of delinquents ' ''o1.:lld choose the latter 
alternative. 
After the child being found delinquent, I • t • po:n. ~ve ac-
tion starts. The be pending for I The case may tvro 1 1r1eeks. 
child du..rins this period may stay at home if the home is 
f'i t, othervrise the boy is detained in a detent:Lon home. 
I 
At the second hearing, only the probation officer, 
- I 
I 
the parents and the boy are present. The judge discusses 
I 
the entire situation vli th them in the light otr the reports 
submitted to him. The judge may dismiss the case, put the 
I 
case on probation; he may perhaps put the cas 1e on proba-
tion on condition of attending the Citizenship Training 
i 
Group vlhich vrill be discussed later; He may also sentence 
I 
I 
the boy to the Youth Service Board. This is t h e procedure 
of the only one Juvenile Co~ITt in this Common~ealth - the 
Boston Juvenile Court, and also the procedure1 of the 
I 
District Courts which conduct juvenile sessiohs. 
4. Statement of Juvenile Court Lavrs 
The lavlS differentiate betvJeen the delinquent and the 
' 
wayvJard child . fiA delinquent child is a chilld bet\veen 
I 
seven and seventeen 1.vho violates any city ordinance or 
tovm by-la'iv, or commits an offence 
't.A 1.1ayward child is a child betv.reen 
' 
' 
not punishable by death. 11 
I 
seven and seventeen 
' 
' 
years of age -v;ho habitually associates vTi th v:icious or im-
moral persons, or \vho is grmtJ"ing up in circumstances 
exposing him to lead an imr.aoral vicious or crimina~ life. 111 
1. Section 52, Chapter 119, General Lav-IS of [l-iiassachw etts 
! 
' 
• 
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Proceedings 
11If complaint is made to any com ... t that a! child betv1een 
seven and seventeen yea1 ... s of age is a \vaY1·rard child or a 
I 
delinquent chiJ.,.d, s aid col.ll't shall examine, oh oath , the 
I 
complaint and the vli tnesses, if any, produced1 by him, and 
shall reduce the complaint to -vrri ting, and cause it to be 
subscribed by the complaintant. 11 
"If said child is under fourteen years of age, said 
court shall first issue a summons requiring him to appear 
before it at the time and place nw~ed therein, and such 
slunmons shall be issued in all o ther cases, i nstead of a 
'l.varra...'1.t, unless the court has reason to believ'e that he vTill 
n ot appear upon summons, in \'lhich case, or if such a child 
has been sun1moned and did not appear, said court may issue 
a vJarrant reciting the substance of t h e complaint, a11.d re-
quiring the of ficer to vlhom it is directed forth-v;i th to 
take such child and brL11g him before said co1.u·t, to be 
dealt with according to law, and to summon the witnesses 
named therein to appear and give evidence at 
"A judge may permit an appeal taken by a 
I 
the examination. ul 
I p arent in 
behalf" of his minor child from a sentence of the l atter to 
an industrial school as a delinquent to be \·Ti tho..ra\·m by 
the child without the consent and in the absel1.ce of the 
parents . 112 
i; . ·sect:i.cn:i. 5'4; -Chapter .il9 General La1v of l!lassachusetts 
2. Robinson V. Commonuealth, 242 lVlass . 4ol, 136 N. E. 
241, cited in note, 76 A.L . R. 252 . 
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Notice of · arrest to be given to probation officer and pai·ent 
or guardian, release to probation officer, etcv: 
I 
"Whenever a child between seven and seventeen years of 
age is arrested vli th or vli thout a viarrruJ.t as b rovided by 
Law, the officer in charge of the place of cuktody to 
which the child has been t~~en shall immediately notify the 
I 
probation officer of the district court 1·Ii thin 'lrJhose 
I 
I judicial district such child was arrested and: at least one 
I 
I 
of the child 1 s parents, or if there is no par'ent, the 
guardian or person with whom it is stated tha 1t such child 
resides, and ·shall inquire into the case. Pending such 
notice and inquiry, such child shall be detained. Upon 
the acceptance by the officer in charge of said place of 
custody of the viri tten promise by said parent, guardian or 
any other reputable person to be responsible ~or the 
I 
presence of such child in court at the time and place· vihere 
such child is to app eal" or upon the receipt 'tiy such officer 
in charge from said probation officer of a ·vTr1i tten reauest I ._ 
for the release of such child to him. Such child shall be 
i 
released to said person giving such promise o:r to said 
probation officer ma.Y..ing such request provid~d, that if 
I 
the arresting officer requests in writing that a boy 
I 
between twelve and seventeen years of age or a girl 
betv.1een fourteen and seventeen years of age qe detained, 
or if the co1.ITt or tria~ justice issuing a vu1rrant that 
such child shall be held in safe keeping pending his 
appear~1ce in court, such child shall be detained in a 
police station or house of detention pending 
1
his appearance 
I 
• 
in court and provided , further, that nothing bontained in 
this section sha~l prevent the admitting of such child to 
I 
bail in accordance ·with law. Snid probation officer shall 
i 
notify such child of the time and place of the hearing of 
hi s case. nl 
Detention in police station, etc., commitment to 
jail, etc.: 
119. 
11Ho child under seventeen. years of age shall be detain-
, 
I 
ed by the police in a lockup, police station or house of 
detention pending arrangement, examination or trial by the 
COliTt • . Except as otherwise provided in Section 68, no 
child under seventeen years of age except v1hen charged 1vi th 
an offense punishable by death or life impriso1nnent she~l 
be cor@1itted by the court to a jail, or housel of correction 
or to the State Farm, pending further examination or trial 
by the court or pending any continuance of his case or 
pending the prosecution of an appeal to the Superior Court 
d . d' t' d 1' t h'ld 11
21 
or upon a JU ~ca ~on as a e ~nquen c ~ .• 
Parent or guardicm to be suniDloned: 
"If a child has been summoned to appear or is brought 
before such cotiTt upon a vTarrant , as summons, shall be 
issued to at least one of its parents, if either of them 
is knovm to reside within the Commonwealth, and, if there 
is no such parent, then to its lai:Tful guarding, if there 
is one kno1·m to be so resident, and if not, then to the 
person v.fi th 1vhom such child resides, if knovm. Said 
l. Section 67; -Chapter 119' General La1'1S of Iviassachm etts 
2. Ibid, Section 66 
• 
I Sunlli1ons shall require the person served to aplear at a 
time and place stated therein, ru1.d shmv cause 1 iiJ'hy such 
ch ild should not be adjudged a , .. ,ayvm.rd child or delinquent 
child, as the case may be. If the1 ... e is no such pa.rent, 
guardian or person who can be summoned as aforesaid, the 
1 20. 
court may appoint a sui table person to act 
I 
I for . such child. 11 
! 
11If the court shall be of opinion that the interests 
of the child reqLrire the attendance of any prbceedings of 
I 
an agent of the department, and shall requestl such attend-
ru1.ce, such agent shall attend to protect the interests of 
said child . 111 
I 
Parents, Guardians, etc. , may be surtnnoned: 
11 At anytime during the pendency of any case befo:re __ a 
~ I 
court or trial practice against a child u.nder1 seventeen 
years of age, whether pending adjudication or duri ng con -
I 
tinuances or probation or after t h e case has !been tal~en 
from t h e files, the COLITt or trial justice mdy surmnon any 
paren t or guardian of said child, or any pers
1
on i.rl th whom 
I 
the child resides. 11 :2 But if such ·oersons, nientioned 
- I 
above fail to appear, the COLITt may resort to compulsory 
process. 
11 The court issuing the Slll1ll1ons may issue Ia capias to 
compel the attendance of such person, and such capias shall 
I 
be issued and served in the same manner as a 'capias to 
comp el the attendance of vri tnesses vrho have failed to ap-
pear on a subpoena issued in behalf of the Comm.oni.-lealth 
.. . - - .. . "' ~ " - ~ . ~ . 
1. Ibid, Section 55 
2. ~bid, Section 70 
• 
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in a criminal case. ul 
Records not open to public inspection: 
I 
11
.An adjudication of any child as a -vraywa~d child or 
I 
delinquent child 1.mder section fifty- tvm to ~ifty-nine, . 
inclusive, or the disposition thereunder of ;ky child so 
I 
adjudicated, or any evidence given in any case arising 
under said sections, shall not be lavrful or proper evidence 
against such child for any purpose in any pr~ceeding in 
I 
~~y court, and records in cases arising agairlst any child 
1.mder said sections shall not be received in eviden ce or 
I 
used in any way in MlY such proceeding, exce~t in subse-
quent proceedings for wayviariliLess or delinquJncy agabLst 
I 
the same child and except in imposing sentence in any 
i 
criminal proceeding against the sa.me person; lnor shall 
such ad judication or disposition 
disqualify a child in any future 
or eviden ce operate to 
I 
I 
examination~ appointment 
I 
or application for public service under the gover1Lment 
either of the Cormnonwealth or of any political subdivision 
I 
thereof. 112 I 
Commission of criminal offense by child bet\·reen 
f t , t n· · t · " 1 our een ana seven een. J..sposJ.. J..on oi case:l 
11I f the child has committed an offense against a lavl 
of the Commonvveal th, or has violated a city ordinance or 
tovm by-lm..r, and the court is of the opinion that his 
welfare, and the inter ests of the public, require that he 
should be tried for said offense or violation instead of 
1~ · · !b1d ; · s~6t16ri 71 
2 . Ibid, Section 60 
' 
I 
I 
reing dealt vli th as a delinquent child, the cl urt may, 
after a hearing on said complaint, order it dismissed. 111 
N. B. The word dismissed here meruLs refer~ing the 
cause to the crimi..nal court: Section 7lf says l, "Crimina~ 
proceedings shall not begin against any child! bet1vea'l 
fou..rteen and seventeen years of age, except fbr offences 
I 
punishable by death, unless proceedings againkt him as a 
delinquent child have been begun and dismissed. 112 
I Jurisdiction of Courts: 
I 
11In criminal proceedings, district courts I other than 
- . I 
the municipal court of the city of Boston, Th~ Boston 
. I 
Juvenile Court and trial justices may commit children 
~Ulder seventeen years of age to the custody of the Youth 
I 
Service Board, but may not commit such childrFn to the 
Lyman School or the Industrial Schools."3 
Complaint v1arrru1t: 
I 
I 
i 
"If there is com1)laint against any chi ld bet'\.;een 
I 
fourteen and seventeen years of age against 1:1hom proceed-
. ' b b d d" . d (d" •t• l ~ ) ~ngs nave een egun Ml ~sm~sse lSpos~ ~on oi case 
I 
f or any offence not punishable by death, suchl court or 
trial justice sha~l examine, on oath, the complaintant 
I 
and the \vi tnesses produced by him, shall reduce the 
I 
complaint to '\·lri ting and cause it to be subs,cribed by the 
complaintant, and may issue a 1.varrant reci ting the sub-
stance of the accusa tion and requiring the officer to 
vJhom it is directed forthwith to take the per 1son accused 
i ~ ibid Section · 61 
2 . Ibid Section 7~ 
3 . Ibid Section 73 
1 22. 
I 
and bring him befor·e said cotll't on trial justice, to be 
I 
dealt 1tli th according to La\v, and to summon subh witnesses 
as shall be named therein to appear and give 
the examination. n1 
I . d ev~ ence 
I 
I 
j 
The child may be placed in charge of Youtn Service 
Board: 
on 
123. 
"The colU"'t or trial justice before vJhom a child is brought 
on a complaint under the preceeding section, \•Ji th the 
! 
I 
consent of the Youth Service Board, may commi:t him to the 
I 
custody of said board and authorize it to place him in 
I 
able, to transfer him 
or, if such child pl"ove's 
to the facility \·rhi ch i l1 
unmanage-charge of any person, 
the opinion 
of said boal"'d, after study 1tlill best serve tHe needs of 
I 
the child, until he becomes tvJenty-one years 'of age. Said 
board may provide for the maint:· enance, in 'l.vhole or in 
part, of an.y child so placed in charge of a person . The 
I 
Youth Service Board may discharge from custody any child 
committed to its care under this section. 112 
The warrant of comnutment: 
"The court or trial justice at the time named in the 
SUJ.mnons , shall examine the child and any per~on vJho ap -
peaxs in ansv1er to the summons and take such testimony 
relative to the case as may be produced. If the allega-
1 
tions are proved, and it appears that the child is a 
suitable subject for commitment to the custody of the 
Youth Sei·vice Board, a.nd that his mor·al \velfare a..."ld the 
I~ - ·Ibid; · Section 75 · 
2. Ibid, Section 76 
• 
1: 
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good of society require that he shm.lld be sen t thereto f or 
I 
diagnosis t reat ment or t raining , a v.rarrant of commitment 
shall be is sued. ul 
The right of appeal: 
"A child adjudged a vra;y-vrard child or delinquent ch ild 
has t he right to appeal to the superior court both from the 
finding ru1d from the order of cormnitment or sentence and 
also may appeal to said colu, t at t h e time of the order of 
commitment or sentence in vn!ich event the entire case 
shall be before said court as if originally commenced there-
i n:.. The app eal, if ta.'ken, shall be tried and dete:emined 
i n like manner as appeals in criminal cases, except t hat 
t he trial of the said appeals i n the superior court 
not be in conjuction 1.v:i th the other business of t hat 
court, but shall be held in a session set apart and 
I 
ed for the time being exclusively to the trial of 
juvenile cases. This shall be knovm as the juvenile 
I 
shall 
devot-
session of the superior court and shall have a separate 
trial list a..."ld docket. All ·appealed juvenilf1 cases in 
the superior court shall be transferred to this list, and . 
shall be tried, unless othervrise disposed of 'by direct 
2 
order of t he cou~·t." 
A report of investigation: 
·~n any app ealed case, the superior coliTt before pass-
ing sentence or before ordering other disposition shall 
be supplied 1vi th a report of any investigation made by 
1. Ibid, Section 77 
2. Ibid , Section 56 
• 
• 
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I 
the probation officer of the court from whichl the appeal 
\rJ"aS taken. 111 
The court has the pov.rer of treatmentl 
I 
I 
I 
I 
A • Proceedings after adjudication 
\I.Jhat is done v:Ti th the child after its StaJtUS iS 
determined? The lavrs set out various forms of treatment. 
"At the hearing of a complaint against a 1child the 
-
court examines such child a11.d any vJi tnesses that appear, 
I 
and takes such testimony relative , to the case as shall be 
I 
' produced. If allegations against a child are proved, he 
may be adjudged a vlaY\vard child or delinquent child. 11 
11If a child is adjudged a v.ray-\vard child, ~ the 
may place him in the care of a probation officer 
I 
I 
court 
for such 
time and up.9n such conditions as may seem prqper, or may 
deal with him in the mru1.11.er provided for the ~ disposal of 
the case of a neglected child, except that it may not 
cou1mit him to the custody of the Department of Public 
I 
I 
I 
·.,ielfare, but may conllili t him to the custody of! the Youth 
I 
Service Board." 
I 
"If a child is adjudged a delinquent child , the court 
may place the case on file, or may place the child in the 
care of a probation officer for such time and on such 
I 
I 
conditions as ~ay seem proper, or may coiDL~it l him to the 
I 
custody of the Youth Service Board." 
11I'f it is alleged in the complaint upon which tre child 
is so adjudged that a l avr of the Common\·Jeal th has been 
1. Ibid, Section 56 
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violated, the coui· t may, vli t h the consent of the Youth 
Service Board, commit to the custody of said board and 
I 
authorize it to place such child in char ge of any person, 
and if at any time, thereafter such child pro-\.res unmanage-
able, to transfer such child to that facili ty1 1-rhich in the 
opinion of said Board , after study , \fill best serve the 
needs of the child, but not for a longer period t han 
until s u ch child becomes ti·Jenty-one. The Youth Service 
Board may provide for th e maintenance, in vlhole or in part, 
of any child so placed in charge of any person. 
I 
11 If a child adjudged a wayvmrd child or delinquent 
child is placed on probation by the Supel'"'ior Court, he 
may be placed in the care of a probation officer o f the 
district co~ITt, including in such terms the Boston 
J uvenile Dourt, "~•li thin the judicial district in \·Jhich such 
ch ild resides. 
11 The co~U't may colll11J.i t such delinquent child to the 
Youth Service Board, but does not cormnit s~ch chi l d to a 
jail or house of correction, to the Lyman School or the 
Industrial School for Boys, or the Industrial School for 
Girls, nor to any other institution supported by the 
Co:mn1onHeal th for the custody, care and training of 
I 
delinquen.t or vlayward ch ildren or juvenile offenders. 111 
Not allouing the court to commi t delinquents and \vay-
vJard children to institutions has applied only since the 
e stablishment of the Youth Service oard in 1949. Before 
1. Ibid, Section 58 
that time, 11 the court may . comrn_i t such delinquent child to 
any institution to 1-·Thich it might be commi t-~Jd upon . a 
conviction for such violation of la"t·J, except~ng a jail or 
I 
house of correction and all la1.vs applicable to a child 
I 
I 
committed upon such a conviction shall apply 
1
to a 
delinquent child committed under this section." (Section 
I 
I 58, Chapter 119, before the amendment of 194-ED .. 
B. Cost of support in the institution, etc. I 
I 
I 
1
'I'he court may maJte an ordel" for payT.o.ent by parents or 
I 
by the child's guardian out of the vmrd 1 s prdperty, or by 
any other person responsible for the care and support of 
I 
said child , to the institution, department, division , 
organization or persons fm"nishing care and ~upport at 
times to be stated in ai."1 o.rder by the court df sums not 
exceeding the cost of said support after abiJ.Ji ty to pay 
the payment of money shall be entered tu1til 
:do order for 
I ~he person by 
has determined by the cotrrt, provided, that 
'I:Jhom payments are to be made shall have been !summoned 
I 
before the court and given an opportm1.i ty to be heard. 
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The cotrrt may from time to time upon petition by, or notice 
I 
to the person ordered to pay such sums of money, revise or 
I 
alter such order or make a nevr order, as the \circumstances 
may require. 111 
c.. Restitution by a child 
"If the juvenile court finds that a deli:qquent child 
! 
has committed an act involving civil liability, t h e cou~t 
may m_a;ke it .a condition of probation that th1 child make 
. . 
f. Ibid; Section 58 
t 
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restitution or reparation to the injured person to such an 
extend and in such sums as the court determinles. ul 
I 
I 
D. Jurisdiction of cou.rt over children beyon:d the age of 
I 
seventeen: 
11 Cow.~ts may continue to exercise jm~isdic1tion in their 
·I juvenile sessions over children who become selenteen years 
of age or who pass the age limit for being tb!e kind of 
complaint or proceeding before the col~t, pe~ding adjudica-
tion on their cases, or during continuances o1r probation, 
or aftel"' their cases have been placed on file
1
, or \'There a 
I 
child bebreen the ages of sixteen and seventeen commits an 
offense and is not apprehended until after relaching the 
age of seventeen the court may deal i;Ji th said1 child in the 
I 
reached the age of 
I 
same manner as if he or she had not 
seventeen, and all provisions and rights appllicable in a 
child t~~der seventeen shall apply to said chi~d . Nothing 
I 
herein shall authorize the commitment of any !child over 
I 
seven teen years of age to the Youth Service B:oard , or 
I 
. t th . ' I. d , . ,~ g~ ve any col.li' any pmv-er or au or~ -cy over sal cn~.JU. en 
after they become eighteen years of age, except that, on 
I 
the revocation of the suspension of the execution of a 
I 
sentence or order of commitment, such sentenc'e or order 
I 
of commitment may be executed, notwithstandix1g that the 
I 
child sentenced or ordered committed has pass!ecl the age 
limit for cornmi tment to the Youth Service Board to tvhich 
he tvas sentenced or ordered cornrlli tted. 112 
1~ . -Ib:i.ci, Section 62 
2 . Ibid, Section 72 
• 
E. \~1en the child violates probation: 
I 
11If a child has been placed in care of pr,obation of-
' 
ficer, said officer at any time before the final disposition 
of the case, may arrest such child vrithout a lwarrant and 
I 
take him before the coUl~t, or the couxt may issue a warrant 
for his arrest. \~en such child is before tJe court, it 
may make any disposition of the case 'ltThich i J might have 
made before said child was placed on probatiJn, or may · 
i 
continue or extend the period of probation .. " 1 
1. Ibid, Section 59 
I 
i 
-· 
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Section II 
Agencies of Treatment, Prevention and Control. 
Introduction 
A. It is quite difficult to say ~hat agency treats delin-
1 
quents, what agency prevents and what agency controls delin-
quents. Any agency which deals with treatment, at the same 
time acts as a preventive and control agency. 
It is impossible to enumerate in this paper all the a-
gencies of Massachusetts, even of Boston. Thus, it is rea-
sonable that we choose as examples, functions of each gr9up. 
The writer chose "The Citizenship Training Group11 as an ex-
ample of an agency of control. For as we will see later, the 
judge sends the child to the C. T. C. to see whether in a 
certain time, he will be a law-abiding citizen or not. 
I 
The writer chose the Judge Baker Guidance Center as an 
example of a preventive agenc' and The Youth Service Board 
as an agency of treatment. 
The Citizenship Training Group of the Boston Juvenile Court 
A. Introduction 
The Citizenship Training Group was founded in 1936 by 
Judge Perkins, who was the judge of the Boston Juvenile Court 
at that time. He believed that a period of conditioning was 
I 
necessary to gain a detailed picture of the boy in order to 
understand his behavior pattern. Any boy, be'tween the ages 
.-
of twelve to seventeen, found delinquent by the judge of the 
juvenile court may be put on probation on condition that he 
.. 
"' 
attend t h e C. T. G. for twelve weeks, five days a week. 
The purposes of t his group are: 
131. 
a. To study the extent of the boy's problem and its nature 
from the view point of his personality and the causes of his 
maladjustment and to control his behavior. 
b. The Staff' 
The staff consists of a: 
I 
a. Director, who has an extensive experience in the field 
of social work and in probation. 
b. A full time secretary 
c. A consultant psychiatrist, part time. 
d. A part time psychometrist and group worker. 
I 
e. A part time gymnasium instructor. 
f. A Jtart time instructor in Arts and Cr~!'ts. 
g. A full time statistician, who compiles important and 
vital statistics concerning the many cases appearing 
before the court. 
Beside these paid staff members, there are field work 
students from the Schools of Social Work, who attend the 
C. T. G. as a part of their field work study. 
c. The Boy as a Member 
The first contact of the boy with t he 6itizenship Train-
ing Group occurs after he has been placed on probation by the 
court. After disposition of his case, in a district court or 
the Boston Juvenile Court, the boy is ordered to report to the 
department that same af ter-noon. 
~~en a boy arrives at the office, he is usually met by 
the director. A record of the boy's name and address is made. 
He is t hen aiJ.ked to fill out an interest sheet containing a 
.. 
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list of sports ·and hobbies in which · the boy would like to 
I 
participate. The boy is intevviewed by t he director and 
is usually told by the staff that: 
a. He is to report every day on time and 
b. He is responsible for his own behavior. 
I 
The boy should be examined medically. He is sent to 
t h e hospital (The Boston Dispensary) for that purpose. 
The hospital writes a report of his health and physical con-
133. 
If a boy is found ill or having any kind of sickness, 
all eff orts are made by the C. T. G. to correct this illness 
with the cooperation of the Dispensary. 
Dental care is also given by the Dispensary. 
Certain psychological tests ot intelligenbe, such as 
school achievement and special ability tests are administered 
I 
I 
in all cases. Psychological group tests, The Terman, The 
Dearborn and the Stanford Binet achievement are given to the 
I 
boys during their second or third week to enable t h e leaders to 
get an insight into the individual boy 1 s mental capacity and to 
learn his apptitudes and mechanical skills. 
I Otten t o e results of these tests explain why t he boy is 
mal-adjusted at school or disclose t hat hm is not measuring up 
to his f'ull capacity at school. If' there is too much deviation, 
between results of the Dearborn and the Terman, the Weschsler-
an individual test 
Bellevue test is given to the ·boy by a psychologist. Obser-
vations are made on each boy throughout the twelve week period 
and notes are taken of' his characteristic behavi or, in dis-
cussion classes, group games, arts and crafts, l the locker room 
and a variety of social situations. The case worker usually 
I 
makes a thorough social investigation of each boy 1 s home, school, 
church and contacts with other social service agencies, the boy 
may have had in the past. 
d. Case Conference 
! 
Case conferences are conducted every Thursday afternoon. 
After the boy has at t; ended the c. T. G. for a reasonable period 
(maybe f'our weeks). His case is discussed at the conference, 
which is attended by the director, case workers, psychiatrists, 
• 
and psychologist. All the investigations madJ , ~re reviewed and 
appraised. This data is used as a ,background to the observations 
secured through the medium of group activity and is evsluated 
for the purpose of revealing the following: 
a. The boy's problem, 
b. The treatment that should be undertaken in the light of the 
data secured. I 
Some of the aims of treatment of the citizenship group are 
I 
to aid the boy as much as possible in developing insight into 
j 
his own motives of behavior. The staff tries Ito instill in-
1 
centive into the boy so as to arouse him to m~ke his own effort 
i in every phase of the program. Another important aspect to be 
I 
considered in the departments Aims is to encourage and give the 
I 
boy a sense of achievement by aiding him to complete success-
: 
fully, certain types of activity.l 
e. The Program 
I 
The program endeavors to aid the boy in developing a 
I 
healthy attitude toward the law, the family aJd t he institu-
1 
tions under which he must live.2 The activities end about 
I 
five-thirty and boys, designated by t he diredtor, are given 
two student car tickets each. This is done tl relieve the 
I 
financial strain attendant on reporting every [day when a boy 
lives far from the C. T. G.. I 
I 
At lthe end of t:te twelve weeks, the wol!ker has a talk 
in I I 
with the boy which they both review the whole : experience 
and discuss the future. The boy is then returned to the court 
1. Pamplet of the Citizenship Training Group of Boston Juvenile 
Court, August 1942, Published by 
2. A schedule has been prepared for esbh day
1
s activites from 
Monday through Fric1ay (See Table No. XXXII) 
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and a report is submitted to the Judge with rec j mmenctations for 
the boy. If the boy completed his first twelve ,weeks satisfactor-
1 ily, he is recommended to continue on his seconf probationary per-
iod. In this period, he is required to report only once a week to 
his pro bation officer but he is not required to [attend the C. T. G •• 
The boy can come to the C. T. G. for advice or Aelp whenever he 
I 
wishes and is told t hat t he sta.ff will always be glad to see him. 
I 
I 
1. 
DAYS 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Fric1ay 
I 
Table _No. XXXII I 
Outline of Program.l j 
3:30 - 4:30 
Singing and for 
Dramatics 
I 
4:30 1- 5:30 
I 
Individual Tesning 
Gym 
(Trampoline) 
Crafts 
Gym 
Tumbling 
Basketball 
Gym 
Group Games 
Dis bussion 
Dis[cussion 
I 
I 
Ed~cat1ona1 
MoVjies 
I 
Taken from the Annual Report of the C1t1zerlship Training 
Group, ending December 31, 1951. 
• 
1. 
2. 
'l: 
'-'• 
4. 
5. 
6. 
?. 
B. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
1 3 . 
14. 
15. 
Brief Summary of the Assistance Given or 
Boy Receives from the Citizensh ip Traini ng 
Medical examination and follow-up. 
Psychological examination and testing • 
Thirty-six hours of gymnasium work. 
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'1}\Jhat Each 
P:roupl 
Twenty-eight hours of instruction in ci tizlenship. 
Gymnasium suit, sneakers, towel, soap, shorier and locker. 
Car-fare when needed. 
Case work assistance. 
Group work experience. I 
Handicraft equipment, material, and instruction. 
Guidance and counseling . 
Mem-bership in club or settlement. 
I 
Summer Program. I 
I 
Psychiatric services when needed. i 
Visual Education Program. I 
I Clothing and limited financial assistance lof emergency nature. 
! 
Principles of the Program 
It is important ~o notice that the program! of t he C. T. G. 
is ba.sed on the following principles: 
a. Many norme.l boys are delinquent because of a lack of 
training in the fundamental qualities of good citizenship and 
good manhood. 
' I 
They are often not vicious or pathological but 
I 
essentially untrained. 1 
I 
b. Delinquency is not a fixed category by whilch boys can be 
i Delin§.uent behavior is found in eJJl types of boys 
I 
classified. 
regardl,_e_s_s_o_f station, race or environment, anciii is seen in all 
1. Ibid. 
• 
• 
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possible ranges o.f the normal, pathological and ctefective. 
c. No particu~ar skill has pre-eminence in the treatment of 
delinquent behavior. Insights from education, Psychology, 
Psychiatry, Sociology, Meclecine, and Religion must all be used 
in an adequate treatment of the problem.l 
11 Here the boy has an opportunity to express his aggressive-
ness or possible other behavior traits which can be observed by the 
staff. The class-·room discussion period is usect to gain tngight, 
information and discipline in cleal~ thinking. The leaders hold 
frequent informal talks with the boys, whereby a good working re-
lationship may be established between the leader and the boy. The 
boy is encouraged to become an active mem-ber of a club, church 
group, settlement house and other community groups, by inter-
pretation to the end t hat he may understand their function and 
be attracted to their activities. During the summer period, boys 
are participating in an outdoor program which consists of a camp-
ing trip, hiking, sailing and athletics. For those who wish to go 
to a summer camp, t h e C. T. G. provides this facility. 11 2 
THE JUDGE BAKER FOUNDATION 
11 The Meaning of Child Guidance: 
Dur:tng the past two decades there has been a considerable 
spread of child guidance (or 11 behavior or habit") clinics which 
only the economic depression has begun to curb • 
Child guidance is that branch of the mental hygiene movement 
which is concerned with the personality and conduct disorders of 
1. The Citizenship Training Group of Boston Juvenile Court 
Pamphlet, August, 1942. 
2. I'oid. 
• 
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childhood and which takes account of the complex interactions 
·between the child and his environment and seeks to help him to 
gain a workable orientation to his world. Thoug~ a psychologic 
clinic for children had been founded as early as 1896, in- Phil-
adelphia, it was not until 1909, a decade after the establishment 
of the Cook County Juvenile Court in Chicago, that the first 
practical demonstration of a coordinated_ effort for child guidance 
was made by Dr. William Healy and his associates. This was in 
the form of a Juvenile Psychopathic Institute in connection with 
the juvenile court Of Chicago. With this court,clinic as a model, 
the movement spr~ad. 11 1 
Origin of the Judge Baker Foundation 
11 Among the earliest of the child guidance clinics denoted 
wholly or partially to aiding courts, was that established in 
connection with the Boston Juvenile Court in April, 1917, in com-
memoration of the name and work of Judge Harvey Humphrey Baker, 
~he first judge of the Boston children's tribunal. The report of 
his first five years in office concluded with the op inion that, 
11 a clinic for the intensive study of baffling cases which fail to 
respond to ordinary probationary treatment would enhance the 
efficiency of the court more than any other accessory. 11 To meet 
this need, the Judge Baker Foundation was established. Dr. Healy 
and Dr. Augusta Bronner , who were associated with the Chicago 
clinic, were invited to Boston to organize and direct the enter-
prize." 
1. One Thousand Juvenile Delinquents by Sheldon and Eleanor 
Glueck, Harvard University Press, 1934, p. 46. 
• 
Clientele: 11 0wing to the volllune of cases tha t came before 
the court and t he limited personnel at the J. B. F. only 
a portion of the cases were sent to the clinic for exam-
ination. However, these were not limited to cases deemed 
by t he judg~ or probation officer to be especially 
11 diff icult. 11 Many o:~; t h em were cases in which the judge's 
opinion, the social issues and mental make-up of the juv-
enile, might be olar1t.1ed by examination at the clinic. 11 1 
It must be noticed t hat the examinations of the clinic 
were not only for cases referred by the court. On the con-
trary, the court cases form only a part of the work of the 
J. B. F.. Various social agencies, schools and private 
families have been turning to t h e clinic for examination 
of 11 problem children11 , many of' them are technically not delin-
quent but require voca tional or educational advice. 
Scope of Clinical Examination 
11 Arrangement for examination of a delinquent child a t 
the J. B. F. is made by t h e probation officer. Most chilo_-
ren a re p er mitted by the court to return to their fa~ilies 
pending examination at t h e clinic; they report to the 
J. B. F. by appointment and without t he escort of an officer, 
a practice helpful to the establishment of proper rapport. 
A writ t en statement from the court about t h e juvenile is the 
basis of every exe~ination. This report is prepared by a 
probation of f'icer. At best, it embraces t h e f inding s of a 
personal visit to the home, records of school and social 
agencies in touch with the fam:Uyocrf' a delinquent, a brief 
1. Ibid, p. 48. 
• 
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social history and statement of the immediate problem which 
brought the child before the court."l 
It must be pointed out, however, that the probation officer 
furnishes the J. B. F. only such information as he already has 
preceding the time of the clinica l examination. 11 If the delin-
quent must be seen by the clinic on the afternoon of the day on 
which he first appeared in court, the information given to the 
J. B. F. by the probation officer is necessarly meager and of 
imperfect reliability, when several weeks intervene between the 
original court contact and the examination at the clinic, the 
data supplied by the probation officer is likely to be more 
comprehensive. At all events, the clinic is furnished e.t least 
a statement describing the offenseand the probation officer 1 s 
impressions of the boy, together with a school report and the 
unverified family history as obtained from a parent. 
The avowed policy of the clinic in an examination is not only 
to consider factors that have an obvious bearing on the child 1 s 
delinquency, but to regard him as a growing personality from a 
physical, mental and social point of view, with particular re-
\ 
ference to his personality assets and liabilities. IN the 
J. B. F. examination, the following subjects are embraced. 11 2 
a. On t he family, data is obtained from the following sources: 
a. 
b • 
c. 
Reuort of the court 
Abstracts of reports in the files of various social 
agencies, obtained through registration of .:the case 
at the social service exchange. 
Social history obtained by an investigator of the 
J. B. F. from a number of the family, in order to 
supplement the agency reports. 
b. On the child, the following information is obtained 
through examination at the J. B. Fl: 
-1-.--I~b~i~a~,--p--.~49. 
2. Ibid, p. 50. 
• 
• 
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a. Psychological examination including the 11 child1 s ovm 
story" by a psychiatrist. 
b. 11 The social examinat ion contains t he following points: 
1. Judgement as to the appearance, personality and relia-
bility of the informant. 
2 . Details of the nationality, ed.usat i on, habits, occu-
pation and standards of each parent. 
3. Home conditions and family rel ations. 
4. Significant points in the development history of the 
juvenile delinquent, his h abits, school record, indus-
trial history, interests and companions and his person-
ality traits as reflected in his home life, school, 
.. conduct, contacts with companions and in industry. 
5. Problems presented by t h e child (e. g. stealing, 
truancy, bunlcing out) 
6. Suggestions and recommendations as to how the ca s e 
should be treated by t he court. 11 1 
After the physical, psychologic examinations, every child 
is given the opportunity to tell his own story to a psychiatrist 
or other specially qualified worker: No third person is present. 
The examiner has to explain to the child that the purpose 
both of the J. B. F. and The Juvenile Court is not punishment 
but help. 
Staff Conference 
After the examination and before the disposal of the case 
by t he judge, a conference is held b~ the dtdtf,of the clinic 
for the purpose of analysing and interpreting the findings of the 
examinations, summarizing them, and making recommendations to 
the court f or the treatment of the offender. 
The following outline shows the material usually presented. 
on a case for summary at a staff conference and the sources from 
which it has been obtained: 
a. Physical findings (favorable and unfavorable) 
Personal appearance, devel opment, nutrition, and signa of 
disease and defect. 
1. Ibid, p. 51. 
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1. As reported in physical exe~ination at the J. B. F. 
2. As observed or reported by other reliab::Ce sources. 
b. Mental findings: 
Intelligence: statement of intelligence (I.Q. is omitted 
from the written summary in order to avoid a too rigid classi-
fication of mentality and the more signifieant test results. 
1. As reported from psychological examination at the 
J. B. F. 
2. As reported by t 11e school. 
Personality traits: 
a. As observed in interview with psychiatrist 
b . As observed in interview with psychologist 
c. As observed in interview with family 
d. As obser·ved in interview with teacher and others 
c. Statement of delinquency or other present pro-olem: court 
offences 
and non-court Qg~~geps incl~ding known anti-social behavior, 
past and present. 
1. As reported by court or other agency 
2. As reported by family 
3. As reported by the child in his 11 own story 11 
d. Background (from report of court or the other agency, 
plus supplimentary history obtained at the J. B. F. from 
the family.) 
1. Heredity (in regard to blood relations of the child) 
All known mental disease and defect, major, physical disease 
and defect, court andnon-court delinquency, past and present, 
or negative findings. 
2 . Developmental history of the child 
Ante-natal or natal defect, serious illness, seizures, 
operations, injury or negative findings. 
3. Habits of the child-all marked. habits, good and bad. 
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4. Home conditions (physical and social aspects, good and bad1 
5. Family attitudes: relations between the child and all 
members of his household. 
e. Causation 
Sta tement by t he directors, opinion as to the chief 
etiologic factors in the case, based on analysis of all the 
above material plus any other data that appears significant, 
such as school dis-satisfactions, bad companions and many other 
factors. 
f. Outlook 
1. Recommendations and plans by the directors of correctd:.on 
of causation or for removal of the child from his harmful en-
vironment., and for the development of his highest possibilities 
as shovm by the examination. 
2. Medi~al advice to meet physical ne eds.l 
'rhe Judge Baker Guidance 
Since 1930, the J. B. F. has carried the name of J. B. &. 
Center. The work has been dedicated to service for childhood 
and youth. It works toward the accomplishment for this fund-
amental purpose in four diff erent ways. 
1. Treatment Service for the Individual Child by helping 
children who are disabled by emotional maladustments. 
"The number of children given service in 1949 was 144611 1 
2. cooperative Community Agency Services 
• The staff of the J. B. F. participate in the cooperative 
treatment of children with different child health and social 
service agency and public schools in the Greater Boston area. 
1. Annual Report, 1949, Judge Ba~er Guidance Center, Boston, 
Mass • , p. 1 - 3. 
• 
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The staff give consultation and inservice training seminars 
to the staffs of some social agencies on t heir problem cases. 
a. Citizenship Training Group 
b. Childr en's aid association 
c. Church Home Society 
d. The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children 
3. Teaching and Training 
Giving training and teaching in: 
a. Child Psychiatry 
b. Psychiatric Social Work 
c. Clinical Psychology 
d. Teaching conferences 
e. Lectures in the vommunity(Lectures and radio addresses) 
4. Research 
Clinical Research projects dealing with the problems of 
adolescence. The annual report of 1938 represents by pictures 
the aims of the J. B. F. 
It says: 
"Let's consult the Judge Baker Guidance Center. 11 
a. Said the f ather --- wh en Sue had hysterics. 
b. Said the teacher --- when Joe was a truant. 
c. Said the doctor --- when May starved herself. 
d. Said the judge --- when Ned bDoke into stores. 
e. Said the welt' are worker --- when 'i'om ran away. 
f. Said the youth himself --- when he despaired.l 
THB YOUTH SERVICE BOARD 
On May 13, 1948, Governor Rol)er t F. Bradford signed into 
law, chapter 310 of the acts of 1948 which abolished the Board 
of Trustees o f ' Massachusetts Training Schools and created the 
Youth Service Board and the advisory committee on service to 
youth. 
1. Annual ~eport, 1938, p. 3, Judge Baker Guidance Center, 
Boston, Mass. 
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The Youth Service Board is a new idea of justive for 
delinquent children started in 1940 when the American Law 
Institute threw its weight behind what is considered to be 
a "model act. 11 John R. Ellingston, a special advisor to the 
Institute, helped California adopt the pl~ in 1941. Six years 
later, Minnesota e.nd Wisconsin followed suit. Texas was in 
1949. In Massachusetts, the changes in the law caused by 
enactment of chapter 310, were not to ~ake 'ull effect until 
January, 19 49 • 
Heading the Youth Service Board are three leaders 
trained in child work with a staff totaling over 400 people. 
The functions and duties ofthe Y. S. B. can be summarized 
in the two following parts. 
a. To develop constructive programs to reduce and prevent 
delinquency and crime among youth, and to that end it shall 
co-operate with existing agencies and encourage the establish-
ment of new agencies both local and state-wide, having as their 
object the control of delinquency and crime. 
b. To serve as the correctional agency of the co~nonwealth 
in handling all wayward and delinquent children and h abitual 
truants, habitual absentees 1 and habitual school of'fenders, 
co~ni tted to the Commonwealth. 
In the s econd capacity, the Board was vested with e~l the 
rights, powers and duties exercised and performed by the 
Trustees Of Massachusetts Training Schools. 
Reception Centers and Detention Homes: 
When the Boaad was founded, it was confronted with 
certain needs such as establishing reception centers for boys 
• 
• 
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and girls in which the study program as prescribed by the new 
legislation could be c arriecl out. This was accomplished by 
obtaining centers on the campuses of the Lyman School for 
boys at Westboro and the industrial school for girls at 
Lancaster. 
On January 3, 1949, the first children committed to the 
Board by the courts were received. A second mandate under 
Chapter 542 of the acts of 1948, was for the Board to estab-
lis~ immediately upon its organization, a center in the city of 
Boston to serve the courts of the city as a place of detention 
and study of children being held by the courts for final dis-
position by them. Section one of this chapter (542) says: 
11 Upon its organization the Y. s. B. established by section 
64 of chapter 6 of the General Laws as inserted by section 2 
of Chapter 310 of the Acts of the current year, here-in-after 
specified one or more places of custody which shall be com-
pletely separate from any lock-up, police-station, or house 
of detention in Said City, which shall be us eo. solely for the 
temporary care, eustoo.y and study • 11 
The boaro_ started its search at onee for such suitable 
buildings and examined scores of possibilities until it found 
in 19bl, a suitable building on South Huntington Avenue, Boston. 
The Relations of the Board and other People and Agencies 
As a start, the Board found it is necessary to seek 
consultations with social workers and well informed people 
ano. agencies. It also has been trying to lay the ground-work 
to fulfill its mission through speaking before groups of all 
kinds throughout the Commonwealth. It holds conferences on 
Social worR in several districts of the State. 
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The Board has also been in close touch with the department 
of Probation in its regional meetings with · the Ste.te Police 
Chiefs Association, the Supervisor of Attendance, the Adminstra-
tive committee of District Court Judges, the Massachusetts Law 
Society and scores of other groups on local county and regional 
levels. Consultation services have been given to certain com-
muni ties on specific prevention projects ano. these will be 
further developed under the leadership of staff personnel to 
be soon recruited. 
With t h e Family Socie~y of greater Boston, a home reha-
bilitation program has been ini t1.a.iti.ed which is designed to 
help parents of children in the Board's caxe improves the 
home conditions which in measure have been responsible for 
the delinquency of the children. This program is now a part 
of the Boy's and Girl 1 s parole divisions to be discussed latel"• 
• 
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Some of the Board's Procedures 
Some sections from Chapter120, General Law of Nassacbusetts 
are: 
Ex~rlnutio~d study of children commit ted 
11\vnen a person is colDii1itted to the Board, it shall 
exa~ine and study him and investigate all pertinent cir-
CUlTJ.stances of his life and behavior. The board shall make 
periodically re-examinations .of all persons 1>Ti thin its 
control except those on parole or in foster homes . These 
exams shall be made at intervals not exceeding one year . 
11 The Board shall keep i.VI'i tten records of all exru.llina-
tions and treatment of every person subj.ect to its control. 111 
"The Board may free or confine, etc . , any person com-
mitt~d to it . 112 
11 The Board may try to correct tendencies in a person 
coL"llD.i tted to it by certain methods, (vocational, physical, 
1 . Section 5 of Chapter 120 General Lavls of Nassachus etts 
2. Section 6 Ibid 
• 
• 
educational, cor:cectional ti·ai:ning and activities, mediccl 
and psychiatric treatr11ent.)11 
1
'The I)o<:U:>d may use all col~rectional f'acili ties in 
c a rry i ng out its duties (make use of lavr endorcemen.t, 
detention, sup e r·v·isory, penal, also medical, education al , 
corre ctional, segregative and other facilities, institu-
tions a.nd agencies -vrhether public or private , 1.rithin the 
Conlli10l1.vJeal th, provides that the Board shall not transfer 
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custody of a.ny person 1vho vra.s committed to it by a juvenile 
cov.rt and uho is ur1der twenty-one to a penal i nstitution. 11 
11 The Boa1~c1 may use available f1mds to establish facil -
ities to treat the persons committed to it. 11 
The age of the Youth Service Board is no'd three years 
old (1952). Section 112 gives the Boai'd the right ~;men 
funds are available to 
a. "Establish a11d operate places for detention and 
diagnosis of all per· sons conm1itted to it. 11 
b. "Establish and operate additional treatment and 
training facilities necessary to classify and segregate 
and handle delinquents an.d juvenile offenders of different 
ages, habits and mental a.nd physical conditions according 
to their needs. 11 
c. Establish facilities to aid persons given con-
ditional release or discharge by the board to find employ-
rnent and to lead a lavr abiding existence. 
Placing children on Parole : 
i. · · 8 ecti6i1 · 6A ·Ibid · 
2 . Ibid, Section 11 
• 
• 
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"The Board may release on parole at anytime , and may 
plac e children in its custody in their usual homes or in 
any si tuation or family that has b een approved by the 
Board , ex cept that no child shall be returned to h i s O'\m. 
home inrrnediatel y after commitment and the ini tial di agnosis 
w·i t hout the approval of 1 the committing col:li't. 11 
Escape or breach of parole: 
11If a boy Ol" a girl committed to the board and placed 
by it in an institution or facility has escaped there-
from, or has been released on p a.I'ole and broken the con-
ditions thei·eof, he may be arrested \vi thout a \'Tarrant . r! 2 
11\fuenever the board is of t he opinion that discharge 
of a person from its con trol at the age limit stated in 
Section 16 ( t-vrenty-one or twenty-three) -vmuJ.d be physical-
ly dangerous to t he public because of the p erson's mental 
or physical deficiency , disorder or abnormality, the 
board shall make an order directing that the p erson re-
main subject to its con trol beyond the period and shall 
ma};:e application to the committing CO'liTt f or a revievr of 
t hat order by the court .. "3 
"Every child com:mi tted to the board as a vrayvmrd child 
or a delinquent child shall be discharged when he reach es 
his twenty - f irst birthday , unless a petition is filed by 
LI-
t he board. 11 
11 The board may act as guardiru1.s for a child in its 
1. Ibid, Section 12 
2. Ibid , Section 13 
3. Ibid, Section 17 
4- . Ibid, Section 16 
• 
• 
charge under twenty-one vJho has nei:!;;her parent living nor 
guardian. 111 
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Tr aining schools and other facili t ies of the Youth Service 
Board 
The States Training Schools are: -
Tra·i ning Schools 
a. The Lyman School for Boys 
b . The Industrial School f or Boys 
e. The Industrial School fol" Girls 
Other facilities are: · 
Heception Center~ 
d . The Industrial Rece_·_ption Center for Boys 
e . The I ndus trial Reception Center for Girls 
Parole Divi s:i,_o.n 
f. The Doys .Division 
g . The Girls Division 
Detenti on Homes 
h . The detention Home of the city of Boston which 
was established OP~Y one year back at South Huntington 
Avenue. 
I 
The State 's Training Schools 
A. Lyman School for Boys, established in 1846 
The place is ~'lestborough, Massachusetts, an open in-
stitution, organized on t he Cottage System f or boys under 
fi f teen years of age at the time of commitment. Emphasis 
is placed on contL~uation of academic training supplement-
1. Ibid, Section 23 
• 
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ed by the acquisition of tool skills. 
B. Industrial School for Boys: 
Established in 1908 at Shirley, Hasse.chusetts . An open 
institution, organized on the cottage system for older boys. 
Academic a:.r1d industrial training is given , the emphasis 
-
being placed on the practica~ teaching of trades ro1Cl the 
ac quisition of so1md work habits . 
c. Industrial school for Girls : 
Established 185Lt- in Lancaster, l:Iassachusetts . .An open 
institution, organized on the Cottage System for girls undex· 
seventeen years of age at the time of comra.itment. Academic 
and industrial training is given, the emphasis being 
placed on training i n the domestic arts. 
Each of these three schools operates as a residential 
school offering:-
1. Nedi cal exaruination: both physical and mental . The 
mental e:::caminations include electroencephalographic studies 
and sknll x-rays, endocrine therapy, psychiattic and 
psychological studies, in out-patient clinics, specific 
ru!ti luetic' therapy a:.r1d complete medical studies of inmates 
· complaining of somatic symptoms. 
2. Academic program: Children cormnitted to these 
schools have failed to make satisfactory adjustments in the 
most i mportant phase of their young lives for various 
reasons \'fhich cw .. not be d1-relt upon in this paper. It is 
vmrthy to say that the aim of these schools is to let child-
ren achieve as much as they are capable of. This calls for 
-
i 
• 
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1.musual teaching skill in creating a pleas'¥llt classroom 
atmosph, re, using original methods in motivation to arouse 
ru~d maintain interest. The concentration in the program 
is on tJe content of teaching materia~s . There is a big 
library in each school . Crouses in dravring, music ru~d 
singing are given beside the ordinary courses of reading , 
English spoken and \~ritten, arithmatic, spelling, etc. 
3 . Other programs : Beside the academic program, there 
are o cc pational progra.IilS , religious training, the Cottage -
program and recreation. 
It :its very important to have some idea about the number 
~ . jt . t 'h 'b h 1 Th f 11 . t b1 oi comrilJ.l men-cs o -c ese -c _ree sc oo s. e o mung a e 
shovrs cdmmi tments to these schools for ten years ending 
June 30j 1949.1 
I 
TABLE NO, XXXIII 
Lyman Shirley Lancaster Total 
(gi r] ) 
1940 226 287 
1941 195 262 
19L1-2 310 34ll-
114 627 
152 609 
189 843 
194-3 (s1ven months 191 203 
pe~~od year 
en :Lng June 30) 
1 94LI- 331 348 
1945 285 338 
1 946 295 345 
1947 221 259 
107 501 
189 868 
146 769 
141 781 
142 622 
1948 lLl-6 181 
1949 1 57 180 
61 388 
61 398 
Totals 2357 2747 1302 6L1-06 
of 
Als1 the follovJing table shows the daily average number 
iPJua,~ s in each school for fo1.rr years ending J1.me 30,1950. 
I , .. - -
AnnJ.al Report of the Youth Service Board June 19:0 
Ty-p l"<ri tten at the State Rouse Library , Boston, i iass, 
I 
• 
• 
The norj al capacity of each school and the nu.ml)er of in-
mates in the school on June 30, 1950 : 
T.A.BLE NO. XXXIV 
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Name of 
Daily Average 
Number of Inmates 
Normal 
Capacity 
Number in school 
June 30 , 1950 
1947 48 49 50 
L:y'lJJ.an S<j::hool 312 261 239 238 280 195 
Industrfal School 
207 159 127 129 195 115 for Boys 
Ir~dust~~al School 
I or Gl ·ls 198 123 84 59 198 64 
II 
Reception Centers 
Cha , ter 310 cf the acts of 19L1-8 , lmoitT£1 as the Youth 
Service Board Act, made it mendato17 that the Youth Service 
Board provide f or the study a.nd diagnosis 6T children com-
1 
mi t ted ~o the Board before trai~ing and treatment "'ere 
prescribed. This meant setting up reception or diagnosti c 
centers and tvm tempol"ary centers v1ere established to 
x·ecei ve boys and girls from the courts after j-anuary 1, 
1949: 
a. F'or boys, a c enter 1:1as opened on the campus o f the 
Lyman Sfhool for Boys at \-Jestborough , 
b. r F'or girsl, a cen ter was opened on the c ampus of 
Industria~ School f or girls at Lancaster . 
III 
Boys and Gi rls Divisions 
The Boys Division is located at 14 Somerset Street , 
Boston, 1•las sachusetts. Upon parole from either the Lyman 
School f or Boys or the Industrial School for Boys , all boys 
I 
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are undrr the supervision of the Boys Division. The 
Commonvrf3al th is divided into districts, each supervised by 
a visit~r . Central control of the districts is e~rcised 
by a suf ervisor of the Boys Division, 
The \ Girls Division is located in the same place vn1ere 
the Boyf Division is (llt Somerset Street, Boston, !>lass.). 
i~nen t he course of traliLLng has been completed at · the 
. I 
Industrt al School for Gi:tts, all girls are supervised by 
t h e Girls Division. A staff of social workers provides fm~ 
I -
t h e continuance of training begun at the school besides 
I 
giving guidance and counsel. 
I 
In a word, the work of the tvro division can be sura-
marized in the follovTing: 
a. ITo return cases to the comm~mity either from t h e 
I Industrial Schools or the reception centers. 
I 
b . To coiillD.it to the schools for feebleminded 
c . To return cases to the indn strial schools f c.re care 
· and trai n i ng 
d. To comrni t for foster homes care the children vrho have 
not adjl sted in their homes, '\'lho are truants fro:u1 school 
and \>Tho are r1..maway and sex off enders. 
• 
• 
SECTION II 
B. In Egypt 
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In a previous chapter the Wl~iter pointed out the history 
i 
of the juvenile courts in Egypt; the different laws already 
I 
passed .and the amandments which have taken place since tl~ 
- I 
last century. 
Herr again, the 11n,i ter in Part A, will discuss tre 
procedures - the statements of the laws of the juvenile 
delinqulnts, and in Part B, the agencies which deal with 
I . 
juvenil~ delinquency. These agencies are few compared to 
I Nass~chysetts. The system of fos ter homes is not yet 
used ·in \Egypt . The lack of illegitemacy cases (none 
according to statistics) and deep close relations which 
I . 
tie the [Egyptian family make putting children of one 
famQly li1 the care of another something very difficult. 
I These agencies as it ~dll be seen later are either 
I 
state ol private ones, but the latter usually work in co-
operati0n ru1d under the supervision of the state. 
I 
I 
I I 
I Procedures and Statements of LaJtJS 
A. Int:r;·oduction 
The 1 act of the Criminal Law concerning the juvenile 
I 
delinquents '·Tas first issued in 1883 as was previously 
I discussed. Its origin vlas from the French Lavl • 
The \1883 . Act care•d only for the children ''~ho committed 
a crime lor an offence; that is to say, the juvenile delin-
quents; lbut those vlho \vere vagrant, dependent and neglect-
ed - also -v1ere rea~ly in need of care ana protection but 
• 
• 
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the said act left them \vi thout any consideration. So, 
for ex~ple, the vagrant children vJere out of the question. 
The amehdment of 190~ did nothing for the vagrant children . 
I 
I 
In 1908, a specia~ act for the vagrant children -vras 
I 
issued . It -vras amended in October 19~:-9. The amendment 
has a ·progressive idea as v'lill be stated later . Alro the 
- I 
Act of 190~- vras amended in 1937, but very little change 
occuredl The only benefit of that act is the abolishing 
f I al . , . o corpfr pun2s1~~en~ . It is very probable that it vlill 
be amen~ed shortly. 
B. The Young Offenders Act 1937 
I 
,Article 6~: "A child who has not completed his seventh 
year shall not be brought to trial. 11 
Thik Article is similar to what is in the Massachusetts 
. I , 
Laws :sfction 52 of Chapter 119 of The General Laws . ) This 
similarity vdll be explained in the following chapter . 
Article 65: 11If a child, vino has completed his seventh 
I 
year buf i~ less than t-v1elve, has been guilty of a crime 
or misdemeanor the judge vdll order his handing over to 
h;s par lnts ~·'ho, by the ~ r w. exercise of their parental authority, 
vlill be responsible for his good conduct in the future; 
. I 
other\-vise he be confined in a reform school or any other 
establishment designated by the government . 
I 
In base of contravention (minor offenses) the ju:lge can 
either teprimand the child in the session itself or order 
I his handing over to his parents under the fore-mentioned 
I 
conditions . In case the child has no parents, the judge can 
I 
• 
• 
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order his handing over to a person of trust. He can also 
send him to a charitable institution for a period of not 
more than one vTeek. 11 
Article 62: 11 I f a child vTho is more than tv1elve and less than 
fifteen is guilty of any infraction against the law, the 
judge croL, instead of prono~mcing the usual sentence pre-
scribed in lavl as l"egard misdemeanor or contravention or 
as stated by the preceding article as regards crim, arder 
the handing over of the offender to his parents or to any 
of' those vlho exercise parental authority over him accord-
ing to Article 65. The judge can equally in matters of 
misdemeanor or crime order the accused to be confined in 
a reform school or any other institution designated by the 
gover11 .. ment .• 11 
This Act (1937) follmved foreign lee;islati on . ~lE _.;.ct 
.. .-
of 1904 devided the delinquents into t1.vo age groups: 
those who were under seven years old and t hose whose ages 
1.vere betvreen seven to fifteen . 
But the Act of 1937 subdivided those children betvTeen 
seven to fifteen years of age into two groups . Article 
65 of this Act indicates \vhat treatment should be used for 
childl"en betvreen seven to t1.velve years of age, uhile 
Article 66 deals with those 1.vhose ages are between tv18lve 
to fifteen • 
In the first section the legislation obliges the judge 
to take treatment procedures so the child might be refol"med 
in his early age (seven to tv1elve). In this period the 
child is more likely to be reformed and educated. 
• 
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In ~~e second sect ion the judge is completely free to 
talce any necessary steps tovrards treatment of the cb.ilfren 
(twelve to fifteen) . 
It is clearly illLderstood that the Egyptian legislators' 
notion viaS not to say that children from seven to t-v1elve 
are not responsible; otherv.rise \vhy does he express frarikly 
in Article 64 that children are not responsible if their 
ages are belmv seven? If he \vants to make t -vrelve the 
lo\ver limit of irresponsibility, he would have plainly 
expressed that. 
Articl.e 68: 11If the delinquent has cor.ami tted several 
crimes or misdemeanors, he can be tried for all of them, 
once; in this case, the sentence listed in the proceeding 
articles are to be applied . " 
Article 69: "If after having been handed over to one 
of the pel" sons stated in Articles 65 and 67, the child has 
commi ttecl an infraction \>Ii thin the year of his being handed 
o"fJer to such persons, the latter are liable to pay a fine 
of not more than fifty piasters ( $1.50); if the second of-
fense is a contravention, not more tha;.J. ti.'m pounds ( $6.00); 
if it is a misdemeanor and not more thruL four poLlnds 
( ~$12 . 00) if it is a crime." 
Article 70: "A delinquent confined to a reformatory or 
any other similar establishment, conforming to Articles 65, 
67 a.nd 68 1vill be detained in the said school or establish-
ment until his liberation be ordered by the Minister of 
Justice through the reco:nnnendation of the Director cf the 
• 
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Establishment. In any case the period of the detention 
c annot be prolonged for mol"e than five years, nor after 
the detained has reached the age of eighteen." 
Article 71: 11The sentences stated against recidivists 
sha~l not be put into practice in the case of those whos e 
age is under fifteen." 
Article 72: 11The penalty ·of death, perpetual or part 
time penal servitude cannot be pronounced against an accused 
1,-rhose age is from fifteen to seventeen. The judge in that 
case ca~ determine first the ordinary sentence to be 
applied if no such conditions eY~sted . If the sentence 
thus named is capital punishment or perpetual penal servi-
tude it is to be changed to that of i mprisonment for at 
least ten years. If the ordinary sentence is part time 
penal servitude, it should be changed to that of imprison-
ment." 
In other -vmrds, no one under seventeen can be executed. 
Hany hav.e questioned the reason for placing this Article 
in Chapte·r 10 relating to Juvenile Delinquency in Egyptian 
Penal Code. The question raised,does that mean that 
children bet'\·Teen fifteen and seventeen are juvenile 
delinquents in the eyes of the Egyp tia~ Penal Code? Host 
authorities say no because the judge has then right to 
condenm such child to i mprisonment for the maximum period • 
This article is that it is quite shameful to execute 
a boy or give him life i mprisonraent if his age is one month 
after the age of fifteen . Fu.rther discussion of this point 
1-vill appear in the follovling chapter . 
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Article 73: 11If the age of a delinquent is uncertain, 
it can be det ermined by the judge hi mself . " 
1;Jhat is interesting in this Act of 1937 is :-
a . Young offenders beti-1een fifteen and seventeen 
years of age , the capital punisl~ent and penal servitude 
are prohibited. Therefore, no one m1aer seventeen is 
e:xecuted, nor given life imprisonment. 
b . The 'l.vhipping of children is abolished . 
c . The i mprisorunent for those under ti elve years 
of age is also abolished. 
d . Horeover, it differs from the olu codes in 
that it recognizes the parents or guardi ans responsibility 
for the child's offense and to this end it provi des for the 
i mposition of penalties on them. 
C. The Var"rant Children Act, No . l24, 1949 
Vao-ran.cy of adu~ts is different in the Egyptian 
legislation from that of children. The fo r mer means t hat 
the offender has no pe1~anent residence constant home), 
no occupation and no means of enjoying honorabl e living 
but in the latter vagrancy means that the child gener ally 
speaking, ll_as lost his parental family life . 
Vagrru1cy i s a misder: eru1.or in the Egy-ptian Penal Code . 
The first Act for Vagrant C~lildren viaS passed in 1908 . 
Article I of this Act provides that a child, boy or girl 
vlho is m1.der fifteen years old is a vagrant if he (or she) 
(a) begs in the streets1 , (b) has no constant home and no 
1. Qui se livre a la mendicite' sUl~ l a voie publique on 
dans un lieu public . (The French Text) 
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means of livelihood and his parents are dead or imprisoned1 
(c) is of bad behavior and beyond control of his father, 
guardian or mother (in case the father is dead, absent or 
deprived of td.s civil rights ) or anybody 1vho has charge of 
him. 
In summary, the Act of 1908 had men y shortcomings . 
1 . The maximum age '\·Tas fifteen 
2 . It did..n 1 t mention children vTho uork vli th the 
prostitutes a s v-ras clearly expressed in Article Ho . 2 
2 Act October 30 , 1935, "Tirent l eurs sou1,ces de la debanche 
ou se livren t a le prosti tution . " 
3. It didn't mention children \vho sell tl,ivial goods or 
gamble (practice of gala gala j ob) . 
The Vagrant Children Act 1949 
This act, of course i s superior to the Act of 1908, 
which it amends . It was p a ssed on August 8, 1949 conta in-
ing 15 Articles . 
rticle I s ays : "A child vrho i s either boy or gi rl ani 
tvho i s under ei r-·hteen years old (instead of fifteen) i s a 
vagrant if , (a) he or she begs in the streets or in public 
houses . I t is cons i dered begging i f' the child sells 
trivial oods, or practices " gala gala" job, (b) he or she 
gathers cigarette butts or like things or refuse, (c) be 
or she I'JOrlr.s vli t h the prostitutes or i n gambling houses or 
serves those who are involved in these jobs , (d ) he or she 
joins the vagr ants or ~~os e who are under police suspicion 
1. The Juvenil e Delinquent s i n The Egyp tian Penal Code by 
Dr . El Trabolsy Bey (Arabic ·,fork) 19L1-9 
2 . Ibid 
"'-
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or those of bad character, (e) he or she is of bad behavior 
ru:1d is ,be~'ond control of his father, guardian, mother (in 
case the father is dead, absent or deprived from his civil 
r i ghts): or anybody \·rho has charge of him , (f) he or she has 
no constant home or is accustomed to sleepi ng i n the street, 
( g ) he :or she has no legal iJTay to earn his living or no 
honest support and his parents are dead or i r:1prisoned or 
a b s en t .' 11 
Article II: 11If a delinquent is caught engaged in any 
of the aforementioned activities, the police has to call on 
the persons in charge of the chil d and give them a V-ITi tten 
warning to supervise the conduct of the child in the 
future • In case the child repeats the offense the l a\v is 
enfo rces the recipi ent to pay a fine of not more thaJl 200 
pi asters ($6 .. 00) . 11 
Article III: 11If the delinquent repeats any of the 
conditions mentioned i n (a), (b), (c), or (d) of Article I 
after the warni ng he received according to Article II, or 
also (e), (f) and (g), the judge has the right to hand him 
over to his parents or his guardi~~ or any f it person who 
shall look after hi m m1d take care of h i s conduct or to ru1y 
institution vlhich is off i cially recognized by the Hinistry 
I 
of Social aff airs • 11 
I 
Article IV: It is possible by order of the prosecutor 
to pl ace a vagrant in one of the institutions especially 
constructed for the reform of delinquents, and recognized 
by the ' Hinistry of Social Affairs, tu1til his case is decided 
u:pon . 
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Article V: The sentence to be passed i s based on items 
of Article III at the request of the public prosecutor . 
This request of the prosecutor is considered in a secret 
meeting . The vagrant crumot appeal unless there is a 
mistake in the application of the law. This is followed 
by a revievr of the sentence passed and the principles of 
appeal according to arts of misdemero1ors are applied . 
Article VI: The sentence shall be enforced (executed) 
in spite of the appeal, by order of the prosecutor according 
to the decisions reac-led by the Hinister of Justice in 
agreement with the 1-'iinister of Socia~ l'/elfare . 
Article VII: According to Lavr, if the child is to be 
handed over to his parents or to anybody else, \vho -vrill 
ass1.un.e responsibility of him, he vTi l l at the same time be 
placed 1.n1der the supervision of one of the a~encies of 
·Helfare for delinquents . 
Article VIII: It is possible for the public prosecutor 
to ask the court to reconsider the sentence passed, 
accordinf)" to reports submitted about the child. It is up 
to the court in that case to be able to charge the sentence 
to what it thinks it most fit to the delinquent, accordin~ 
to the items in Article III . 
Article IX: In case the child is handed over to a 
person other than his parents or guardia_t'l, the judge has 
to force the parents or guardians or those \:Tho are legally 
supporter of the child to pay some or all of his expenses . 
If the child himself has an income , the judge orders the 
amou.n t to be paid from the child 1 s resources . 
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Article X: It is possible to set free the child after 
his stay in the institution for at least two years unless 
his case is reconsidered by the court under Article VIIII. 
This i s done by me~~s of an order of the ~linister of 
Justice as vrell as the Ninister of Social affairs . In any 
case he is definitely set free "~:Jhen he reaches the age of 
tvJen ty-one. · 
Article XI: In case of condition (e) in Article I, it 
is not possible for the public prosecutor to ask the collrt 
to sentence the child according to any of the items mention-
ed in Article III except if they have a former permission 
from the child 1 s parents or guardia.11. . 
Article JITI: Anybody vJi1.o tries to hide a child or help 
h im to escape from a sentence of handing over to a person 
o1" institution is to be punished by detention for a period 
of not more than six m.onths or by a firre not exceeding 
LE 200 ( :~600 ., 00) . 
Article XIII: This La1rl i s to be applied h1 Cairo end 
Alexar1dria and the provinces desi gnated by order of the 
Hinister of Social Helfare . 
Article JQV: Act No. 2 of 1908 concerning vagrant 
children is repealed as vJell as all other lav!S opposing 
this one. 
Ar~icle YJJ: It i s the duty of the Ninis ter of Social 
Affairs, Justice and I nterior to enforce this la1.1 'vhich 
shall become valid from the tiem of its first publication 
in the official jo1_,.rnal - issued in 11 The El Vlakaie El 
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Hisrriah" Journal No . 106 dated August 15 , 1949 . 
D. Recent .Amendments in the liie\v Criminal Procedures La'ltl 
of Egypt vrhich v.ras issued only in November 1951 . 
This law provides in Article 343 that a court 
specialized for juvenile delinquents shall be held in 
every dj.strict col:Lrt by a judge \>Tho shall be dele ·ated to 
the ma.tte_s of the juvenile delinquent cases . Also in 
the capital of each province and governorate a juvenile 
session shall be held in the building of the ordinary 
courts for the trial of the delinquents . 
Article 3L:.l.1. of the previous lcrl.v says that the juvenile 
court is responsible for the trial of the child vrhose age 
is belm·r fift een 1:irtatever the offence i s , minor o ffense , 
misdemeanor or capital crimo. 
The same article says in case of capital crimes if 
there are more thrul one offenders in the case, one is 
aged tvTelve or above ,the other over fifteen years, the 
form.ei' child shall either be tried before the juvenile 
court alone , vrhile t he latter shall be tri ed before the 
criminal court Q1: the whole shall be tried before the 
criminal co1.u·t . But if among the offenders children '\'lhose 
ages are belovr tvml ve, those should be tried alone before 
the juvenile court .. 
In cases of misdemeanor or minor offenses the offenders 
are more than one and one of them is belml fifteen, the 
1-vhole :offenc!.ers shou~d be tried before the juvenile cou~ .. t . 
E.. Juvenile Com:·t Form~tion in Egypt . 
l67. 
T:i."'.e hi to1y of th , L::gyptiw1 Juv enile Com.' t has been 
·· l:L·eady I11entio11<:: d i 11. the previous cllc..lJter ~ c'till t:b er e e.re 
some pointf' t o b e r,lE·ntione about the courts of juvenile 
delinquency i n I::.-:;y}J t . 
'.I:he J uvenile Court of Cedro is a se_ e.re_t e court 1.·!i t 1 
one judge \·rho hears only cases of juvenile delinquency. 
The Juvenile Court of Ale- a.ndria is also a separat e conrt. 
One of the judges of the Civil Court devotes one day a vieek 
to such cases \'lhich amou_r1t t o as many as one hundred c ases 
or Iilore . 
Familiarity 1-li t h the problems relatinc· to their 1-.rork is 
not required of either judge nor is tenure of office protect-
ed b-• l a\'1, vli th the rest.11 t that the judge may be transfer-
red at anytime to an ordinary colrrt . 
In both cities the judge is assisted by a membel'"' of 
the prosecuting attorney ' s staff. Private prosecuting 
attorney ' s staff especially for the t\·10 courts \'J'ere es-
tablished in 1 921 . The prosecutor, as ivas the judge, may 
be transferred after a fe\·l months to an ordinary com--t. 
esi .e the prosecuto1 the:ce i s a ¢ler.}: \·lhose vror .. is of 
clerical kind . 
J:'he judge, the pro sec :ttor an c. the clerL are all civil 
servants * The cotiTt does not s it in public . 
II 
Ag encies of Treatment, Control and Prevention 
A. Introduction 
These a ·encies, as vras said in the preceding section, 
• 
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a r e ei thel' govern.Iilental , th _t i s to say, belong to the 
state or priva te agenci es depending on their mm finds and 
the as s istance anc supervision of the ste_te . 
As for the (a state agenci es or institutions, the 
vll'i ter vlill ivl'i te about the reformatories as agencies of 
treatment, (b) private agencies \'lhich are very m.m1erous, 
the \·rri ter Hill discuss in sor.1e details only the \'Torl;;: of 
the social Service BuT·eau vrhich \vorl;:s a s an aoency of con-
t r ol, protection and treatment at the sru~e t i me .. 
B. The Reformatories of ~gypt . 
In Egypt t he1e are four r eformatori es . One of t hen 
for the gil'l s and the other three for the boys, one of 
i'lhich is ""or the :rom1. offenders (Juven ile delinquents 
commi tte6_ by the criruinal code) , t he other b.vo re for t re 
vagrant children . 
1 . The Gi za Reformatory for Boys 
This :Peformatory i'las .J..irst established in Alexandria 
a_n_d transferred to Bo"L1lak (Cairo) i n the yea_r 1 898 and then 
to Giza, 1901 ivhere it is nmv. 
This reforr:1atory i·ras the only . one vrher e the juvenile 
delinquents and the vagrant children ( according to the 
Act No . 2, 1908 ) were sent . 
This refornatory h as capacity of five hundred children 
but in October, 1935, the number vras i ncreased to six 
hundred ninety-seven . In october 194o agai n the nuniber 
1 
reached the to t al of nine hundrec fourteen boys. 
1. Juvenile Del :'Lnquenc by Judge Trabolsy, Arabic Hork 
age llt-'2, 1949, Cai:eo 
• 
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Tre program in the I'E~formatory is educational ru1d 
vocational . Until nov.,r the modern methods of treatment, 
as psychotherapy; etc., are not yet used. 
This reformato:cy folloHs a military system \·rhich makes 
the children act lilce machines .. 
2 • . The l>Iarg Heformato:L .. y 
· Established in 1905 - The children con111li tted to 
this reformatory after their sentence by the cri minal 
code Chapter 10 (1937) .. These are tough boys.. Here they 
are taught farming, education and agricu~tural professions . 
Beside this type of education the elementary education 
(reading, vn .. iting aQd arithmetic) is tat~ht . 
3 . The Girls Reformatory at Giza 
Fovnded at Hel1:Jan (CaiJ.:•o) in the ye;:r 1907, then 
- -
transfe'rred to Giza in the year 1908. Girl s are sent by 
the cripinal la'tv and vagrant lalv No. 2 (1908), nmv Act 
124, ye'a.r 191.1-9 . 
Beside the el ementary education there i s the domestic 
education and home economics . 
l1- ., The Reformatory at Kanter 
This \vas established as a branch to the Giza 
Reformatory in Ju~y 13, 1938 . One htmdred boys of tl~ 
Giza Reformatory uere transferred to this Reformatory to 
I 
'\·lOrk in vreaving .. 
The fo1lm..ring table shmvs t he total nur!1ber of children 
in the four reformatories during the period 1941 to 1946 
ro1d recently in the year 1951: 
, 
, 
The inmates of the fou~ reformatories of Egypt during the 
period 19L1-1 to 19L1-6 \vi th comparison to the inmates in the 
year 1951 
Giza Giza Marg Re- Kavater 
Year for boys .for girls forma tory reformatory 
191.:-1 783 219 565 1028 
1942 881 237 509 954 
1943 854 2L:-3 571 925 
1944 818 212 527 813 
1945 772 207 422 695 
191.1-6 804 212 LJ-39 602 
1951 865 153 352 300. 
The increase in 1951 in the Giza for boys is due to 
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the passing of the Nevv Vagrant Lavr of 1949 \"hich added ne\'1' 
articles for trial and raised the maximun age to eighteen 
instead of fifteen. 
The 1 decrease in the girls reformatory is due to the 
fact that parents are reluctant to have girls sent to an 
institution. 
As previously indicated the number of cases tried 
before the Cairo Juvenile Court is fol.1I' · thousand to six 
thousan~ yearly . It seems that these four reformatories 
are not enough in comparison ~dth this great number of 
children vJho are given sentences or conun..i tted to than and 
are still i.vandering in the streets because there is no 
room for them. 
The fou~ reformatories are attached to the War Ministry 
and foliovr a Hili tary order . 
B. The Cairo Juvenile Court of the Social Service Bureau 
In June 1940, the Egyptian Associations for Social 
Studies formed a branch to v-mrk as an office of Social 
I 
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Service for t h e Juvenile Court in Cairo. It "~:las an ex-
perimen~ to make psychol ogical, medical and social studies 
of some i juvenile delinquents who are tried before the 
J uvenile Court follov!ed by advice, recommendation arrl 
supervision for adjusting the children in their home en -
viror1.ment. 
This B-ureau has proved of such worth that the ministry 
of justice on Harch 22, 191.1-1 officially recognized its 
I 
v.rork . 
This Bureau, one can say, is a definite part of the 
Juvenile Court System. It is a psychiatric clinic as a 
The 1 Bureau is, a t present, composed of t1venty social 
I 
special;i.sts. ; Tbe -"ton.,iter prefers to call these specialists 
social vTorkers rath er than probation or parole officers 
because they perform the t wo functions together in addition 
to the clerical vrork. 
Beside t h at number of social 1r10rkers, there is the . 
psychiatrist, the physician, the intelligence test expert 
and the director . 
The Bureau is s~pervised by a national gover~Jnental 
commi ttee formed of some social reform vlOrkers , t he judg e 
of the juvenile court, the prosecutor of the juvenile 
I 
coux·t, 
1
the psych i a t r ist and t he director of the bureau. 
The Work of the BUl.,eau: 
The Bureau is cons tantly in contact vli th the court. The 
"\lrork i s carried out in the f olloviin g \·lay: 
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I The public prosecutor r efers to the office any delin-
quency cases that are Sl."!.bmi tted to the co1.u·t and suff icient 
periods of time are given for its investigation an~ form-
i ng an opinion about it. (usually the period is three or 
f our weeks) 
~ 
II l[o.st of this investigation revolves armmd the child 
himself v1ho is first given a medice~ examination. Tbe 
medical examination is of great i mportance in studyi~~ 
the causes, for as it \vas clearly seen (Chapter IV) , the 
cause of comwitting theft mi ght be a tapeworm which shares 
the child's diet, leaving him very little nutrition and 
making hi m feel a constru~t hunger; therefore t h e child 
might be comp elled to stea.l money or food to eat t hrough 
the n ecessity .to rummage for f ood. 
After medical investigation is made and treatment 
applied, the child is ha.Ylded over to the Social \tiJork er vJho 
i s his most i mportant healer . The worker t al ks to him and 
finds out his past and present conditions. He investigates 
the condition of his people and t he envirop..ment in vrhich 
t he chil d plays or \vorks , deducting for himself t he causes 
of pervertion and prescribing proper me thods of treatment . 
III The child is then ~iven an intelligence test to find 
out i f he has any mental defect. In this case the service 
outside specialists is sought. If he proves to be normal 
the measUl~e of his intelligence indicates the personal 
and social factors \vhich will be most ef:fecti ve and the 
proper plan.of treatment, especially i n directing him to-
• 
, 
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wards a use~ul professional career. 
IV The psychiatrist will then examine the psycholo ical 
side of the child subscribing vlhatever treatment to remedy 
his vleakness and build up his character. 
V f11 en all these specialists have made their studies, they 
hold a meeting vlhich is generally attended by the director 
of the Bureau t o discuss the youth and every aspect of his 
condition . The discussion then culminates in a report 
that is submitted to the court . The report vtill fina~ly 
result in determining one of the follov!ing t hree al terna-
tives: 
1. The Bureau may ask for acquit t al after discussing 
its reasons . No treatment is intended where treatllE nt is 
not required . 
2. The Bu~eau may report that the case is ~mfit for 
probation and the bureau is unable to treat the child to 
any advantage by l~eason of his abnormality and the need 
~or treatment by another class of speci alists or by reason 
of losing a~l hope in obtaini n g ru1y cooperation form the 
child's people, or because the youth is too old and beyond 
r edemption . The Bureau's limited tentati~e efforts had 
better be turned to cases where treatment can be effecti ve. 
In hopeless cases judgment is left to the court vfl1ich 
will eith er pronounce a penal sentence or send the youth 
t o a reformatory school or hand him over to the parents, 
as the judge may deem f i t after studying the BGQ~eau ' s 
report . Shm.:lld the one day assume a 1.vider scope as t o 
, 
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cover all the cases submitted to the court , it 'lllOukl.have then 
to taclue the diffic~ut as well as the easy cases. 
3. The Bureau asks for approval for submitting the 
cases to observation 1vi th an appeal that the youth be 
handed over to his people under the supervision of tl~ BLITeau. 
\vi th the judge 1 s consent, the office then proceeds to apply 
treatment on the child in his ovm environment. 
In this, the greatest responsibility falls upon the 
social worker who "'.vill seek the assistance of the others 
"'.'lhenever the necessity calls. He may even seek any outside 
help that may add to the success of the treatment. He may 
call upon the offices of individuals, groups, hospitals, 
clinics, societies, factories, businessmen , secliTity 
authorities , etc., for anything usefv~ in: the vray of a nevi 
remedy or shield against harmful influences.1 
"Such treatment is generally applied to the environ-
ment of the Youth itself, or he may be removed to another 
or committed to the care of a social institution. But I 
regard the last procedure as a necessary evil, although 
the Bm ... eau may choose in this case an ins.ti tution based 
on healthy social principles, giving its patients full 
liberty to leave "'.·rhenever they 1:Jish or to contact other 
outside environments freely. u 2 
The duration of this treatment is for one year as a 
minimum and t"'.'IO years as a ma;dmum, but some cases may be 
I 
I 
i~ · · r.ecture - by - :Dr~ ·}r . Salah Eddin, Origin:al Arabic in United 
Nations Social \>J'elfare Seminar For the Arab States in 
the Hiddle East, 19LJ-9 
2. Ibid 
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put 1.:mder observation for a longer period ~ for some specific 
study and private follov;-up if the case interests the 
viOrker from a definite point of viev!. These cases are 
rare, comprising only one or two per cent of the total 
number of cases . 
If the child proves success after a year 1 s follo-v1-up, 
the Bureau limits its interest to more remote contacts 
vli th the child and its people, offering advice i.vhen 
necessary. 
"If after two years the Bureau feels that its efforts 
have been fruitless, it turns its attention to other cases . 
"But there are occasions vThen the treatment is susp-
ended for force majeure reasons such as the disappearance 
of the child or the removal of his family elsewhere, or 
sending him to a reformatory to serve a previous sentence 
v-rhich v.ras held in remand for lack of room in the reform 
school. Here the bLu~eau may be unable to deterrline the 
merits of the esse for further observation . The case is 
filed by the bureau and it cannot be considered a failure 
on the part of the bureau. " 
l•Iethods of Treatment 
A. It is needless to state that treatment varies ac-
cording to the causes of delinquency, but in general, the 
following methods of treatment are used: 
1 . Medical Care: for the child and his family if 
they a1 ... e in need . Letters of recorrunendat:ion are given to 
them to go to hospitals and clinics. In some cases the 
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physician of the Bureau may be able to examine any member 
of the child ' s family . This gives usuall y results in 
better acquaintance vli th the family for the s ake of the 
child. 
2 . The Horker has to employ each child i n the 
profession to which he i. s best sui ted, thus rai sing his 
material standards . The recommendation of the staff is of 
great help' .. 
3. The vmrker may try to return the . child to h is 
school i f he -vras attenciing school before commitment . 
Visiting the teachers ~1c the o ther members of the school 
is among t he Social I:Jorker ' s program .• 
4. Protec t i ng the youth from bad ~ompany and the 
dominance of delinquents . In this case fue h elp of the 
security police may be solicited. 
5. Helping the child and his o-vm people solve their 
various problems, reform their domestic envi ronment and 
social life . Success in thi s may rely a great deal on the 
personality of the Social Horl-cer and his pm·rer of persua-
tion and dri ving forc e . 
6 . Removal of the youth from h i s environm.ent i f 
it is considered hopeless . He is then commi tted to the 
of some good relatives, or i f necessary, to one. of the 
Social Institutions . At present, the Bureau does not use 
the system of fos ter homes , as 1vas mentioned before . 
7. Super·vising the ins truction of the child, 
organizi ng hi s leisure, tryi ng to sol ve his psychological 
problems, if eny, correcting his moral tendenci es, dravring 
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' 
a plan for him to follow throughout lif e and setting 
before him noble aims . 
These, in general , are the methods \vhich the Bureau 
uses in tr eating delinquents . 
N .. B. The Bureau has the right to accept delinquency 
cases from parents or rel atives of the children them-
selves or from certain Social Service bodies . 
The Detention Home of the Cg.i_r;Q_Juv enile Court 
It vlas the repeated desire of the staf f of the Bureau 
and the members of the Egyptian Association of Social 
Studies to establish a speci al socj_al institution vlher e 
accused children may stay during the period of investiga-
tion . In Nay 22, 1950, the Det ention Home vms opened to 
detain the children referred from t he parquet. The 
prosecutor vlill no longer be comp elled to choose one of 
tvro evils : (1) to release th e child, whi~h may prove to 
be a serious mistake, or (2) to detain him i n a prison 
"Vlhere he vlill have to mix '1tlith 1.m.desirable el ements . 
Since its establisr~ent, the ruLnual report of 1950 
reported one hundred fifty-o~e children were referred . 
These children recei ved medical examinations and \·lere 
exrui'lined for parasites . It vlas found tha t t h e child might 
be subject to more than one speci es - the total number of 
species of parasites found in one hundred , fifty-one child-
ren being t\vo hlu1dred seventy-seven. 
The children , after thi s medical examination, receive 
treatment i n the hospitals nearby. The Deten tion Home 
; .~ . 
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submits reports to the Bureau describing the personality of 
ea ch in11ate and his behavior. These reports are of great 
value and usually discussed '\'lith the other social, 
psychological and medical reports i n the Staff Conference 
before submitting the final r eport to the court . 
• 
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CHAPTER VI 
SIGNIFICANT CONCLUSIONS BASED UPON THE COMPARISON 
After a year's study in Massachusetts and twelve years 
of professional work in Cairo, the writer wi~l attempt to 
draw some significant conclusions. 
' I. The Definition of Juvenile Delinquency 
No satisfactory definition is to be found in the laws 
of Massachusetts or in those of Egypt. The definition of the 
juvenile delinquent is written only in terms' of age and 
violation of the law. In Egypt, it seems that there is no 
definition at all for the juvenile delinquent. But the 
Vagrant Children Act of 1949 defined clearl~ who the vagrant 
child is. Massachusetts laws defined the delinaquent as, " a 
child between seven and seventeen who violates any city 
ordinance or town by-law or commits an offence not punisha-
ble by death. " 
II. The Age Range 
In Egypt 
1. The Penal Code of 1937 divides . the juvenile 
delinquents into three categories: 
a) Under seven years old 
b) From seven to twelve years 
c) From twelve to fifteen years 
2. The Vagrant Law of 1949 raised the age up to 
eighteen years. 
i -
In Massachusetts 
The age is from seven to seventee.n. 
The age range within which a person m~y be regarded as 
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a delinquent child eitfier in Massachusetts or Egypt is en-
tirely statutory. It is interesting to note that both Massa-
chusetts and Egypt chose the age of seven as i a minimum. Why 
I 
is the age of seven taken as a minimum? One ~ay say that the 
i 
age of seven has no special meaning, once the delinquency 
idea is accepted. Another may say that a chitd of six and 
a half may also need the protection of the court, with the 
I 
I idea that the court is a center of protection and cure---
1 
a clinic--not a place of punishment. Still a~other may ask 
why the minimum age is not ten or fourteen. This will be 
explained in the following chapter . 
The age of seventeen as a maximum creates also much 
I 
argument. Many states raised the age to twenty-one, such 
I 
I 
as Arkansas, California, North Dakota etc: Likewise many 
states reduced the age to below seventeen. The maximum is 
sixteen years for example in Georgia, Kansas , North Carolina, 
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was explained before, was enacted to save children above 
fifteen and below seventeen 
of the Egyptian Penal Code, 
I 
years, who are not in the 
I juvenile delinqu~nts from 
! 
eyes 
execu-
tion and life imprisonment. The Egyptian legtslators are to 
be commended for enacting such an Article, which the Tviassachu-
setts statutes ignore. Before the Amendment of Chapter 119, 
the General Laws of Massachusetts 1948, any ~hild between the 
ages of seven to seventeen, who commited a crime punishable 
I 
by deat~ or life imprisonment could be executed or sent to 
I prison for life. The 1948 Amendment struck out " or by imprison-
ment for life." Still now in Massachusetts a : cp.ild over seven 
can be sent to the electric chiar for a crim~ punishable by 
I 
death. Also children over fourteen may be tr~ed in the 
I 
i Criminal Court at the discretion of the Juvenile Court judge 
{See Chapter V page ) 
III . Extent and Causes in the two Areas 
In Chapter III the writer discussed the extent of juvenile 
delinquency in Egypt and Massachusetts in terms of age, sex, 
race and types of offenses commi ted. The fol:lowing qre the 
significant conclusions based on the comparison between the 
two areas. 
1) The Age 
It is not true that the age of the children when com-
mited to the court represents the age of th~ir first misbehav-
' ior. In most cases, children commit delinqu~nt : acts long before 
they appear in court. 
(A) In Massachusetts 
I 
I In the research of the Gluecks on matching five 
I 
hundred truly non-delinquent boys with five !hundred persistent~ 
ly delinquent boys. It was found that out of the 500 juvenile 
delinquents, half of them showed antisociality before their 
eigth year and another two fifth before their eleventh 'year, 
- making a total of 87.6% whose antisociality was already un-
mistakable before puberty(l) Also it was noticed that out of 
500 delinquents who appear in thecourt for the first time and 
of first conviction as indicated in the following table(2) 
Table No 
Age at first court appearance and 
First Court Appearance 
first conviction. 
F irst Conviction 
·~~-
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Age No, delinquents Percent No. delinquents Percent 
7 yrs . 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Total 
4 0.8 
23 4.6 
45 9.0 
70 14.0 
81 16.2 
64 12.8 
84 16.8 
67 
53 
500 
13.4 
10.6 
100 
a o.6 
21 4.2 
40 8.0 
72 14.4 
73 .14.6 
65 13.0 
87 17.4 
70 14.0 
59 11.8 
500 100 
But in another study showing the age distribution of delin-
quent boys in the Cambridge and Somerville courts, the highest 
percentage found was in the 16 years category (25.9% Cambridge 
court and 26.4% Somerville court ( 3 ) 
(B) In Egypt 
Out of 722 cases of juvenile delinquents 
investigated by the Social Services Bureau in the period from 
June 1940 until December 1948, it was found that the highest 
category was of children between the ages of eleven to thirteen 
years. (4). Therefore the extent of juvenile delinquency in the 
te~m of age-rate in both Massachusetts and Egypt looks quite 
different. 
(1) P. 28 Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency by Sheldon and Eleanor Gluecl 
The Cmnmonwealth Fund, New York 1950 
(2) Ibid 293 
(3) See Chap. III Page of this t heses; (4) See Chap.III Page 
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In one thousand cases of Massachusetts, the maximum rate was 
for children whose ages are eleven to fourteeen years. In 
Egypt among the seven hundred and seventy-two cases, four 
hundred and twenty-five were between the a ges of eleven to 
thirteen years of age. 
2) Sex 
(A) In Massachusetts 
From the Board of Probation Report for 
the years ending December 31st 1940- 1947 , it can be noted 
that the number of g irls delinquent to boys delinquent was 
approximately as follows: 
Boys Per cent Girls Per cent 
1940 90 10 
1941 89 11 
1942 88 12 
1943 85 15 
1944 87 13 
1945 89 11 
1946 90 10 
1947 90 10 
Therefore the average for eight years is: 
Boys 88.5% 
Girls 11.5% 
That is to say that the averag e is 4 to 1 in Massachusetts. 
(B) In Egypt 
1. The latest rep ort of t he Cairo juvenile 
court for the year 195~ shows that ; the number of cases com-
mi ted to the court in that year was: ( 1) 
Boys 
Girls 
Total 
2101 
335 
2436 
P,ercentag.e 
86.3 
13.7 
100. 
2. The report of the Cairo juvenile court 
(1) Minor off enses are excluded 
• 
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for the year 1950 shows that: 
Percentage 
Boys 
Girls 
Total 
2076 
364 
2440 
85. 
15 • 
100. 
The percentage in Massachusetts of girls to boys who are 
delinquent was found to be 11.5 to 88.5, while in Cairo in 
1951, it was app roximately 14 to 86. No large difference was 
found, but the proportion of girls in Cairo was slightly 
higher than in Massachusetts. This is because of the a p p lica-
tionof the new Vagrant Law (No 124; 1949) which caused the 
number ot girls committed under that law to increase. 
3) Race and Nativity 
(A) In Massachusetts 
In the Harvard Law School Survey of 
Crime in Boston, it was found that among .976 juvenile de-
linquents, 845 approximately were native born (1) The above 
Survey p ointed out that the negro delinquents had twice the 
incidence of negroes in the general population. (~ ~ 
(B) In Egypt 
The problem of race,(negro and white) 
nationality and the discrimination between both is not found. 
Our statistics are fre e of t hese terms. 
4) The Types of Offenses 
(A) In Massachusetts 
From the tables found in Chapter III, 
(1) P. 84 One Thousand Juvenile Delinquents by Sheldon and 
Eleanor Glueck, Harvard University Press, Cambrideg, Mass. 1934 
( 2) P. 84 Ibid., 
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it was seen that larceny was the most frequent offense com-
mitted by the d.elinquents. It was noticed that offenses against 
property in general (Larceny-Burglary- Robbery) are more than 
half of the grand totals of all offenses committed in the 
Commonwealth. 
It is surprsing, however, that in a class of offenders so 
young there should be so many offenses of Drunkenness among boys 
and even girls. Sex offenses,Violation of Automobile laws, and 
assualts are among the offenses in second rank of frequency. 
In the Cambridge-Somerville ~outh Study it was .aticed 
that 55% of the offenses charged against boys in Cambridge were for 
larceny and/or breaking and entering compared to 64 % in Somer-
ville. 
In Egypt: the facts are suprising different for althought 
the mass of children are well fed, well dressed , and well 
taken ce~e of compared with their colleagues in Egypt, yet their 
crimes are greate r in number and more serious in nature. 
In Egypt, more than 5o% of the cases committed are for vagran-
cy. Ninet)- per-cent of these Vagrancy Cases are brought to the 
court for being beyond the control of their parents or guardians 
or because they have no homes and are accustomed to sleeping in the 
streets, considered to be begging. The majority of the cases in 
which the ehild .is beyond the control are f alse cases. The parents 
or guardians being poor or unable to feed the children usually 
• seize the benefit of the law to get rid of the children. One 
investigation of the Social Service Bureau of Cairo shows that 
usually the step~father or step-mother are the direct cause of 
bring the children to the juvenilw court committing them for 
being beyond their control. 
• 
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This is one of the weak ppints of the law as will be discussed 
in the following chapter. Beside Vagrancy, there are larcenies 
committed or attempted larceny or assault. These are second in 
frequency. The offenses in general are mild and easy to handle 
in eomparsion with the offenses in MBssachusetts. The principal 
motive for the larceny or attempt to commit larceny is found in 
the need for food and clothes. !lore than 90% of our juvenile 
delinquents are. _p.arasitioal subjects and also the same per-centage a 
at~ bare-footed. Half of these are usually dressed in rage. 
~ 
f ; + Now the wri tter comes to the delicate subject. Why do the 
Children of Massachusetts violate the laws so frequently in re-
lation to the children of Egypt. 
1fhe fre q_ency of delinquency, even in peace time, needs an 
explanation. 
Causation is found to be an unsatisfactory answer. The 
theory of multiple factors and the theory of "differential 
association" which were brought recently to the field of crim-
inology· by Prof. Edwin H. Sutherland have reflected some light 
on the problem., but still didnBt solve it. Here in Massachu-
setts and specifically speaking in Boston, everyday children 
are brought to the court, who are nice looking, clean, well 
fed, healthy in general, but still have the desire to commit 
offenses. No one is poor in Boston, according to Egyptian 
standaris. Poverty ,to the writer, means that the family has 
no food to eat, nor clothes to wear, nor rooms to sleep. The 
writer was living and studying in the South En~ . one of the worst 
district s··;·of the city. This district is full of immigr~ts, is 
crowded and abounds in slum areas. 
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Sometimes one meets "guys" who ask for a nickle or a dime. None 
asks for money to eat because he is hungry as happens frequently 
in Egypt. The person may ask for a dime to have a cup of coffee or r · 
glass of beer. No one was found by the writer to barefoot. 
~ No one can give sound reasons why the child took $5.00 to buy 
a pair of shoes downtown, put the money in his pocket, went to 
• 
I Filene · s Basement Store and stole the shoes. Why did he steal 
!"" 
while the money given to him to buy the shoes was in his pocketf 
No one can give a reasonable answer, nor the child himself. The 
boy said that he could spend the money for something else. It 
was not food that he wanted. ~ unsatisf'ae~•ry life makes child-
ren violate laws. Is that why people say that the commercial cul-
ture of which the only measurement is the almight dollar d.s · re-
sponsible1 Who knows? 
Every American child has advantages ,which if compared with 
other children of other countries makes him feel that he is the 
happiest and most joyful, yet he is not satisfied. There is something 
psychOlogical expressed in the frequent violations and breakings of 
law. 
In the Commonwealth, for the welfare of the children , there 
are child guidance clinics, child ppacement agencies, homes for 
children. Youth agencies for recreation and neighborhood work. 
For example one ean cite the f'ollowiDg as but a few among the 
many are in Boston: 
Y.M.C.A • 
Y.W.C.A. 
Boy Scouts of America 
Girl Souts Inc. Boston, Mass. 
Boy's Clubs of Boston 
• 
Y.M.H.A. 
Young Men's Hebrew Association ·or Boston 
Family Society of Boston 
Catholic Charitable Bureau 
Jewish Family and Children's Service 
Massachusetts Division of Aid and Relief 
Morgan Jlliemorial 
Community Recreation Service of Boston 
Judge Baker Guidance Center 
New England Home for Little Wanderers 
Jewish Family and Childrens Service 
Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Children 
Citizenship Training Group 
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These agencies and centers are in addition to the 
Training Schools, Reformatories, the j ails, the detention 
homes etc. And still the problem of juvenile delinquency 
flourishes. 
The majorl.' of boys are number one problem boys. 
It is interesting to note what Judge perkins said " What is the a 
matter with our children? Something is. Everywhere people are 
talking about it. Everywhere meetings are being held to discuss it. 
Psychologists, Psychiatrists and educators write frequently about 
it, and thousands and thousands of dollars are being spent on 
reseaeh projects to learn its causes. Recreational facilites cost-
ing many millions are being added to our cities and towns in the 
hope that thereby we can hold back the flood of misconduct. Never-
1 
theless the flood keeps rising. 
Perkins, John l!., ·connnon Sense and Bad Boys, Boston, Mass. June,l946, 
p.l38. 
• 
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One can imagine what the Bostonian Delinquent child faces? 
At home there may be no satisfation, no mutual relationship 
between tbe busy working mother, wbo is always in a hurry about her jo 
and the helpless father who doesn's find any relief except in 
liquor. Both are involved in the rushing currant of life. They 
believe that the state must take care of their son, if he is of 
bad conduct. The parents are the bais of the family. The fam-
ily,the cradle of ther personality-is now colored with the fear 
of something obscure. "My boy" the majority always saysnlife is 
difficult." The American is much bappier than other peoples, but 
be still compains of the difficulty of life. The parents of the 
child may be foreign born. They still think of their previous 
home. In their blood still exists a different culture. Two 
cultures create a conflict-a dissatisfaction with life which is 
generally speaking reflected in the children's behavior and 
causes misconduct and misbehavior. At school the Bostonian 
child finds few racial ties among his school colleagues. Child 
A is a decendant o an Irish family. B of a Polish father, C of 
an Italian mother. E and F are born in Syria and have grown up 
her~. G- i.s a negro,rejected unconciously ,because of his dark 
skin. H is the son of a millionaire and spends ~2.00 a day 
on his girl friend, but boy I has only a nickle. He is well 
fed, well dressed, but he still wants to rent a car for he 
has a date. Of course in this area,Bostoni there is no poverty 
as we understand that concept in Egypt. Perhaps this competition 
causes criminal behavior. In the neighborhood there are many differ-
entiations in religion. Although this differentiation is not 
obvious, yet there is a deep feeling that A the Catholic appoints 
c, instead of B,. because C is Catholic. B may be angry. He re-
flects his anger everywhere. His child unconciously may dislike 
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Catholics. 
There is no divorce among the Catholic as there is in Egypt 
but still the married man may have one or two gmrl friends. 
Cases of birth out of welock ,although not frequent are tol-
erat ed. Wondeful care is given to these illegitimate child-
ren. They may be taken care of in nursery homes, foster 
homes or added luck may give them the chance of adoption. 
Thus we see some of the aspects of the life of some of the pre-
delinquent or delinquent children at home, at school or in the 
neighborhood. In many instances a feeling of complete insecurity 
is felt. In many instances this creates in some of the child-
ren a kind of anxiety. (Anxiety here means the fear without an 
object, or apprehension of the unknown to come.) This unknown 
creates such tension that relief must be obtained. Aggress-
ive reaction is the most ususal method of obtaining this re-
lief. This aggressive reaction may sometimes with the help of other 
factors results in crime. 
This is in brief the sub,jective picture of the Boston 
juvenile delinquent, through my study and observation during my 
residence at the South End House. The important factor which 
with other factors is the feeling of insecurity wnich creates 
anxiety then aggression and results in guilt and crime. The 
other causes whether they are personal or environmental(are 
explained in °hapter 4) may help as secondary factors other-
wise they are nothing but a wonderful piece of literature. 
In Egypt, we also have juvenile delinquent, who commit 
larceny and assault, but the majority of delinquents are 
vagrant children, begging sleeping in the streets and 
sprouting into gangs or adult criminals. There is also the 
-· 
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feeling of insecurity, which results from a broken family life. 
The Egyptian family is broken when the father or mother dies or 
divorce takes place. Occasionally when the father marries a -
second wife conflicts arise between the children of the older 
mother and the new one. Aside from that the Egyptian family is 
stable because very rarely does the mother have to go to work. 
Children either beg or after awhile steal because they have no 
money or no food to eat. They play truant because of the severe, 
dull teacher who understands one, his exercise books and two, 
arithmatical questions besides the recitation piece which he has 
to force the pupils to study by heart. They leave the home if the 
step-mother or step-father is quit tough. Still the Egyptian 
child is very close to his family. This perhaps is ~ong the 
causes which discourage us in the founding of foster homes. The 
causes of misbehavior, besides what has been mentioned, maybe 
the intelligence of the child fails to meet the intelligence 
standard of the class room or the kind of job he is mngaged in. 
The normal child may reject the job which the moron may be fond ofl 
Physical health also plays an import and part. 
The Annual Statistics of the Cairo Juvenile Court indicate 
that the majority of eases referred to it are those of child-
ren spoiled by their domestic~ environment. Then lastly the 
personal influenees.(Physical, mental and etc.) 
The cultural factors are more important in Massachusetts 
than in Egypt, in producing delinquent behav~'- ior. 
IV Agencies and Personnel 
Signifigant conclusions based upon the comparison. 
L. The Juvenile Court 
The Boston Juvenile Court was established in the year 1906. 
• 
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The Cairo Juvenile Court was established one year earlier. 
The judge of the Juvenile Court of Boston is appointed by the 
govenor for life. 
The judge of the Cairo Juvenile Court is alsQ appointed for 
life by the Minister of Justice. 
The Boston Juvenile v ourt does not deal with all the cases of the 
~ 
city of Boston, but only the central parts of it. (North end, South 
End, West End, and Back Bay) of- the city. 
The Cairo Juvenile Court deals with all of the eases of Cairo. 
The Number of cases tried before the Boston Juvanile Court are 
from 500 to 800 a year, while the cases of Cairo may rise to 6000. 
The Boston Judge therefore has a lot of time to devote to 
the child to discuss with him and talk over hsi problems. 
The Egyptian Judge has to see 120 to 150 cases in 3 hours. He 
can devote only a few seconds to each case. The present judge of 
the Boston Juvenile Court has a long experience in probation 
and social work and is permanent in his court. The Egyptian 
~ 
Judge of the _ Juvenile 0ourt may be transfered at anytime to 
an ordinary court. Very few of the Egyptian judges know 
social work and understand 8hild Psychology. 
The Boston Juvenile Court is noncriminal in nature. The 
hearing is informal and without a prosecuting attorney and usually 
without a defense attorney for t he child here is not on trial. 
In Cairo, there is a prosecutor, an defense attorney and the child 
is on trial. However, the courtroom is an ordinary one with-
out a cage, where the offenders are placed. The judge always 
complains of the huge number ~' oases. (In the year 1948 
the grand total was 5692. 
In Boston, the judge of the Boston Juvenile Court would 
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be able to take care of all the cases of Boston. However judges 
of the district courts in other parts of the city seem to hold 
that any judge can sentence a juvenil e delinquent. The grand 
~ toulea of all Massachusetts Juvenile Delinquents cases in the 
five years (1943 to 1947) was 31,413 • The number of juveniles 
tried before the Boston Juvenile Court in the -same period was 
only 3,561. That is to say that 27,852 cases were deprived of the 
benefit of a special court and a special judge. 
The following table shows the cases referred to the Boston 
~ 
Juvenile Court and all the oases of the state. 
c 
Table :XXX 
Year Boston J.C. Total Mass Courts 
1.94~ 849 6553 
1944 · 751 6729 
1945 759 7158 
1946 644 5949 
1947 558 5024 
356l 31413 
2. THE PROBATION OFFICERS 
% of BJC to all 
13% 
11% 
10% 
11% 
11% 
11% 
In Massachusetts the probation officers receive respectable 
salaries compared with their colleauges of Egypt. The work is 
similar in investigating cases, submitting social reports, 
presence in court taking charge of the children, and super-
vising on probation. 
In Egypt they have to be graduated from the Schools of 
Social Work, have enought practice in the Bureau of Social 
Services or similar other agencies. They work as probation 
officers as well as parole officers. They never arrest a 
child or aarry a pistol for these are acts of the police. 
The probation officer, or the Social Worker as it is call in 
Egypt, is the brother and the sincere friend to the child 
• 
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He can gain the child'a continence. Never inclines to do harm 
to the child following the notion of prefering the welfare of society 
to the welfare of the child. This is a vague rediculous phil-
osphy • 
~he probation officer of Egypt is closer to his cases more 
than the probation officer of Boston. The active cases he should 
follow up, write reports. There are not more than 50 eases, while 
the probation officer of ~oston works with 200 to 300 cases. It 
is difficult to believe with that hugh number, the probation 
system is carried out effectively. For probation's obligations 
are: 
1. To make interviews and visits at regular intervals. Every 
two weeks for a year or more. 
2. The probation officer should keep after the child. 
3. He must know what the ehild 1s doing at home, at school, 
and at work. 
4. He should make the child engage in wholesome recreation. 
5. He must keep him away from bad boys and bad gangs. 
6. He should give help to the fami l y , if needed. 
1.1 
In the Boston Juvenile ourt as well as the district 
- ~ 
courts there are probation officers who should be notified by 
the police ,if the child is arrested. In Cairo, this procedure, 
is not yet in action. The prosecutor usually refers to the 
Bureau the eases which he feels are in need of investigation. 
To carry the whole case load of the juvenile court, we should need 
100 probation officers. 
In Massachusetts proceedings not to be deemed criminal •• 
n they shall be treated not as criminals, but as children in 
need of aid, encouragement and guidancett • . l 
I. Sect. 53 of Cfiap 119 of the General Laws of Massachusetts 
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Record of proceedings not to be admissible as evidence. 
I 
" Nor shall such adjudication or disposition or evidence to 
operate or disqualify a child in any future examination, 
I 
appointment , lor application for public service under the 
41t government either of the Commonwealth or of any political 
1 
subdivision there of. 
c. Adjudication Proceedings after Adjudication 
"One court may commit such delinquent · ehild to the 
Youth Service Board, but it shall not commit such child to 
a jail or house of correction, nor to the Lyman School, the 
Industrial School for Boys, or the Industrial School for Girls, 
nor anya0her institution supported by the Commonwealth for the 
custody, care and training of delinquent or wayward children 
2 
or juvenile affenders. 
D. Hearings Appeal 
n A child adjudged a wayward child or delinq_uent child 
may appeal to 1 the Superior Court upon adjudication, and also 
may appeal to said court at the time and of the order o i ' 
3 
commitment or sent ence. 
The Vagrant children in the Egyptian Act of 1949 are now 
prevented from the right to appeal except when there is a mis-
take in the application. Juvenile d.elinquents charged with 
capital offinses are not excluded for the juriso.iction of 
the juvenile court. In Massachusetts, they are excluded ,while 
in 26 states and the District of Columbia the original jurisdic-
tion of thecourt is exclusive even in muder cases. 
1. Chap. 119 of the General Laws of Mass. Sec. 60. 
2. Ibid. Sect. 58. 
3 .Ibid. Sect. 56. 
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b. The Egyptian penal codes divide the juvenile delinquents into 
categories. Each category has its procedures and the ways of 
punishment (tEeatment). The categories are: 
From 7 to 12 years 
" 12 to 15 " 
n 15 to 17 " 
c. Vagrant children in the Egyptian Vagrant Act are si~tlar to 
what is called in the CommonwealtJ:l of Massachusetts "the wayward 
children. 11 The Wayward child is defi ned as" a child between the 
age of seven and seventeen who habitually associates with vicious 
or immoral persons, or who grows up in cmrcumstances exposing him 
to an immoral, vicious or criminal life."l 
If this is true, the age range of the wayward chi+d in Egypt 
is seven to ejjghteen while in Massa chusetts it is seven to seventeen. 
Some Remarks on the Egyptian Vagrant Children Act 1949 
a. "It s ays that a child who is under 18 years old :ts a Vagrant 
when - - " -. Does tha t mean that there is no mJnimum 1?-ge 
which is ? years old in the Young Offenders Act of 193?? 
b. The act ~ives trusteeship to the unjust fathers or guardians 
by giving them the right to commit the children to the court of 
by saying that such children are beyond their control. The fact 
is as the inve\stigations show that such fathers or guar..dians try 
to put the chi,ldren away in an institution perhaps to get rid of 
their support and other expenses. 
Here the legislators were wise enough to admit in the same 
act that the person who is legally supporter of the child must 
pay an amount of money to the fit person or agency. which takes care 
1. Section 52 of Chapter 119 (1948) General Laws o:f Mass. 
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of the child. 
c. The act does not give the right to appeal to the child or 
his guardians except when there is a mistaken application of 
the law. 
~ d. Detention of Children 
a. Jn Cario 
The De:b.ention Home of the Cari o Juvenile Court v.ras opened 
in May 22, 1950. 
b. In Boston 
The Detention Home was opened one ye ar l ater than that of 
Cario. The same was the case ~Ni. th the t\ft.ro juvenile courts. The 
Cairo Juvenile Court was established in 1905 and the Boston 
Juvenile Court was in 1906 as was mentioned before. 
The works and aims of the two detention homes are simila.r in 
the ext ent of protecting the child.ren from being put in with adult 
offenders and 1exposect to undesirable influences. 
11he number of agencies and c enters as was mentioned before is 
very l a r ge. The writer chose three main one s 8.Ud di scussed them 
thoroughly in the preceding chapter. They ar e (1) The Citizenship 
Tra~ning group whose vvork is simila r to a cert B. in extent to t he 
work o f th e Cairo Soci a l Serviees Bure au of the Juvenile CJo urt. 
This agency ha s no s hor t comings except tha t it should be 
enJ_arged and. he.ve br c._nches in the different :parts of the city of 
Boston so every juvenile child may have the opportunity of attend-
# ing the group. The gro up is rea l ly a woncJerful a no. suc cessful 
group in fulfil l ing its mission of this thesis. 
( 2) The J udge Bake~_Quidanc e Center is one ' of the :.best clinics 
not only in Boston but trJXoughout th.e country . I t was found eo. to 
examine the ju1i'enile C'J.ses r eferr ed to it by the Boston Juvenile 
, 
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Court. Since 1930 it has changed it name from J.B. Founda t ion 
t o Judge Esker Guidance Center end enl arged the extent of its 
work which is 
1-Tremtrnent Service for the individual child. 
2- Cooper ative community agency services. 
3- Teaching and traini ng. 
4- Research. 
(3)The Youth Service Board - The writer hopes f a i thfully to 
have a similar agency a s that in Egypt. It was established in 
1 948. Juvenil e court corrm1i tments accordi ng to Section 58 of 
chapter 119 Gener al l&ws of :Mas s . are now made to t he Boa r d . 
rather than directly to the institut ions. 
Ther e are five bo ards in this country. Bes ide t hc:.t of Mass. 
there are others in California, Minnesota , Wisconsin end Texas. 
The Youth Service Board of Mass. consi sts of three full time mem-
bers appoint eo. by the Governor from a lj_st submi tteo to him by 
one advi s ory committee on Service to Youth. The board here was 
severely criticized by so:me authorities. , 'A"!long thes e was Judg e 
Perkins who raised the argument that establishing the Youth Ser-
vice Board ·wit h full authority to release one child on parole and 
send another (who perhaps wa s the partner of the first child in 
the same offence ) to the reformatory, may create discr iroJ_nati on 
and give unfavpr able results. Perkins said: "Here we ha ve a 
law which not ibnly permits discrimination between A and B without 
objective evidence, but also makes such discrimination manctatory, 
if the aut hority forms a f avorable opinion of A and an unfavorable 
one of B." 
Let us consider for a moment how such action would work . B 
sees A go home while he is sent t.o a reformatory ano_ A gets off. 
"He was in it just as much a s I was ." "Oh", says the Authority, 
"it is not what you di d. t hat counts, it's what you a re. Your act 
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was a mere ineid ent. You have an unstable personality. Before 
it · will be safe to let you b e at l arge in t he community , you 
need correct ive treatment. The public must be protected." To 
which B repli es: "You have no right to do thi s. I have learned 
my l esson. I wil l never break the law again. You say I am 
unst able. I say I am not. unst able. I ha ve been watching you all 
through your examination of me and your real reason is that you 
are prejudiced agai nst Unitarians. I have as much right to s ay 
you ar e prejudiced. a s you have to s ay I am unst able. You cannot 
back up your opinion by proof of any kind. You have prod.uced no 
st andar o .. of measurement to show I am di f f erent from A. What you 
are d,oing to me is absolutely unfair. You can show no evidence 
to justify refusing to give me the same chance tha t A gets." B 
would be right. Put this case to any set of boys or school teach-
ers or managers of f actories or officers in the ar my of navy and 
t heir answer would be the same, "It is unfair to B." To the 
writer t his sounds right and has full logic. Referring to chapter 
120 of the General Laws of Mass. which deals with the Youth Servi ce 
Bo e.rd, it is written under Section 12. 
"The Board may release on parole at anytime, and may place 
children in its custody in their usual homes or in any situation 
or f amily that ha s been approved by the board. ul · This of course 
gives full accept ance to what Judge Perkins had declared in 1942, 
but the sta trte was careful enough to leave t he whole liberty to 
t he Board. The statue adds in the same article that the approval 
of the committing court should be gained before such a release is 
made. "Except that no child shall be returned to his own home 
immedi ately after comrni t ment ancl the initial diagnosis without the 
approval of the committ ing court."2 
1. Section 12 Cha~r 120 General Laws of Mass. 
2. Ibid Section 12 
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In Egypt ·beside the shortage in number of reform agencies 
and welfare centers, clubs and so forth, the ecomomieal condi-
tion cannot offer the luxurious settings and enormously pro-
gressive plans an~ expeEiments which are here in -~erica . One 
will be astonished when reading onl y a few or these names of 
the countless centers and agencies which were put in the pre-
ceding pages. Yet still some one says, "We in Egypt have faith 
in our progr am . We are handicapped materi ally but strong one 
hundred percent morally. Social Service comes from the heart. 
The shortage of money cannot make a big differ ence. "Who knows?" 
This might be true. 
The shortage is in the reformatory schools. They are only 
four in number. This leads to lett ing children remain in the 
streets if they have no homes. Alt hough the court commits them 
to the reformatory, yet the latter m·ay !>e full "no room for new 
comers." These new comers have to wait until some chi ldren are 
dis charged and to make room for them. {"Where and when God only 
knows!) These reformatories one could say are far away from the 
Social spirit. T~e guards are policemen. There are no psychiatic, 
or psychological clinics. The children are taught il.n a military 
spirit which lets them act like tools and machines. No parole 
officers ar e found in the r eformatories nor in Egypt in general. 
The Parole Officers and Parole Board. do not exist in Egypt yet. 
In praooice, no one makes follow up of cases discharged from the 
reformatories. The writer can mention with thanks that Mass. as 
Ohio State were among the first to utilize the Cottage System or 
Cottage Plan as it is called. 
Inside the reformatories in Egypt there is no formation of 
homogeneous groups according to age and mental development and 
specia l need. 
.. 
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No foster homes in Egypt, no reception centers where the 
child could be examined and orientated. In ~pt ·we need 
institutions for more difficult juveniles and institutions for 
mentally deficient and psychotic children. There is no organized 
services for physically handicapped children. There is no child 
guidance services which can give help to children, especially those 
whose behavior difficulties require this help. 
Very few are the Volunteers. This type of person is not wide 
spread as is the case here in America. There are here discussion 
lead.ers and advisors for groups . There are club leaders and vol-
unteers who act as project advisors on special subjects, such as 
homemaking, se~ education, public affairs, vocations, etc. 
Egypt is badly in need of those volunte:ers. 
These are quick, brief conclusions based upon the five pre-
vious chapters in this thesis. In the next chapter there are a 
few recommendations for changes in Massachus~tts and Egypt • 
• 
CHAPTER VII 
IlliCCl·J..bJ:.; ·.ATJ:ONJ F01~ CHANGE I N l;i.AS.SAC:tiUSETJ'S JIJ'JD EGYPr:l 
Such recorrunen<iations vlill be focused on the concepts 
11 Definj_tion 11 ''Age Range." The Court a.Dd Statements of 
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the Lm,rs. These statements include the systems of control 
treatment and preservation of delinquency • 
• 
THE COl·'il·10N NEEDS OF .ALL CHILDREN1 
1. Parents to provide love, secliTity, guidance and com-
panionship . 
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2 . Family life which 1-Jill respect the individual a.nd help 
him to respect the rights of others. 
3. D1.vellings v.rhich are clean, safe and protective. 
4. Health . 
5. Protection from accident, from evil influences and f rom 
mistreatment. 
6. Education and training through school, rel i gion, pla~, 
recreation, reading and creative expression. 
7. Preparation for later life -
Education in its broadest sense, education for 
living, for homemaY~ng and for the performance of 
civic duties • 
1. The vJhi te House Conference Report on Children in a 
Democracy, Washington, 194o 
• 
A. DEFINITION OF' THE T~l 
As it was mentioned in the preceding chapter no 
satisfactory definition is invented yet. Some students 
and authorit1Jes always define the juvenile delinquent in 
terms of age limits. Some define it in terms of age and 
the kind of offence the child commits. By the second con-
cept some juveniles are denied the privilege of being 
treated as children needing care and protection. Such a 
statute as that of Massachusetts of Chapter 119 General 
Laws says a child is a juvenile as long as his age is 
betv1een seven and seventeen, unless he commits a crime 
punishable by death or imprisonment for life (before one 
Amendment of 1948 which makes it 11punishable by death. 11 ) 
Here Hassachusetts gives the example of the states and 
co~mtries which pay regard to the seriousness of the crime . 
The theory is that the child is a child; i.e. an i mmature 
person, and he shou~d be tried as such regardless of the 
seriousness of the crime. He is too immature to be ex-
posed to the full rigors of the criminal court procedure 
and its penalties . He should have the benefit of the 
juvenile court, the privacy of its hearings without the 
presence of a jury, the right of appeal and above all, the 
informality which is not fo~md in the criminal courts • 
But Massachusetts, as well as many other states, twenty-two 
in number1 , exclude the juvenile delinquents from being 
1. Colorado, DelavTare, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, 
Im.;ra, Kansas, Louisiana, Haine, :t-1aryland, Hississippi, 
Hontana, New Jersey, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode 
Island, South Carolina , Terillessee , Texas, Vermont and 
West Virginia. 
• 
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treated in the juvenile co1.1.rt if they commit certain 
offenses, that is to say that too much recognition is given 
to the offence, resulting in disregard for the needs of the 
child . Here we can say that care is concentrated on the 
protection of the public, even at the expense of the child. 
The hope is that Massachusetts, as well as these other 
states, will no longer allmv the criminal courts to have 
exclusive jurisdiction over juvenile delinquents for any 
offense, even if it is punishable by death. The state of 
l\1assachusetts, over a long period of tim~, has been leader 
in the correction and treatment of delinquency . Consequent-
ly, it shou~d realize that the entire procedure against a 
juvenile offender shou~d be directed toward the determina-
tion of what treatment is best for the welfare of the child . 
In Egypt, the statute defined only the vagrant c~~ld 
as a child who is under eighteen years old who begs, etc.1 
(The Criminal Law 1937) . There is no definition. With 
regret, this Law labeled the delinquent child as tbe 
criminal delinquent or the youth offender. But it is fitting 
to say that this Lavr may be amended shortly. A bill for 
this is nm·1 in the Parliament. 
The Criminal Procedures Law, Article Number 341r, passed 
only last year (1951) says in effect, ""that : the juvenile 
court is responsible for the trial of the chj_ld v.rhose age is 
below fifteen, (t~is is the age limit for a juvenile delinquent) 
wh e:ther the offence be a minor offence, a misdemeanor or . a 
capital crime . 2 11 
1 . See Page I /o 2. of this thesis 
2. See Page 1 CJI 6f this thesis 
B. THE AGE RANGE 
As it has already been explained, the States differ 
in regard t o the age limit of the juvenile delinquent. 
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4lr Twenty-seven states, Alaska, Hawaii and the District of 
• 
Colombia get eighteen years as the age limit . · Six states 
get 
two 
seventeen years , seven states get sixteen years and 
1 
states ge t twenty-one years. 
The Standard Juvenile Couit Act2 suggests raising the 
juvenile cou~t age to eighteen and transferring the child 
to other cou~ts if his age is sixteen . It will be noted 
that tb~s draft recomEends all court cases of children 
under eighteen must be brought first to the juvenile court. 
Under Section 10, cases of children between sixteen and 
eighteen may be transferred to the criminal court if the 
juvenile court, after full investigation, finds it contrary 
to the best i n terest of either the cb~ld or the public to 
retain jurisdiction over him. In practice, such transfers 
are seldom made.3 In Massachusetts, the minimum age is 
seven and the maximum is seventeen; so the youth of seven-
teen here goes to the criminal court for an offense, while 
another boy of eighteen or twenty in another state is sent 
to the juvenile court . Also, it is regretable to scwthat 
in Mass achusetts children of fourteen years and over can be 
tried in the criminal courts at the discretion of tbe 
l. See Table Page (_a Lf 
2. National Probation and Parole Association 
3. A Standard Juvenile Court Act- Revised Edition 1949 
National Probation and Parole Association 
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juvenile court judge. 
In Egypt, the age range is more complicated. The mini-
mum age is seven in the Criminal Lavl and the maximu1n age is 
fifteen. However, Article Number 72 refers to special 
procedures for those whose ages are from fifteen to seven-
1 teen years. In the Vagrant Law, the minimum age was 
ignored. The :Maximum age in the Vagrant Law is eighteen 
years, but as the Vagrant Law is a private LavT, it should 
follow the Criminal Lavl. Therefore, Article 6lt of tm 
Criminal La\'l gives the minimum age as seven years anl should 
be applied in the Vagrant Lavl according to the Egyptian 
Doctrines and juxisprudence. 
Wny Seven Is A Minimum Age 
Teeters, in his book, The Challenge of Delinquency, 
said, 11It has been the tradition since the days of the Romans 
to vie\v the child under the age of seven as not being culpable 
for his delinquent acts . It is interesting that in the 
Catholic Church a child under that same age cannot take 
communion. Both church and state have regarded the child 
under seven as irresponsible and helpless. u2 
Consequently, there are these conflicting maximum ages 
of fifteen, seventeen and eighteen years in ot~ statutes. 
The Nassachusetts age, which is up to seventeen birthdays, 
is an arbitrary age linut that has no biological or other 
scientific basis. There is no discoverable reason far not 
1. See Page l ~(}of this Thesis 
2. The Challeng.e of Delinquency by Teeters and 
Reinemann-Prentice-Hall, Inc., N.Y. 1951, Page 41 
• 
c 
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including the seventeen year old children in the juvenile 
list . 
If arrival at, full maturity is the proper point for 
full accountability for one 1 s acts, the case is clear far 
twenty- one as the proper division bet1veen juvenile and 
adtlit offenders. It is the generally accepted age for at-
taining majority . The point at vlhich a person assumes 
control of property and is free from parental authority 
might be regarded as the appropriate age for him to assume 
full responsibility for his acts.1 
In the v1ri ter 1 s opinion , tvventy-one is a reasonable 
age to mark maturity . It is therefore to be recommended 
that: 
A. The maximum age of delinquency in Massachusetts 
and Egypt be raised to twenty-one; that is to 
say that children and adolescents belovl tvrenty-
one should be tried before the juvenile miTts , or 
B. A special procedure should be authorized in the 
ordinary courts for minors between seventeen and 
twenty- one.years . 
In New York State, there is that procedt~e for minors 
whose ages are from sixteen t o nineteen. They are called 
"Youthful offenders. 11 In the t1vo Counties, (Kings and 
Queens) in Ne1·1 York City, there are adolescent courts for 
minors of that age (Sixteen to nineteen) . 
1 . Juvenile Delinquency in Massachusetts as a Public 
Responsibility, Boston 1939, Hassachusetts Child 
Council PagES 24--25 
.. 
& 
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C. THE COURT 
In the year 1906 the Ivlassachus etts Legislature provided 
for one juvenile co~rrt to serve the central part of the city.1 
It was fully expected such a co~rrt i•r.ould serve as an example 
to be duplicated by others not only in the city, but through-
out the State. Boston is in need of more than one juvenile 
couxt. All the State of Massachusetts also has the same 
need for special juvenile courts. It vias observed2 that 
27,852 children in five years were deprived of the benefit 
of all special courts and special judges. 
The opinion that the district co~rrts in Boston and 
throughout the state can take care of the children, and that 
the judges in such co~rrts are qualified to sentence juvenile 
delinquents invites criticism. Professor A lectures in the 
graduate school and Professor B teaches in a Kindergarten . 
Both have worked for more than ten years and both have the 
same degrees. Perhaps A has more. Noone can deny that B, 
engaged in the teaching of young children needs a special 
technique and tmderstanding of this age group. He achieves 
by specializing in Kinder garten schools. Thus, with due 
respect to the judges of the district couxts who believe 
completely that handling the juvenile cases is an easy j.ob, 
vle can bitterly say 11no. 11 We need specialized judges -
.lifelong civil court judges to work \vi th the juvenile cases. 
Their experience in working \vi th the children over a long 
period of time, added to personal attributes and qualifica-
1. See Page II J of this Thesis 
2 . See Page 1ljof this Thesis 
• 
tions for understanding child psychology, social case work 
and group work, etc., will make for success in helping o~~ 
children. 
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The same case happens in Egypt . There is only one 
juvenile co~rrt in Cairo. This court sentences per year about 
fo~~ to six thous~d cases, a number which seems diffic~ut 
to believe. The judge of the juvenile co~rrt is a temporary 
judge, that is to say, he may be transferred to anordinary 
court after one or two years. The majority have the notion 
that handling the cases of juvenile delinquents is like 
having a glass of coca cola. Only some ten or twenty 
sections in one penal code to be studied and all is o.k. 
Special juvenile courts with special judges are much 
needed in both Massachusetts and Egypt , Juvenile courts on 
the model of the Boston Juvenile Court and a judge with the 
type of training of the Boston Juvenile Court who worked in 
the field of probation as director of the Citizenship 
Training Department under Judge Perldns long before becoming 
a judge. 
In Egypt, the Juvenile court should be noncriminal in 
nature . A special room is required; one which gets away 
from the bench and bar and the formalities of desks and 
chairs - a place that is friendly and parental, but not 
undignified or lacking in the sense of power which the law 
and its administration gives. The words verdict, complaint, 
trial and punishment should be changed to disposition, 
petition, hearing and readjustment. Hearings should be in 
• 
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an informal manner. Since the child is not on trial, neither 
the prosecutor nor latvyers (defense attorney) are needed. 
For this, the juvenile court should be one of the child 
caring agencies of the community • 
D . SYSTElv.IS OF CONTROL 
No need of repeating the agencies and centers in 
Hassachusetts which deal with delinquency. These have been 
mentioned in the preceding chapters. One notion I vmu.ld 
like to voice is that the large numbers of centers, clinics 
and groups may create an opposite result with the mal-
adjusted children of Massachusetts to that desired. 
These centers, by giving endless services, may forget to 
distinguish betv1een the things the agencies can do:· for 
clients and the things they must do for themselves . The 
children and the parents become confused. This confusion 
creates in the children the love of relying on society. 
This feeling of irresponsibility creates the desire for 
wrongdoing if other helping factors are bad neighborhoods 
or broken homes, etc. 
It was the idea of some reformers t o gi ve t he childl~en 
liberty to express themselves freely and to get rid of com-
plexes . The measure of liberty, the amount which should be 
given and at what age - all these create confusion. The 
living was too great and the meaning of this l iberty is 
unfortm~ately misused by the children themselves and their 
families. The children can say what they vmn't do, or vlhat 
• 
they wish in the name of freedom, which in many instru~ces 
is badly misunderstood and badly used. The result is that 
the father or mother at home, the street car driver, the 
school teacher, all have lost much of the respect - in the 
name of liberty - which the children usually give to the 
older persons. 
.. 
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CAIRO (EGYPT) 
The following are a few suggestions for carrying out 
some of the Hassachusetts systems in controling and treat-
~ of juvenile delinquency: 
1. The Social Service Bt~eau of the Cairo Juvenile 
Cour t will be extended to have the rights and responsibili-
ties of the Youth Service Board of lvlassachusetts.1 Only 
five boards are in this country. 
2. One probation officer or two 1.vill be appointed in 
every police station. 
3. I f a child is arrested by the police, the probation 
of ficer should be informed immediately. He should get in 
touch with the child's parents or guardian and make a brief 
report. This report may show primarily whether the home is 
fit or unfit. The first hearing will be on the same day if 
the arrest is in the morning; otherwise the child will stay 
in the detention home until the next morning when tbefirst 
hearing by the judge takes place. This necessitates having 
a juvenile court session every day except Friday (the official 
holiday in Egy.pt, or Sunday in .America) . 
The judge may postpone the case for a convenient time 
for study and research. In this case, the boy may be left 
in his home if the home is fit, or in the detention home. 
The need is to enlarge the present detention home. Big boys 
may be put in a jail until the use of the detention be con-
. . 
1 . See pages \ Y 4- to I 56 
.. 
venient. Of course, detention of a child in jail, police 
station or lock-up should definitely be prohibited. If 
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t h e child is sixteen or over, he may be placed in a jail or · 
other place of detention for adults, but placed in a room 
or v1ard ent irely separat e from them. One suggestion is to 
raise the age up to eighteen years in the Criminal Law as 
it is eighteen now in the Vagrant Law of 19~9. 
The judge may set the ~hild free if he proves innocent. 
The judge also may turn the boy over to the Social Service 
Bureau. The Bureau here acts as an executive authority. 
That is to say, it has the right to send the boy to a 
reformatory, foster home, institute for mental defficients, 
or release him on parole. In any case, that will nathappen 
before (1), putting the child in a reception center. This 
center may be in the detention home, and (2), the acceptance 
of the court. In the reception center, there \vill be tm 
clinic. Each child is i nterviewed, examined - physically 
and mentally - and given vocational tests, personality tests 
and psychometric aptitude tests. 
If the case is postponed, this means the court ~in 
need of a full report which usually covers the v1hole study 
of the boy and his family. The judge may put the child on 
probation for a year in his home, that is to say, the case 
should be h~~ded to the father, mother or guardian under 
the supervision of the Bureau. If the boy is put in a foster 
home, the supervision of the Bureau is also necessary. ~fuat 
is meant here by foster home is not a family home as it is 
here in this coQntry. Xhe meaning is an institution where 
•• 
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children can go and work outside and come back to sleep . 
The place is rather said to be a dormitory, for the children 
if they gain money should share in the expenses just to 
believe that they are not in an alms house or dependent • 
The child who is committed to a reformatory can be 
discharged at any time and put on parole if the director of 
the reformatory accepts, and also with the aiproval of the 
Bureau. 
The Bureau will consist of 
1 . The Clinic1 
2. Board of Probation 
a. for investigation and follov1-up cases 
at home 
3. Board of Parole 
A. for children released from reformatories 
or in foster homes . The responsibility 
of this Board is to place the children in 
suitable jobs and take care of their future 
\-Telfare . 
The Probation Parole Boards of Hassachusetts 1.vill be 
used as a guide in our vmrk in Egypt. The Bureau in Egy-pt, 
which will be responsible for the above mentioned program, 
is a private agency staffed by civil servants delegated 
from the Government . The Bureau will be supervised as it 
is now by a National Governmental Committee formed of the 
present members, with the addition of the Director of the 
Reformatory or the Department of Prisons and a representa-
tive from the Ninistry of Social Affairs . 
The above is the main important suggestion which is 
the establishment of a Bureau consisting of (l) a Cli nic, 
1 ~ · The Judge Baker Guidance Center, -Page 11 7 to tiro 
of this Thesis . 
.. 
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(2) Board of Probation and (3) Board of Parole . 
Beside this Bureau, Cairo is in need of: 
1 . Another two detention homes vn1ich can be used 
as reception centers, one for boys and the other for girls. 
2. Establislunent of a home (foster home) . 
3. Establishment of institution for abnormal 
delinquents . For the time being, there is but one ins titu-
tion for handicapped (deaf and dumb, blind, etc . ) and 
mental deficient children . 
4. The present system carried out in the reforma-
tories should be changed. The military system will be 
abolished. The Cottage System will be founded. The goal 
of the reformatories should be a sound preparation of child-
1 
ren for return to a normal life in the community. -
5. The need is also for training special police 
technicians to deal vii th delinquency cases . They must have 
a course in social work, how to interview the delinquent 
children and the psychology of the juveniles. 
6. A department for identification and recor_ds 
should be established for the juvenile delinquent cases 
and the system which is mentioned in Section 21 of Chapter 
2 120, General Laws of Massachusetts. 
What has been mentioned about the juvenile court and 
the Youth Service Bureau programs is among the program of 
controling and treating of juvenile delinquency . But 
l . See Reformatories in t1assachusetts, Page 17 / of this 
thesis . 
2 . See Page 15' J of this Thesis . 
• 
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still some other procedures deal as a matter of fact with 
the prevention of delinquency. These measures are among 
the responsibility of the state. 
The welfare of the child at home and -his needs should 
be fulfilled. His essential needs are (1) food, (2) 
clothing, . (3) protection, and (4) love from the person who 
gives him the food, clothing and protection. The school 
must share in the problem. It should know its individual 
pupils . The school social worker should observe the 
behavior of his children. He should ask himself, "Is Ali 
friendly? Is he failing in school work? Does he play 
t ruant? Is he rejected and unwanted at home, the playground, 
and with his school mates? Does he live in a delinquency 
area? Does he show marks of poverty?" 
We are handicapped in the club activities . Very few 
are clubs and settlements in Egypt. We need volunteers11 
The movement of the volunteers in America. is unbelievable. 
Every individual Ln this country feels that his duty is to 
devote some hours a week as a volunteer , in centers, 
· agencies, hospitals, even as typists. This work is done 
free , only for the hapiness of America. The director of 
one of the clubs told the writer that if there were no 
volunteers, four-fifths of the activities -vmuld be stopped 
for the budget could not cover the payments of the workers. 
\ve need volunteers in Egypt . We should make a large propaganda 
to have volunteers. We need th em badly in many departments 
ot act~v1t1es, especially in community planning. Egypt 
• 
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needs (1) Economic planning (adequate living), (2) Physical 
planning (parks, cleanings), (3) Social planning (health, 
welfare, recreation), and (4) Cultural planning (schools, 
religion, libraries) • 
We need Friday schools at schools or the Mosques, if 
possible. The churches and temples are not only places ror 
praying, they are first class social centers; so our schools 
and mosques should be. Big and well built schools and 
mosques are empty the majority of the day. Let us do some-
activities and studies. This is very possible if it is 
systemized. 
Does the compulsory education exist in Egypt? Officially, 
yes, but practically, no. The compulsory and elementary 
schools are equipped with teachers who receive very low 
salaries with which they cannot be supported. The result 
is that this army of teachers in cities and especially in 
villages, are involved in some kind of trade or the like, 
for they have families and they should not starve. Under 
this system, no hope in having educated children. More 
than 70% of these children prefer leaving schools either 
to work or to have money, for they are badly in nee~ of 
food and clothing. 
It the work is not suitable, they jump from one job to 
another until they reach their adolescent period. If they 
have not become vagrant or juvenile, that is only the mercy 
of God. 
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